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本章大綱&學習目標
本章大綱 學習目標
 了解以下名詞

 DNA, RNA, cDNA, mRNA, Protein, Central Dogma
 Transcription, Gene Expression, Hybridization
 Probe and Target (in the microarray experiments)

 了解Microarray的Life Cycle。
 略知單色及雙色Microarray的兩個製造平台流程。
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先看兩則新聞...
先看兩則新聞

Basic principles in
physics, chemistry and biology
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Principles Known?
Physics

Elementary
Particles

Yes

Elements

Yes

Genes

No

Matter
Chemistry
Compound
Biology
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Historical Introduction (1)
 1866: Gregor Mendel
 1822/07/20~1884/01/06, aged 61,
Austrian.
 奠定了遺傳學的基礎。
 basic inheritance mathematics
(information that is carried between
generation)。(genes)

source: http://en.wikipedia.org

Generally assume that chromosomal
proteins carry genetic information
and that DNA plays a secondary
role.

6/38

Historical Introduction (2)
 1944: Avery, MacLeod, McCarthy
 DNA (deoxy-ribonucleic acid) is the major
carrier of genetic material in living organism.
(i.e., responsible for inheritance).
 當時並沒有命名為DNA，因為DNA的結構還沒有被發掘
。

The basic biological units responsible for
possession and passing on of a single
characteristic are called genes.
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Historical Introduction (3)
 1953: James Watson and Francis Crick
 three dimensional double helix structure of DNA.
 Nobel Prize (1962)

 2001: human genome sequence was
published.

1916~2004

1928~
source: 科學人

source: http://en.wikipedia.org
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DNA Structure Discovery
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雙螺旋─
結構發現者的青春告白
雙螺旋─DNA結構發現者的青春告白


1950年代初期，DNA的結構之謎是當時最熱門，所投入的人力與物
力最龐大，競爭也最激烈的科學研究課題。



1953年，本書作者華生以25歲之齡，與同事克瑞克一起發表「雙螺
旋」的研究成果，因而榮獲1962年的諾貝爾生物獎，一門嶄新的科
學-遺傳工程（亦即複製桃莉羊的科學）-也就此誕生。



作者自述樹立這項20世紀科學里程碑的追求歷程，也不避諱提及當
初自己與同事曾不擇手段，探知競爭對手的最新進度，一舉粉碎科學
研究者理想而清高的形象，坦率真誠，30年來無人能及。



本書於1968年在美國問世前，就曾為了其中所揭露的爆炸性內容，
使得哈佛大學出版社臨時放棄出版計劃，而引發「出版自由 V.S. 自
律」的爭議，造成未上市先轟動的熱潮。



後來，該書改由一家小型出版社發行，並旋即成為史上最暢銷的科普
書籍之一，多年來一直列於歐美中學生的課外讀物指定名單中。



儘管飽受科學界同儕抨擊，本書的經典地位卻反而因此快速奠定，並
於1996年獲紐約公立圖書館選為對20世紀影響最鉅的100本「世紀
之書」之一。

雙螺旋─DNA結構發現者的青春告白
作者：詹姆斯‧D‧華生
原文作者：James D. Watson
譯者：陳正萱，張項
出版社：時報出版
出版日期：1998年07月28日

基因、女孩、華生──雙
螺旋二部曲, Genes,
Girls, and Gamow
作者：James D. Watson
譯者：杜默
出版社：時報文化
出版日期：2003年01月27日

source: 博客來網路書店
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DNA光環背後的奇女子
光環背後的奇女子

DNA光環背後的奇女子：
羅莎琳‧法蘭克林的一生
Rosalind Franklin :
The Dark Lady of DNA
作者：布蘭妲‧馬杜克斯/著
原文作者：Brenda Maddox
譯者：楊玉齡
出版社：天下文化
出版日期：2004年12月29日

9/38



羅莎琳‧法蘭克林所拍的第五十一號DNA照片是「有史以來
拍得最漂亮的X射線照片之一」。在她不知情的情況下，照片
流到華森手上，他一眼看出這是DNA螺旋的明證。



華森與克里克於1953年解開了雙螺旋結構，堪稱二十世紀生
物學最重大的發現。克里克後來寫道：「我們之所以能摸索
出DNA的結構，是基於韋爾金斯、法蘭克林以及與他們合作
的人員所提供的X射線圖形……」



1962年，華森、克里克與韋爾金斯因而榮獲諾貝爾生理醫學
獎。然而，一般人仍不知道羅莎琳是誰。直到1968年，華森
發表自傳《雙螺旋》講述這段歷史，把她化身為名叫「羅西
」的壞脾氣女學究。



但羅莎琳已於1958年因卵巢癌早逝，無法為自己辯解。本書
還原她的真實面貌——美麗又有天分、勇敢卻又敏感；讓她
重新為世人所認識。
source: 博客來網路書店
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科普參考書
圖解人類基因組的構造
作 者： 大石正道
譯 者： 林碧清
出版社： 世茂
出版日： 2002 年 12 月 10
日

作者：尼可拉斯.魏德/著
譯者：趙沛林/譯
出版社：知書房
出版日期：2002年09月01日
語言：繁體中文

圖解基因與DNA
作 者： 久我勝利
譯 者： 劉小惠
出版社： 品冠
出版日： 2002 年 08 月 01 日
/2008年04月01日

作者：中□彌男
譯者：王海
出版社：書泉
出版日期：2008年10月01日
語言：繁體中文

作者：沈大稜 潘重光 編著
出版社：上海教育出版社
出版日期：2005年12月01日
語言：簡體中文

Central Dogma (中心法則
中心法則)
中心法則
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 DNA通過自我複製，在生物體的繁衍過程中
傳遞遺傳信息。
 基因通過轉錄(transcription)和轉譯
(translation)，使遺傳信息在生物個體中得
以表達，並使後代表現出與親代相似的生物
性狀。
 基因控制著蛋白質的合成。
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Central Dogma (中心法則
中心法則)
中心法則
轉錄

轉譯

Proteins perform essential biological functions.

 遺傳信息的載體主要是DNA。
 控制生物體性狀的基因是一系列DNA片段。
 生物體生長發育的本質就是遺傳信息的傳遞
和表達。

14/38

DNA (Deoxy-Ribonucleic Acid)


A deoxyribonucleic acid or DNA (去氧核醣
核酸) molecule is a double-stranded
linear polymer composed of four
molecular subunits called nucleotides (核
苷酸).



Each nucleotide comprises a phosphate
group (磷酸基), a deoxyribose sugar (糖),
and one of four nitrogen bases (鹼基):


adenine 腺嘌呤 (A), thymine 胸腺嘧啶 (T)



guanine 鳥嘌呤 (G), cytosine 胞嘧啶 (C)

image source: internet.
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DNA (Deoxy-Ribonucleic Acid)

 The two strands are held together by
weak hydrogen bonds between
complementary bases.
...-T-G-G-A-C-A-....
| | | | | |
...-A-C-C-T-G-T-....
Complementary Base Pairing

image source: internet.

16/38

Double Helix

image source: internet.
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DNA contains thousands of genes

image source: internet.
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Transcription (轉錄
轉錄)
轉錄


轉錄（Transcription）是遺傳信息由DNA轉換到RNA的過程。作為
蛋白質生物合成的第一步。



轉錄中，一個基因會被讀取、複製為mRNA:


一特定的DNA片段作為模板，以DNA依賴的核糖核酸聚合酶（RNA聚合
酶或RNA合成酶）作為催化劑而合成前體mRNA的過程。

...-T-G-G-A-C-A-...

DNA Coding Sequence

...-U-G-G-A-C-A-...
| | | | | |
...-A-C-C-T-G-T-...

mRNA Sequence

DNA Template Sequence

RNA, or ribonucleic acid, is similar to DNA, but
-- RNA is single-stranded.
-- the sugar is ribose rather than deoxyribose
-- uracil 尿嘧啶(U) is used instead of thymine (T).

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Nucleic Acid Hybridization (核酸雜交
核酸雜交)
核酸雜交
 Hybridization exploits a
potent feature of the DNA
duplex – the sequence
complementarity of the two
strands.
 Remarkably, DNA can
reassemble with perfect
fidelity from separated
strands.
 Strands can be separated
(denatured) by heating.
image source: internet.
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Proteins (蛋白質
蛋白質)
蛋白質


胺基酸(Amino acids)是構成蛋白質(Proteins)的基本單位，蛋白質是生物体
內最重要的活性分子，其中擔任催化生理代謝反應的酵素，更是近代生物化學
的研究中心。



二十種性質各異的胺基酸，連接組成多樣的蛋白質，且賦予蛋白質特定的分子
構形，使蛋白質分子能夠具有生化活性。

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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The Genetic Code (遺傳密碼
遺傳密碼)
遺傳密碼

21/38



DNA中控制細胞中特殊蛋白合成的遺傳訊息，密碼的形式為DNA中三個連續的鹼
基(密碼子codon)。



從DNA的密碼翻譯成mRNA中的密碼序列，這些密碼序列決定胺基酸的序列。



在DNA和mRNA中，由4種鹼基可以組合成64種密碼子。



蛋白質中有20種胺基酸，有超過一組以上的DNA密碼代表一個特定的胺基酸，共
有60組密碼用來表示20種不同的胺基酸，有一組密碼用來表示複製進行的起點，
有三組密碼用來表示複製結束的終點，合起來剛好就是64組遺傳密碼。

22/38

Measuring Gene Expression (基因表達
基因表達)
基因表達

 Idea: measure the amount of mRNA to see which
genes are being expressed in (used by) the cell.
 Measuring protein would be more direct, but is
currently harder.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Gene Expression

image source: internet.

Monitoring gene expression helps understand the
cellular mechanisms for all biological processes:
gene function, gene network.

24/38

Tools for Gene Expression

 Gene expression can be studied
by different methods:
 RT-PCR, TaqMan-analysis
 Northern blot-hybridization
 RNA in situ-hybridization
 SAGE (serial analysis of gene expression)
 Differential display
 Microarrays (genome-wide expression)

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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生物資訊學和基因晶片 (1)
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 生物資訊學和基因晶片是生命科學研究領域中的兩種新方法
和新技術，生物資訊學與基因晶片密切相關:
 生物資訊學促進了基因晶片的研究與應用，
 而基因晶片則豐富了生物資訊學的研究內容。
 基因晶片（gene chip），又稱DNA微陣列（microarray
），是由大量DNA或寡核苷酸探針密集排列所形成的探針
(probe)陣列，其工作的基本原理是通過雜交
(hybridization)檢測資訊。
 基因晶片把大量已知序列探針集成在同一個基片上，經過標
記的若干靶核酸(target)序列通過與晶片特定位置上的探針
雜交,便可根據鹼基互補匹配的原理確定靶基因的序列。

生物資訊學和基因晶片 (2)
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根據探針的類型和長度，基因晶片可分為兩類:


cDNA microarray: 較長的DNA探針晶片




這類晶片的探針(>100mer)往往是PCR的產物，通過點樣方法將
探針固定在晶片上，主要用於RNA的表達分析。

oligonucleotide microarray: 較短的寡核苷酸探針晶片


其探針長度為25mer左右，一般通過在片(原位)合成方法得到，
這類晶片既可用於RNA的表達監控，也可以用於核酸序列分析。
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History of Microarray Technology
Microarray technology, as it is defined today, was first
described in the early 90's.
Oligo microarray


Fodor S P A, Read J L, Pirrung M C, Stryer L, Lu A T, Solas D. (1991),
Lightdirected, spatially addressable parallel chemical synthesis, Science
251, 767-773.

cDNA microarray


Schena M, Shalon D, Davis RW, Brown PO, (1995), Quantitative
monitoring of gene expression patterns with complementary DNA
microarray, Science 270, 467-470.

Significance
The scale of the research has changed from the study of one gene to whole
genome:
1 results vs. 10,000 results.

28/38

Microarray Technology


A microarray is a solid support (such as a membrane or glass
microscope slide) on which DNA of known sequence is deposited
in a grid-like array.



Microarrays consist of thousands of DNA fragments that are
spotted or in situ synthesized on a solid support.



Microarrays allow researchers to measure expression levels
(abundance of mRNA transcripts) of thousands genes (mRNA
transcripts) simultaneously in multiple biological samples.



By understanding how transcript abundance changes across
experimental conditions, researchers gain clues about gene
function and learn how genes work together to carry out
biological processes.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Microarray: Probe and Target
Microarray




DNA microarray technology is based on complementary
binding of base pairs.
RNA is isolated from matched samples of interest.
The RNA is typically converted to cDNA, labeled with
fluorescence (or radioactivity), then hybridized to microarrays
in order to measure the expression levels of thousands of
genes.

Probe



Nucleic acid strand (oligo, cDNA) bound to the solid surface,
such as glass.
Each probe on array is associated to certain transcript.

Target


Labeled nucleic acid strand, which is hybridized on the surface.

30/38

Two-Color Platform
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(spotted microarray)
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Yeast Genome on a Chip

32/38

One-Color Platform

(Affymetrix GeneChip)

Affymetrix U133A GeneChip
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生物晶片實驗步驟
轉錄
transcription
擴增
amplify

目標分子
富集 (rich)

樣品處理

配體點陣
及固定化

晶片製作

文庫製備
library construction
標記
labeling

分子間反應或雜交
hybridization
洗滌 washing

放射顯影
光化學
電化學
活性
酶催化反應

成像/檢測 scan/imaging

資料處理分析
Data processing and analysis
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Microarray Life Cycle
Biological Questions

1. differentially expressed genes
2. relationships between gene, tissues or treatments
3. classification of tissues and samples

Biological verification
and Interpretation
Experimental Design

1. RT-PCR
...
Domain
knowledge

1. design
2. sample size and power
…

Statistical Analysis
1. estimation
2. testing
3. clustering
4. classification
5. gene network
...

Microarray Experiments
1. target preparation
2. hybridization
3. washing
4. image acquisition
…

Preprocessing
gene filtering
missing values
...

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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1. image analysis
2. quantify expression
3. quality assessment
4. normalization
…
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Advantages of Microarray Experiments
Fast and Comprehensive
 Data on 15,000 genes in 1-4 weeks. Entire yeast genome
on a chip.
Flexible
 As more genomes are sequenced, more arrays can be
made.
 Custom arrays can be made to represent genes of interest.
Easy
 You can submit RNA samples to a core facility for analysis.
Cheap?
 Chip representing 15,000 genes for $350; robotic
spotter/scanner cost $100,000.

36/38

Disadvantages of Microarray Experiments

Cost


Many researchers can’t afford to do appropriate
controls, replicates.

RNA Significance


The final product of gene expression is protein.

Quality Control




Impossible to assess elements on array surface.
Artifacts with image analysis.
Artifacts with data analysis.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Animation/Movie
http://life.nctu.edu.tw/~jkhwang/bio-all/

人體DNA時代
人體
時代 DVD
第一集 人類基因組
第二集 破解癌症秘密
第三集 大腦的藍圖
第四集 老化與死亡
第五集 人類的根源
第六集 DNA的未來

01.1-chrom_dna.swf
01.2-Trnscpt_v1.swf
01.3-Translation.swf
01.4-PCR.swf
01.5-Micrarray movie.flv

發行日期：2006 年 11 月 03 日
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Textbooks


Deshmukh, S. R., Purohit, S.G., (2007), Microarray Data: Statistical Analysis
Using R, Alpha Science Intl Ltd; Har/Cdr edition.



Iiris Hovatta et al., (2005) DNA microarray Data Analysis, 2nd Edition., CSC;
2005. http://www.csc.fi/csc/julkaisut/oppaat/arraybook_overview



Robert Gentleman, Vincent Carey, Wolfgang Huber, Rafael Irizarry, Sandrine
Dudoit, 2005, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology Solutions Using R and
Bioconductor, Springer; 1 edition.



Knudsen, S., (2006), Cancer Diagnostics with DNA Microarrays, Wiley-Liss; 1
edition.



Stekel, D., (2003), Microarray Bioinformatics, Cambridge University Press; 1
edition.
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Outlines (1)
 Overview
 Image Processing
1.
2.
3.
4.

Addressing
Segmentation
Identifying the Background
Information extraction

 Quality Measurements
 Data Cleaning and Transformation

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Outlines (2)
 Diagnostic Plots
 Box plots, Histogram
 Array plot, MA plot

 Normalization
 Within-slides
 Between-slides
 Dye-swap

 Software
 Useful Links

4/94

Overview

Matrix of genes (rows) and samples (columns)

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Animation/Movie

http://www.bio.davidson.edu/Courses/
genomics/chip/chip.html

Source: Stekel (2003).

6/94

An Image Example
Probe: DNA spotted on the array,
immobile substrate.

Target: DNA hybridized to the array,
mobile substrate.

Sector: collection of spots printed using
the same print-tip (or pin), print-tip-group,
pin-group, spot matrix, grid.

Batch: collection of slides with the
same probe layout.
The terms slide or array are often used to
refer to the printed microarray.
1.

48 grids in a 12x4 pattern.

2.

Each grid has 12x16 features.

3.

Total 9216 features.

4.

Each pin prints 3 grids.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Spot
The image of the array is the raw data.


The total amount of hybridization for a spot is proportional
to the total fluorescence generated by the spot.



Spot intensity = sum of pixel intensities within the spot
mask.
Resolution

standard 10µm [currently, max 5µm]


100µm spot on chip = 10 pixels in diameter

Image Format

TIFF (tagged image file format) 16 bit
(65,536 levels of gray)


1cm x 1cm image at 16 bit = 2Mb
(uncompressed)



other formats exist e.g. SCN (used at
Stanford)

Source: Stekel (2003).
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Two-Color Spotted Microarray
Image Processing
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Image Processing
Cy3

Registration

Pseudo-color overlay
Cy5
635 (F635, B635) refers to Cy5 (red channel)
532 (F532, B532) refers to Cy3 (green channel)
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Image Processing
1. Identifying the Positions of the Features: Addressing
2. Identifying the Pixels That Comprise the Features:
Segmentation
3. Identifying the Background Pixels.
4. Calculation of Numerical Information: Information
extraction
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1. Identifying the Positions of the Features: Addressing (1)

 Addressing=Gridding
 Feature extraction software calculates
numerical measurements of gene expression
from the image.
 The choice of feature extraction algorithm will
have an impact on the data.
 The feature on most microarray are arranged
in a rectangular pattern.
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1. Identifying the Positions of the Features: Addressing (2)

 Grid: larger spaces between the grids than
between the features within each grid.
 The grid come about because there are
several pins on the cassette on the
spotting robot.
 The parameters associated with the grids:



How many grids in each direction ( x and y).
How many feature per grid in each direction
(x and y).



The spacing between the grids.

Images Source:
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1. Identifying the Positions of the Features: Addressing (3)

The positions and sizes of the
features within each grid may
not be uniform:

 Uneven grid positions:
this can happen if the pins are
not perfectly aligned in the
cassette.

 Curve within a grid:
the glass slide is not completely
horizontal or the pin has moved
slightly in the cassette.
Image Source: Stekel (2003).
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1. Identifying the Positions of the Features: Addressing (4)

3. Uneven feature spacing:
the pins have moved slightly in
the cassette or the surface of
the glass is not completely flat.

4. Uneven feature size:
more or less fluid has been
deposited on the glass during
the manufacture of the array.

Image Source: Stekel (2003).
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2. Identifying the Pixels That Comprise the Features:
Segmentation (1)

15/94

Segmentation: classification of pixels as either
foreground (signal) or background.
 Fixed Circle Segmentation
 places a circle of fixed size over the region of the
feature and uses all the pixels in the circle as those
that form part of the feature.
 Problem: gives inaccurate results if the features are
of different size. (most common)

Source: Stekel (2003).

2. Identifying the Pixels That Comprise the Features:
Segmentation (2)

16/94

 Variable Circle Segmentation
 fits a circle of variable size onto the region
containing the feature.
 resolve features of different sizes, but perform
less well on irregularly shaped features.
Limitation of circular segmentation

Source: Stekel (2003).
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2. Identifying the Pixels That Comprise the Features:
Segmentation (3)



17/94

Histogram Segmentation


Fit a circle over the region of the feature and background and
then looks at a histogram of the intensities of the pixels in the
feature.



The brightest and dimmest pixels are not used in the
quantification of feature intensity.



Produces reliable results for irregularly shaped features.



Histogram methods can be unstable for small features if the
circular mask is too large.

Source: Stekel (2003).

2. Identifying the Pixels That Comprise the Features:
Segmentation (4)
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Adaptive Shape Segmentation


A more sophisticated algorithm that can also resolve features
with irregular shapes.



The algorithm required a smaller number of seed pixels in the
center of each feature to start.



It then extends the regions of each feature by adjoining pixels
that are similar in intensity to their neighbors.
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Examples

Wang, Y.P., Gunampally, M.R., and Cai, W.W., 2005, Machine Learning for Signal Processing, 2005 IEEE Workshop on, 387-391.
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3. Identifying the Background Pixels (1)

 The signal intensity of a feature includes contributions
from non-specific hybridization and other fluorescence
from the glass.
 It is usual to estimate this fluorescence by calculating
the background signal from pixels that are near
feature but are not part of any feature.

Source: Wang (2005)
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3. Identifying the Background Pixels (2)

3.1. Local Background


Focusing on small regions surrounding the spot mask.



Median (mean) of pixel values in this region.



By not considering the pixels immediately surrounding the
spots, the background estimate is less sensitive to the
performance of the segmentation procedure.

GenePix Pro 6.0

Source: GenePix Pro Manual
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3. Identifying the Background Pixels (3)

3.2. Morphological Opening


The image is probed with a structuring element, here, a square with
side length
about twice the spot to spot distance.



Morphological opening: erosion followed by dilation.



Erosion (Dilation): the eroded (dilated) value at a pixel x is the
minimum (maximum) value of the image in the window defined by the
structuring element when its origin is at x.




Done separately for the red and green images.
Produces an image of the estimated background for the entire slide.
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Morphological Opening and Closing

24/94

3. Identifying the Background Pixels (4)

3.3. Constant Background


Global method which subtracts a constant background for all
spots.



Some evidence that the binding of fluorescent dyes to
‘negative control spots’ is lower than the binding to the glass
slide.



More meaningful to estimate background based on a set of
negative control spots.



If no negative control spots : approximation of the average
background = third percentile of all the spot foreground values.

4. No Background Adjustment


Probably not accurate, but may be better than some forms of
local background determination!
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4. Calculation of Numerical Information (1)

 Image-processing software will typically provide a
number of measures:





Signal mean, Background mean, Signal median, Background
median.
Signal standard deviation, Background standard deviation.
Diameter, Number of pixels.
Flag: a variable that is 0 if the feature is good, and will take
different values if the feature is not good.

Signal
Back ground
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4. Calculation of Numerical Information (2)

 First important: the measure of
hybridization intensity for each feature.
 It is preferable to use the median over the mean.
 Median is more robust to outlier pixels than the
mean: a small number of very bright pixels
(arising from noise) have the potential to skew
the mean, but will leave the median unchanged.
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4. Calculation of Numerical Information (3)

 Second important: signal standard deviation (SD) is
used as a quality control for the array in two different
ways.
 As measure of quality control of the feature. If the
standard deviation of a feature is greater than say
50% of the median intensity, the feature could be
rejected as substandard.
 To determine whether an array is saturating. The
problem with saturated features is that we do not
know the true intensity of the feature, and so it is not
possible to use such features as part of a quantitative
analysis of gene expression.
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4. Calculation of Numerical Information (4)

Source: Stekel (2003).
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4. Calculation of Numerical Information (5)

Third important: flag
 Bad feature: the pixel standard deviation is very
high relative to the pixel mean.
 Negative feature: the signal of the feature is less
than the signal of the background.
 Dark feature: the signal of the feature is very
low.
 Manually flagged feature: the user has flagged
the feature using the image-processing software.
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Example: Gene Pix Pro (*.gpr)

GenePix flags spots
-100: in regions the user notices as "bad".
-75: without an entry in the GAL file, or ID empty.
-50: feature quality checks fails.
-99: Users manually flag.
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Quality Measurements
&
Data Cleaning and Transformation

32/94

Spot Quality
 Brightness: foreground/background ratio.
 Uniformity: variation in pixel intensities and ratios of
intensities within spot.
 Morphology: Spot size, area, perimeter, circularity.
 Identification of “bad spot” (spots with no signal).
Percentage of automatically flagged spots.
 Background spatial variation: variance of background
median.
 Median signal intensity for (1) empty, negative and
positive controls spots. (2) difference between negative
and positive spots.
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Array Quality
 Controls variation: variance of replicated
control spots.
 Correlation between spot intensities.
 Percentage of spots with no signals.
 Distribution of spot signal area.
 Range of intensities

34/94

Signal to Noise Ratio (信噪比
信噪比)
信噪比
 Signal to Noise ratio:
log2(FG.median / BG.median)
 GenePix:
(Cy5FG.median –
Cy5BG.median)/ Cy5BG.SD
 Difference in PMT value.
 Amount of normalization
adjustment:
M value adjustment at 25, 50,
75 percentile of A values.
Photomultipliers tubes
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Practical Problems

Comet Tails

Dust
Comet Tails: Likely caused by
insufficiently rapid immersion of the slides in
the succinic anhydride blocking solution.
Weak
Signals

2 likely causes:
• Insufficient blocking.
• Precipitation of the labelled
probe.

High
Background

Spot
overlap

More…
http://www.corning.com/lifesciences/technical_information/techdocs/troubleshootingUltraGAPS_Pr
ontoReagents.asp
http://www.asperbio.com/FAQ.htm

Spot overlap:

Likely cause: too much rehydration during post-processing.

Microarray Protocols http://www.zmdb.iastate.edu/zmdb/microarray/protocols.html

Source: Yang et al. (2000), TR 584,
Statistics, UC-Berkeley.
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Data Cleaning and Transformation

Ensure that the data is of high quality and
suitable for analysis.
1. Removing Flagged Features
 Remove flagged features from the data set.
(Sometimes removing potentially valuable data)
 Refer back to the original image of every flagged
feature and to identify the problem that has resulted
in flagging.
(Require time and resources, not practical)
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Data Cleaning and Transformation

2. Background Subtraction


The background signal is thought to represent the
contribution of non-specific hybridization of labeled target
to the glass, as well as the natural fluorescence of the
glass slide itself.



Deal with negative signal:


Remove these features from the analysis (most common
approach):
the high background is taken to represent a local problem with
that array, regarded as unreliable.



Use the lowest available signal-intensity measurement as the
background subtracted intensity (typically value 1). idea behind:
represents a gene with no or very low expression, and so the
lowest value available used.



Estimate the true feature intensity (Bayesian).
Assume: true feature intensity is higher than the background
intensity, and so the high background represents some type of
experimental error.
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Data Cleaning and Transformation

3. Taking Logarithm


The objective of log transformation:
 There should be a reasonably even spread of features
across the intensity range.
 The variability should be constant at all intensity levels.
 The distribution of experimental errors should be
approximately normal.
 The distribution of intensities should be approximately bellshaped.



Other transformation can be applied: aim at ensure the
variability is constant at all intensity level.
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Data Cleaning and Transformation

4. Logarithm of base 2
 The ratio of the raw Cy5 and Cy3 intensities is
transformed into the difference between the
logs of the intensities of the Cy5 and Cy3
channels.
 2-fold up-regulated genes correspond to a log
ratio of +1.
 2-fold down-regulated genes correspond to a log
ratio of -1.
 Genes are not differentially expressed have a log
ratio of 0.
 The log ratios have a natural symmetry.
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Quantification

Dudoit et al. Statistica Sinica (2002) 12:111
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Diagnostic Plots

42/94

Diagnostic Plots
Plots of spot statistics
e.g. Red and green log-intensities, Intensity log
ratio M, Average log-intensities A,…

Box Plots

Stratify plots
according to layout parameters, e.g. print-tip
group, plates,…
Pre- and post- plots
normalization
Boxplots within pin-groups

Histogram
Density Plots
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Statistical Plots: Box Plots
 Box plots (Tukey 1977, Chambers 1983) are an
excellent tool for conveying location and variation
information in data sets.
 For detecting and illustrating location and variation
changes between different groups of data.

44/94

Statistical Plots: Box Plots

 The box plot can provide answers to
the following questions:





Is a factor significant?
Does the location differ between subgroups?
Does the variation differ between subgroups?
Are there any outliers?
After Normalization

Before Normalization

Further reading:
http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/boxplot.htm
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Statistical Plots: Histogram
 The total area enclosed by the entire histogram is 1.
 The area covered by each bar can be interpreted as
the probability of an observation falling within that
bar.
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Statistical Plots: Histogram

Disadvantage for displaying
a variable's distribution:




selection of origin of the bins.
selection of bin widths.
the very use of the bins is a distortion of
information because any data variability within
the bins cannot be displayed in the histogram.
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Statistical Plots: Density Plot

Before Normalization

After Normalization

48/94

Array Image
Blocks:
12 by 4
Features:
18 by 18
Signal
16-bit
0~65535

*.gpr
GAL
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Spatial plot (Array plot)
Cy5_FG

Cy3_FG

rank

Cy5_BG

Cy3_BG

log2 ratio
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Boxplots and Highlighting Pin-group Effects

Before
Normalization

Log-ratios

Top 2.5% of ratios red
Bottom 2.5% of ratios green

Print-tip groups

After
Normalization
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Scatterplot


Features of scatterplot.
 the substantial correlation between the expression values in the
two conditions being compared.
 the preponderance of low-intensity values.
(the majority of genes are expressed at only a low level, and
relatively few genes are expressed at a high level)



Goals: to identify genes that are differentially regulated between two
experimental conditions.
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MA plot (1)
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MA plot (2)


MA plots can show the intensity-dependant ratio of raw
microarray data.



x-axis (mean log2 intensity): average intensity of a
particular element across the control and experimental
conditions.



y-axis (ratio): ratio of the two intensities. (fold change)

54/94

Outliers in Logarithm Scale
 Spreads the data from the lower left corner to a more
centered distribution in which the prosperities of the
data are easy to analyze.
 Easier to describe the fold regulation of genes using a
log scale.
 In log2 space, the data points are symmetric about 0.
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Common Problems Diagnosed Using MA Plots
Saturation

Low End Variation

High End Variation
Source:
Xiangqin Cui, Jackson Lab

Curvature at Low intensity

Bg diff.

Large curvature

Slope diff.

Heterogeneity
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Normalization
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Source of Variation




Print-tip, spatial plate effects
Dye effect: Cy5 is usually more bleached than Cy3
(labeling efficiencies).
 Slide effect: The normalization factor is slide
dependent.
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What is Normalization?
 Non-biological factor can contribute to the
variability of data, in order to reliably
compare data from multiple probe arrays,
differences of non-biological origin must be
minimized.
 Normalization is a process of reducing
unwanted variation across chips.
 It may use information from multiple chips.
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Why Normalization?
 Why normalization?
 Normalization corrects for overall chip brightness and
other factors that may influence the numerical value
of expression intensity,
 enabling the user to more confidently compare gene
expression estimates between samples.

 Main idea
 Remove the systematic bias in the data as completely
possible while preserving the variation in the gene
expression that occurs because of biologically
relevant changes in transcription.
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Why Normalization?
 Assumption
 The average gene does not change in its
expression level in the biological sample
being tested.
 Most genes are not differentially expressed
or up- and down-regulated genes roughly
cancel out the expression effect.
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Self-self Hybridizations (1)
 The need for normalization can be seen most clearly in
self-self hybridizations.
 self-self hybridizations: where the same mRNA sample
is labeled with the Cy3 and Cy5 dyes.
 The imbalance in the red and green intensities is usually
not constant across the spots within and between
arrays, and can vary according to overall spot intensity,
location, plate origin, etc. (dye biases)
 These factors should be considered in the normalization.
 no true differential expression is occurring.
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Self-self Hybridizations (2)
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Minimizing Normalization
 Dye swap strategies.
 Replicates.
 Reference samples.
 Controls.
 Error checking and quality control.
 Beautiful and consistent techniques.
 Sensible design of arrays and experiments.
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Normalization Methods
 Within-Array Normalization: location


Correcting for Different Responses of the Cy3 and Cy5 Channels






Linear Regression of Cy5 Against Cy3 (Global Normalization)
Linear Regression of Log Ratio Against Average Intensity
Nonlinear Regression of Log Ratio Against Average Intensity (Lowess
Normalization)

Correcting for Spatial Effects



Two-Dimensional Lowess Regression
Block-Block Loess Regression (Within Print-tip Group Normalization)

 Within-Array Normalization: scale
 Between-Array Normalization


To enable comparison of multiple arrays


Centering, Scaling, Distribution Normalization

 Paired-slides Normalization

(dye swap Experiments) (Slef-normalization)
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Which Genes to Use?
 All genes on the array.
 Constantly expressed genes.
 housekeeping genes.
 Invariant set of genes.

 Controls
 spiked controls or
 titration series of control sequences.
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Global Normalization


The Cy3 and Cy5 are incorporated into cDNA with different
efficiencies: without normalization, it would not be possible to
accurately assess the relative expression of sample that are
labeled with those dyes;



Genes that are actually expressed at comparable levels would have
a ratio different than 1.



Constant normalization factor:
Cy5 and Cy3 intensities are related by a constant factor,



R = kG, and
the center of the distribution of log ratios is shifted to zero.
(i.e. the average ratio for gene expression is 1. )
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Lowess Normalization
 Loess normalization (Bolstad et al., 2003) is based
on MA plots.
 Intensity-dependent normalization (local Adependent normalization, Yang et. al, 2002)
 Cleveland (1979): LOcally WEighted Scatterplot
Smoothing (LOWESS)
 Skewing reflects experimental artifacts such as
the


contamination of one RNA source with genomic DNA or
rRNA,



the use of unequal amounts of radioactive or fluorescent
probes on the microarray.
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Lowess Normalization
 Skewing can be corrected with local normalization:
fitting a local regression curve to the data.
 Two arrays are normalized by using a lowess
smoother.
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Loess (Lowess) Normalization



Speed’s approach: Estimate of c(A) is made using the LOWESS function.
Run a line through the middle of the MA plot, shifting the M value of the
pair (A,M) by c=c(A), i.e.

70/94

Loess (Lowess) Normalization
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Rank-invariant Method (1)
 Human Gene Expression (HuGE) database:
7000 gene in 19 tissues:
451 housekeeping genes are commonly expressed across all
theses tissues.

 Housekeeping Genes: beta-actin, GAPDH.
 Each gene expression value in a single array
experiment is divided by the mean expression values
of these housekeeping genes.
 Assumption: such genes do not change in their
expression values between two conditions.
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Rank-invariant Method (2)
Rank-invariant method (Schadt et al. 2001, Tseng et al.

2001):


If a particular gene is up- or down- regulated, then its
Cy5 rank among whole genome will significantly
different from Cy3 rank.



Iterative selection helps to select a more conserved
invariant set when number of genes is large.
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Two-Dimensional Lowess Regression
It fits a two-dimensional polynomial surface to the data.
1.

Calculate the log ratio for each feature on the array.

2.

Produce a pseudo image of the log ratios of the features as a function of the x and y
coordinates of the features on the array.

3.

Perform a two-dimensional Loess fit of the log ratios as a function of the x and y
coordinates of the features.

4.

For each feature, calculate the normalized log ratio by subtracting the fitted value on
the Loess surface from the raw log ratio.

Image Source: Stekel, D.(2003). Microarray bioinformatics.
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Within Print-tip Group Normalization
(print tip + A)-dependent normalization


Most normalization methods do not correct for spatial effects
produced by hybridization artifacts or print-tip or plate effects during
the construction of the microarrays.



It is possible to correct for both print-tip and intensity-dependent
bias by performing LOWESS fits to the data within print-tip groups.

Before
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Within-Array Normalization: scale

 After within-print-tip-group normalization, all the
normalized log-ratios from the different print-tip groups
will be centered around zero.
 It is possible that the log-ratios from the various printtip groups have different spread and some scale
adjustment is required.
Assumption
 A relatively small proportion of the genes will vary
significantly in expression between the two mRNA
samples.
 The spread of the distribution of the log-ratios should be
roughly the same for all print-tip groups.
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Within-Array Normalization: scale
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Between-Array Normalization

 In order to be able to compare the samples
hybridized to different arrays on an equal
footing, it is necessary to correct for the
variability introduced by using multiple arrays.
 Assumption: the variations in the distribution
between arrays are a result of experimental
conditions and do not represent biological
variability.
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Between-Array Normalization: Centering

Centering
 Data is centered to ensure that the means of all the
distributions are equal.
 Subtract the mean log ratio (or log intensity) of all of the
data on the array from each log ratio (or log intensity)
measurement on the array.
 The mean of the measurements on each array will be
zero after normalization.
 Use median: more robust measure of the average
intensity on an array in situations where there are
outliers or the intensities are not normally distributed.
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Between-Array Normalization: Scaling
Scaling
 Data is centered and scaled to ensure that the means and
the standard deviations of all of the distributions are equal.


Following centering and scaling, the mean of the
measurements on each array will be zero, and the standard
deviation will be one.



Particularly useful when calculating the Pearson correlation
coefficient of a large number of data sets prior to cluster
analysis, because it ensures that the correlation coefficient
can define a distance metric on the data.

Use median and median absolute deviation from the
median (MAD).
 Advantage: of being more robust to outliers than using the
mean and standard deviation.


Disadvantage: not producing a distance metric when using
Pearson correlation.
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Distribution Normalization
Data is distribution normalized to ensure that the distribution of the
data on each of the arrays are identical.

Algorithm


Center the data.



For each array, order the centered measurements from lowest to highest.



Compute a new distribution




whose lowest value is the average of the value of the lowest expressed gene on
each of the array;
whose second-lowest value is the average of the second-lowest values from each of
the array; and so on.
until the highest value is the average value of the highest values from each of the
arrays.



Replace each measurement on each array with the corresponding average in
the new distribution. (If a particular measurement is the 100th largest value
on the array, replace it with 100th largest value in the new distribution. )



Following distribution normalization, the measurements of each array will
have mean 0, standard deviation 1, and identical distribution to all other
arrays.



It is useful where the different arrays have different distributions of values.
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Quantiles

A quantile-quantile plot (or q-q plot) is a graphical data analysis
technique for comparing the distributions of two data sets.

Quantiles Normalization

82/94

 Quantiles Normalization (Bolstad et al, 2003) is a
method to make the distribution of probe intensities
the same for every chip.
 That is each chip is really the transformation of an
underlying common distribution.
 The two distribution functions are effectively
estimated by the sample quantiles.
 The normalization distribution is chosen by averaging
each quantile across chips.
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Quantile Normalization
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Self-Normalization
Paired-slides normalization applies to dye-swap experiments:
two hybridizations for two mRNA samples, with dye assignment
reversed in the second hybridization.
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Software for
Image Analysis &Normalization

86/94

Software

Freeware/Shareware
 ScanAlyze
 Bioconductor:

marrayNorm,

arrayQuality

 Dapple

Commercial
 GenePix
 Spot
BOOK: Kamberova, G. and Shah, S. 2002. DNA Array Image Analysis: Nuts and Bolts. DNA press.
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ScanAlyze

v2.50

Updated November 27,2002
http://rana.lbl.gov/EisenSoftware.htm
Eisen MB, Spellman PT, Brown PO and Botstein D. (1998).
Cluster Analysis and Display of Genome-Wide Expression Patterns.
Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 95, 14863-8.

Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (LBNL)
University of California at Berkeley (UCB).
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Dapple

v0.88

http://www.cse.wustl.edu/~jbuhler/research/dapple/
Jeremy Buhler
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
at Washington University in St. Louis



Dapple is a program for quantitating spots on
a two-color DNA microarray image.
Given a pair of images from a comparative
hybridization, Dapple finds the individual
spots on the image, evaluates their qualities,
and quantifies their total fluorescent
intensities.
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Spot

v3.0



CSIRO provides a free evaluation
version of Spot image analysis
software on a limited 30 day license.



Features




http://spot.cmis.csiro.au/spot/index.php

Automatic grid location.
Flexible spot segmentation.
Morphological background estimation.



Segmentation: seeded region
growing technique (Adams and
Bischof, 1994).




Batch automatic addressing.
Segmentation: adaptive
segmentation method, no restriction
on the size or shape of the spots.



Information extraction
– Foreground. Mean of pixel intensities
within a spot.
– Background. Morphological opening: nonlinear filter which generates an
image of the estimated background
intensity for the entire slide.



Spot quality measures.

GenePix Pro

90/94
v6.0

http://www.moleculardevices.com/pages/software/gn_genepix_pro.html
GenePix Pro is the complete standalone image analysis
software for microarrays, tissue arrays and cell
arrays


Imaging tools







Analysis tools












Display
Feature-Finding
Measuring Tools
Image Alignment

Background Subtraction
The Feature Viewer
The Feature Pixel Plot
Advanced Quality Control Flagging
Extracting Data from Images
Normalization
Web Integration

Automation
Visualizations
Reports and scripting

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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The Bioconductor

v2.3

Bioconductor version 2.3
http://www.bioconductor.org/
R version 2.8.1
http://www.r-project.org/

two-colour cDNA array quality control
and preprocessing: marray,
arrayQuality
arrayMagic
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Useful Links
YF Leung's Functional Genomics Home
http://www.genomicshome.com

 Statistics and Genomics Short Course, Department of
Biostatistics Harvard School of Public Health.
http://www.biostat.harvard.edu/~rgentlem/Wshop/harvar
d02.html

Stekel, D. (2003).
Microarray bioinformatics,
New York : Cambridge
University Press.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis

Statistics for Gene Expression
http://www.biostat.jhsph.edu/~ririzarr/Teaching/688/


Bioconductor Short Courses
http://www.bioconductor.org/workshop.htm
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Find Books

94/94

課後復習
名詞解釋
1.

F635 Median,B635 Median,F532 Median,B532 Median, MA-plot,
Normalization, Self-self Hybridizations

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Spot顏色代表的意思及intensity強弱的意義為何?
略述Image Processing的步驟為何?
GenePixPro 6.0 spot背景的取法為何?
如何使用Spot的signal standard deviation 當成quality control的指標?
Gene expression level為何要取Logarithm?
如何Quantification of expression?
常用的Diagnostic plots包含哪些圖形?
畫Diagnostic Plots用的資料變數可以是什麼?
Scatterplot and MA plot的關係?
為什麼要作Normalization?其assumption為何?
Normalization Methods分為幾類?
Which genes to use for calculating normalization factor?
什麼是Lowess normalization? 其步驟為何?
什麼是Within Print-tip Group Normalization? 其步驟為何?
Between-Array Normalization有哪些?
Dye-swap experiments中如何計算M值?

問答
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Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
Chapter 3

Preprocessing Affymetrix GeneChip
Microarray

Han-Ming Wu

(吳漢銘)

Department of Mathematics, Tamkang University

http://www.hmwu.idv.tw
hmwu@mail.tku.edu.tw
1
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Outlines


Affymetrix GeneChip Technology



Assay and Analysis Flow Chart



Quality Assessment



Low Level Analysis
(from probe level data to expression value)

source: affymetrix



Reproducibility and False Positive Rates



Software



Useful Links and Reference

Affymetrix Dominates DNA Microarrays Market (75%~85%)
http://www.gene2drug.com/about/archives.asp?newsId=180

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Overview of Microarray Analysis

Expression Index

Matrix of genes (rows) and samples (columns)

source: www

Biological Relevance

4/109

Affymetrix GeneChip Technology

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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GeneChip Photolithography

5/109

source: affymetrix technical report

6/109

GeneChip Expression Array Design

Expression
Index

source: affymetrix technical report
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GeneChip Expression Analysis Process
The GeneChip® Instrument System

Scan and Quantitate

Affymetrix GeneChip®
Scanner 3000 with workstation.

source: affymetrix WWW

8/109

More Figures on Affymetrix Web Site
GeneChip® Hybridization

GeneChip®
Single Feature

Hybridized
GeneChip®
Microarray

source: affymetrix WWW
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GeneChip® Human Genome Array

Source: Genomics Core lab, MSKCC

source: affymetrix WWW

10/109

http://www.affymetrix.com

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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GeneChip® Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Microarrays in Cancer Research

source: affymetrix WWW
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Animations
The Structure of a GeneChip® Microarray
How to Use GeneChip® Microarrays to Study Gene Expression
http://www.affymetrix.com/corporate/outreach/lesson_plan/educator_resources.affx
http://www.affymetrix.com/corporate/outreach/educator.affx

Genisphere
http://www.genisphere.com/ed_data_ref.html

HHMI (Howard Hughes Medical Institute)
http://www.hhmi.org/biointeractive/genomics/video.html
http://www.hhmi.org/biointeractive/genomics/animations.html
http://www.hhmi.org/biointeractive/genomics/click.html

DNA Interactive Site from Cold Spring Harbor Labs
http://www.dnai.org/index.htm
"Applications", => "Genes and Medicine” => "Genetic Profiling"

Digizyme - Web & Multimedia Design for the Sciences
http://www.digizyme.com/
http://www.digizyme.com/portfolio/microarraysfab/index.html
http://www.digizyme.com/competition/examples/genechip.swf

DNA Microarray Virtual Lab
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/units/biotech/microarray

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Comparison with Spotted cDNA Microarray (1)
Spotted cDNA Microarray

Affymetrix GeneChip

 Probes are cDNA fragments,
usually amplified by PCR.

 Probes are oligos
synthesized in situ using a
photolithographic approach

 At least two samples are
hybridized to chip.



One target sample per array.



One probe one gene.

16-20



Probes of varying length



probe-pairs per gene.

Probes are 25-mers.

16/109

Comparison with Spotted cDNA Microarray (2)
Spotted cDNA Microarray

Affymetrix GeneChip
The apparatus requires a
fluidics station for
hybridization and a special
scanner.

 Fluorescence at different
wavelengths measured by a
scanner.



Samples

(normally poly(A)+
RNA) are labelled using
fluorescent dyes.



Probes



are deposited on a
solid support, either positively
charged nylon or glass slide.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis

Only a single fluorochrome is
used per hybridization.

Oligonucleotides synthesized
in situ on silica wafers.
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Advantages of Spotted Arrays
 Can choose the DNA on the array.
 Cheaper.
 Do not need to know the DNA sequence.
 Can hybridize closely related species.

18/109

Advantages of Affymetrix GeneChip
 High specificity (small probe length means gene family members
can be differentiated.)

 Very well researched technology.
 Very robust protocols and results are very reproducible.
 Can use small amount of RNA.
 Widely used, so annotation of probe sets is of relatively
high quality.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Disadvantages of Spotted Arrays
 More technically variable.
 Less specificity (will cross hybridize to genes ~80%
homology).
 Cannot distinguish closely related gene families.
 May need to confirm DNA sequence.
 Repeated amplification and quality control.

20/109

Disadvantages of Affymetrix GeneChip
(~US$300,000).



Very expensive to design



Expensive to perform experiments

(~US$400 + $300 labeling,

hybridization).



Limited to the species for which there are chips available
sequence required.



No probe manipulation.



Single target hybridization, so comparison always involves two
experiments, and dye swaps are impossible.



Match/mismatch technology has major limitations: mismatch signal
often higher than match, and dose response curve is different for each
pair.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Terms & Descriptions (1)
Target


the labeled sample applied to the array (consists of cRNA in vitro
transcribed from cDNA which was in turn reverse transcribed from total mRNA
extracted from the sample).

Background (BG)


a measure of the magnitude of background. For each of 16 sectors, the
average intensity of features with intensities falling in the lowest 2% of features
within the sector.

Noise


a measure of the variance in background.

Feature (Probe)


a 24-50 mm portion of the array on which are synthesized ~107
molecules of a single oligonucleotide. A scan generates one pixel for
every 3mm2.

22/109

Terms & Descriptions (2)
Perfect match (PM)


an oligonucleotide (~25bp) specific for a region of the cRNA of
a gene.

Mismatch (MM)


an oligonucleotide (~25bp) specific for a region of the cRNA of
a gene with a single mismatched nucleotide in the centre
location - always paired with a PM.


Capture non-specific hybridization



Problem: Approximately 30% of the mismatches are greater than
their corresponding PM.

Probe pair


a pair of probes, one PM and its corresponding MM.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Terms & Descriptions (3)
Probe set


a set of 20 probe pairs designed to probe for the transcript of a
single gene.


Correspond to genes, gene fragments, or ESTs.

Fold change (FC)


the magnitude of change observed in a gene’s expression from
one scan to another.

Metrics


The calculated answer of mathematical equations used by the
GeneChip® probe array algorithm software.

24/109

Assay and Analysis
Flow Chart
 Image Analysis
 Affymetrix Data Files
 From DAT to CEL

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Assay and Analysis Flow Chart

26/109

Affymetrix Data Files

*.DAT file ~50MB

*.EXP file

*.CEL file ~12MB

CEL File Conversion Tool

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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From DAT to CEL

28/109

CDF file
Chip Description File (E.g., HG-U133_Plus_2.cdf)

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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MAS5.0 Analysis Output File (*.CHP)

Metrics

Pivot

30/109

Quality Assessment
 RNA Sample Quality Control
 Array Hybridization Quality Control
 Statistical Quality Control (Diagnostic
Plots)

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Quality Assessment
 Two aspects of quality control:
detecting poor hybridization and outliers.
 Reasons for poor hybridizations




mRNA degenerated
one or more experimental steps failed
poor chip quality, …

 Reasons for (biological) outliers




infiltration with non-tumor tissue
wrong label
contamination, …

32/109

(1) RNA Sample Quality Control

 Validation of total RNA
 Validation of cRNA
 Validation of fragmented cRNA

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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(2) Array Hybridization Quality Control

 Probe Array Image Inspection (DAT, CEL)
 B2 Oligo Performance
 MAS5.0 Expression Report Files (RPT)
 Scaling and Normalization factors
 Average Background and Noise Values
 Percent Genes Present
 Housekeeping Controls: Internal Control Genes
 Spike Controls: Hybridization Controls: bioB, bioC,
bioD, cre
 Spike Controls: Poly-A Control: dap, lys, phe, thr, trp

34/109

(3) Statistical Quality Control

 Diagnostic Plots & Tools
 Preprocessing
 Normalization
 Filtering
 Missing values

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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RNA Degradation Plots
Assessment of RNA Quality:

Individual probes in a probe set are
ordered by location relative to the
5’ end of the targeted RNA
molecule.


RNA degradation typically starts
from the 5’ end of the molecule



we would expect probe intensities
to be systematically lowered at that
end of a probeset when compared
to the 3’ end.



On each chip, probe intensities are
averaged by location in probeset,
with the average taken over
probesets.



A side-by-side plots of means: easy
to notice any 5’ to 3’ trend.

36/109

Probe Array Image Inspection (1)

Haze Band

Crop Circles

Spots, Scratches, etc.

Source: Michael Elashoff (GLGC)
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Probe Array Image Inspection (2)


Saturation:
PM or MM cells > 46000.



Defect Classes:
(1) dimness/brightness, (2) high Background, (3) high/low
intensity spots, (4) scratches, (5) high regional overall
background, (6) unevenness, (7) spots, (8) Haze band, (9)
scratches, (10) crop circle, (11) cracked, (12) grid
misalignment, ...



As long as these areas do not represent more than 10% of the
total probes for the chip, then the area can be masked and the
data points thrown out as outliers.

38/109

Probe Array Image Inspection (3)
Li, C. and Wong, W. H. (2001) Model-based analysis of oligonucleotide arrays: Expression
index computation and outlier detection, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. Vol. 98, 31-36.
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B2 Oligo Performance


Make sure the alignment of the
grid was done appropriately.



Look at the spiked in Oligo B2
control in order to check the
hybridization uniformity.



The border around the array, the
corner region, the control regions
in the center, are all checked to
make sure the hybridization
was successful.

Source: Baylor College of Medicine, Microarray
Core Facility
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MAS5.0 Expression Report File (*.RPT) (1)
 The Scaling Factor- In general, the scaling
factor should be around three, but as long as it
is not greater than five, the chip should be okay.
 The scaling factor (SF) should remain
consistent across the experiment.
 Average Background: 20-100
 Noise < 4

 The measure of Noise (RawQ), Average Background and
Average Noise values should remain consistent across the
experiment.

 Percent Present : 30~50%, 40~50%,
50~70%.
 Low percent present may also indicate
degradation or incomplete synthesis.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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MAS5.0 Expression Report File (*.RPT) (2)
Sig (3'/5')
 This is a ratio which tells us how well the labeling reaction
went.


The two to really look at are your 3'/5' ratio for GAPDH and
B-ACTIN.



In general, they should be less than three.

42/109

MAS5.0 Expression Report File (*.RPT) (3)
Spike-In Controls
 BioB, BioC, BioD, Cre
 These spike in controls also tell how well your labelling reaction
went.
 BioB is only Present half of the time,
 BioC, BioD, & Cre should always have a present (P) call.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Suggestions (1)


Affymetrix arrays with high background are more likely to
be of poor quality.

 Cutoff would be to exclude arrays with a value more
than 100.


Raw noise score (Q): a measure of the variability of the
pixel values within a probe cell averaged over all of the
probe cells on an array.

 Exclude those arrays that have an unusually high Qvalue relative to other arrays that were processed
with the same scanner.

44/109

Suggestions (2)


BioB: is included at a concentration that is close to the
level of detection of the array, and so should be indicated
as present about 50% of the time.



Other spike controls are included at increasingly greater
levels of concentration. Therefore, they should all be
indicated as present, and also should have increasingly
large signal values:


Signal(bioB) < Signal(bioC) < Signal(bioD) < Signal(cre)

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Statistical Plots
GeneChipImage

Scatterplot

Dimension Reduction
(PCA, MDS)

46/109

Statistical Plots: Histogram



1/2h adjusts the height of each bar so that the
total area enclosed by the entire histogram is 1.
The area covered by each bar can be interpreted as
the probability of an observation falling within that
bar.

Disadvantage for displaying a variable's
distribution:
 selection of origin of the bins.
 selection of bin widths.
 the very use of the bins is a distortion of
information because any data variability within the
bins cannot be displayed in the histogram.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Statistical Plots: Box Plots


Box plots (Tukey 1977,
Chambers 1983) are an
excellent tool for conveying
location and variation
information in data sets.



For detecting and illustrating
location and variation
changes between different
groups of data.

The box plot can provide
answers to the following
questions:

Further reading:
http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/boxplot.htm

Scatterplot and MA plot (1)

 Is a factor significant?
 Does the location differ between
subgroups?
 Does the variation differ between
subgroups?
 Are there any outliers?

48/109



Features of scatterplot.
 the substantial correlation between the expression values in the two
conditions being compared.
 the preponderance of low-intensity values.
(the majority of genes are expressed at only a low level, and relatively
few genes are expressed at a high level)



Goals: to identify genes that are differentially regulated between two
experimental conditions.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Scatterplot and MA plot (2)


MA plots can show the intensity-dependant ratio of raw
microarray data.
 x-axis (mean log2 intensity): average intensity of a particular
element across the control and experimental conditions.
 y-axis (ratio): ratio of the two intensities. (fold change)



Outliers in logarithm scale
 spreads the data from the
lower left corner to a more
centered distribution in which
the prosperities of the data
are easy to analyze.


easier to describe the fold
regulation of genes using a
log scale. In log2 space, the
data points are symmetric
about 0.
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Quantiles

A quantile-quantile plot (or q-q plot) is a graphical data analysis
technique for comparing the distributions of 2 data sets.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Quantile Plots



0.5 is subtracted from each i value to avoid extreme
quantiles of exactly 0 or 1.



The latter would cause problems if empirical quantiles
were to be compared against quantiles derived from a
theoretical. asymptotic distribution such as the normal.



This adjustment has no effect on the shape of any
graphical display.
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Statistical Plots
Heatmap with Dendrogram
Line Plots

Profiles Plots

Volcano Plot

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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MAQC project

MAQC Consortium, 2006, The MicroArray Quality Control (MAQC) project shows inter- and
intraplatform reproducibility of gene expression measurements. Nature Biotechnology 24(9):1151-61.

54/109

QC Reference


G. V. Cohen Freue, Z. Hollander, E. Shen, R. H. Zamar, R. Balshaw, A.
Scherer, B. McManus, P. Keown, W. R. McMaster, and R. T. Ng, 2007,
MDQC: a new quality assessment method for microarrays based on
quality control reports, Bioinformatics 23(23): 3162 - 3169.



Steffen heber and Beate Sick, 2006, Quality Assessment of Affymetrix
GeneChip Data, OMICS A Journal of Integrative Biology, Volume 10,
Number 3, 358-368.
Kyoungmi Kim , Grier P Page , T Mark Beasley , Stephen Barnes ,
Katherine E Scheirer and David B Allison, 2006, A proposed metric for
assessing the measurement quality of individual microarrays, BMC
Bioinformatics 7:35.





Claire L. Wilson and Crispin J. Miller, 2005, Simpleaffy: a
BioConductor package for Affymetrix Quality Control and data analysis,
Bioinformatics 21: 3683 - 3685.



affyQCReport: A Package to Generate QC Reports for Affymetrix
Array Data
affyPLM: Model Based QC Assessment of Affymetrix GeneChips



Red color: R package at Bioconductor.
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Low level Analysis
 Background correction (local vs. global)
 Normalization (baseline array vs. complete
data)
 PM Correction
 Summarization [Expression Index] (single vs.
multiple chips)

56/109

Low level analysis (1)

Background
Methods
none
rma/rma2
mas

Normalization
Methods
quantiles
loess
contrasts
constant
invariantset
Qspline

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis

PM correction
Methods
mas
pmonly
subtractmm
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n
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liwong
mas
medianpolish
playerout
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Low level analysis (2)

The Bioconductor: affy package

Background Correction

58/109

What is background?


A measurement of signal intensity caused by auto fluorescence of the
array surface and non-specific binding.



Since probes are so densely packed on chip must use probes
themselves rather than regions adjacent to probe as in cDNA arrays to
calculate the background.



In theory, the MM should serve as a biological background correction
for the PM.

What is background correction?


A method for removing background noise from signal intensities using
information from only one chip.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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What is Normalization? (1)


Non-biological factor can contribute to the variability of
data, in order to reliably compare data from multiple probe
arrays, differences of non-biological origin must be
minimized.



Normalization is a process of reducing unwanted variation
across chips. It may use information from multiple chips.
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What is Normalization? (2)
Systematic


Amount of RNA in biopsy extraction, Efficiencies of RNA extraction,
reverse transcription, labeling, photo detection, GC content of
probes



Similar effect on many measurements



Corrections can be estimated from data



Calibration corrections

Stochastic


PCR yield, DNA quality, Spotting efficiency, spot size,



Non-specific hybridization, Stray signal



Too random to be explicitly accounted for in a model



Noise components & “Schmutz” (dirt)

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Why Normalization? (1)


Normalization corrects for overall chip brightness and other factors
that may influence the numerical value of expression intensity,
enabling the user to more confidently compare gene expression
estimates between samples.

Main idea


Remove the systematic bias in the data as completely possible
while preserving the variation in the gene expression that occurs
because of biologically relevant changes in transcription.

Assumption


The average gene does not change in its expression level in the
biological sample being tested.



Most genes are not differentially expressed or up- and downregulated genes roughly cancel out the expression effect.

62/109

Why Normalization? (2)

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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The Options on Normalization
 Levels


PM&MM, PM-MM, Expression indexes

 Features


All, Rank invariant set, Spike-ins, housekeeping genes.

 Methods


Complete data: no reference chip, information from all arrays
used: Quantiles Normalization, MA Plot + Loess



Baseline: normalized using reference chip: MAS 4.0, MAS 5.0,
Li-Wong’s Model-Based, Qspline

64/109

Constant Normalization (1)
Average intensity of an array is calculated by averaging all
the Average Difference values of every probe set on the array,
excluding the highest 2% and lowest 2% of the values.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Constant Normalization (2)
Normalization and Scaling
 The data can be normalized from:





a limited group of probe sets.
all probe sets.

Global Scaling
the average intensities of all the arrays that are going to be compared are
multiplied by scaling factors so that all average intensities are made to be
numerically equivalent to a preset amount
(termed target intensity).



Global Normalization
the normalization of the array is multiplied by a Normalization Factor (NF)
to make its Average Intensity equivalent to the Average Intensity of the
baseline array.
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LOESS Normalization





Loess normalization (Bolstad et al., 2003) is based on
MA plots. Two arrays are normalized by using a
lowess smoother.
Skewing reflects experimental artifacts such as the

contamination of one RNA source with genomic
DNA or rRNA,

the use of unequal amounts of radioactive or
fluorescent probes on the microarray.
Skewing can be corrected with local normalization:
fitting a local regression curve to the data.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Qspline Normalization


Qspline normalization (Workman et al.,2002) uses a target
array (either one of the arrays or a synthetic target), arrays
are normalized by fitting splines to the quantiles, then
using the splines to perform the normalization.
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PM Correction Methods


PM only
make no adjustment to the PM values.



Subtract MM from PM
This would be the approach taken in MAS 4.0 Affymetrix (1999).
It could also be used in conjuntion with the liwong model.

Source: Affymetrix: Guide to Probe Logarithmic Intensity Error (PLIER) Estimation. Edited by: Affymetrix I. Santa
Clara, CA, ; 2005.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Expression Index Estimates: Summarization
 Reduce the 11-20 probe intensities on each array to a single
number for gene expression.
 The goal is to produce a measure that will serve as an
indicator of the level of expression of a transcript using the PM
(and possibly MM values).
 The values of the PM and MM probes for a probeset will be
combined to produce this measure.
 Single Chip
 avgDiff : no longer recommended for use due to many flaws.
 Signal (MAS5.0): use One-Step Tukey biweight to combine the
probe intensities in log scale
 average log 2 (PM - BG)

 Multiple Chip
 MBEI (li-wong): a multiplicative model
 RMA: a robust multi-chip linear model fit on the log scale

70/109

Well-known
Low Level Analysis






Statistical Microarray Data Analysis

MAS4.0
MAS5.0
Li-Wong Model
RMA/gc-RMA
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MAS4: avgdiff
Average Difference

 The average difference for a particular probe set is then
defined as the mean of all the (PM-MM) differences.
 The resulting value, or absolute expression value, is
then taken as proportional to the actual amount of RNA
of the corresponding gene in the sample.
 No longer recommended for use due to many flaws.

MAS5: Background Methods (1)



MAS method corrects both PM and MM probes.

Affymetrix: Statistical Algorithm Description Document
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MAS5: Background Methods (2)
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Source: Affymetrix: Statistical Algorithm Description Document

MAS5: PM Correction Method



74/109

An ideal mismatch is subtracted from PM. The ideal mismatch is
documented by Affymetrix (2002).
The Ideal Mismatch will always be less than the corresponding PM and
thus we can safely subtract it without risk of negative values.

Source: Affymetrix Statistical
Algorithm Description
Document
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MAS5: Summarization Method

Source: Affymetrix Statistical Algorithm Description Document
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PLIER (Affymetrix, 2005)


Guide to Probe Logarithmic Intensity Error (PLIER)
Estimation

Source: Affymetrix Guide to Probe Logarithmic Intensity Error (PLIER) Estimation. Edited by:
Affymetrix I. Santa Clara, CA, ; 2005.
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Liwong: Normalization (1)

 Using a baseline array, arrays are normalized by
selecting invariant sets of genes (or probes) then using
them to fit a non-linear relationship between the
"treatment" and "baseline" arrays.
 A set of probe is said to be invariant if ordering of probe
in one chip is same in other set.
 Fit the non-linear relation using cross validated
smoothing splines (GCVSS).
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Liwong: Normalization (2)

(Li and Wong, 2001)

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Invariant Set Algorithm
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(Li and Wong, 2001)
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Liwong: Summarization Method (1)
(Model-Based Expression Index , MBEI)
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Liwong: Summarization Method (2)




θi: this model computes an expression level on the ith array.
SE(θ) ’s and SE(φ) ’s: can be used to identify outlier arrays and
probes that will consequently be excluded from the final estimation of
the probe response pattern.



Outlier array: large SE(θi), possibly due to external factors like the
imaging process.



Outlier probe: large SE(φj), possibly due to non-specific crosshybridization.



Single outliers: individual PM-MM differences might also be identified
by large residuals compared with the fit. (these are regarded as
missing values in the model-fitting algorithm).

82/109

RMA: Background Correction

RMA: Robust Multichip Average (Irizarry and Speed, 2003):
assumes PM probes are a convolution of Normal and Exponential.

Observed PM = Signal + Noise

O=S+N

Exponential (alpha)

Normal (mu, sigma)

Use E[S|O=o, S>0] as the background corrected PM.

Ps. MM probe intensities are not corrected by RMA/RMA2.
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RMA: Normalization
 Quantiles Normalization


(Bolstad et al, 2003) is a method to
make the distribution of probe intensities the same for every chip.
Each chip is really the transformation of an underlying common
distribution.



The two distribution functions are
effectively estimated by the sample
quantiles.



The normalization distribution is
chosen by averaging each quantile
across chips.

RMA: Summarization Method
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MedianPolish


This is the summarization used in the RMA expression
summary Irizarry et al. (2003).



A multichip linear model is fit to data from each
probeset.



The median polish is an algorithm (see Tukey (1977)) for
fitting this model robustly.



Please note that expression values you get using this
summary measure will be in log2 scale.
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GC-RMA


Robust multi-chip average with GC-content background correction



Background correction: account for background noise as well as nonspecific binding.

optical noise, logNormal

quantity proportional to RNA expression

Observed PM, MM
non-specific binding noise, Bi-variate Normal
Ps. Probe affinity is modeled as a sum of position-dependent base effects and can be
calculated for each PM and MM value, based on its corresponding sequence information.
Zhijin Wu; Rafael A. Irizarry; Robert Gentleman; Francisco Martinez-Murillo; Forrest Spencer, 2004, A Model-Based
Background Adjustment for Oligonucleotide Expression Arrays, Journal of the American Statistical Association 99(468),
909-917.

Comparison of Affymetrix GeneChip Expression
Measures

http://affycomp.biostat.jhsph.edu/
 Cope LM, Irizarry RA, Jaffee HA, Wu Z, Speed TP. A benchmark for
Affymetrix GeneChip expression measures, Bioinformatics. 2004 Feb
12;20(3):323-31.
 Irizarry RA, Wu Z, Jaffee HA. Comparison of Affymetrix GeneChip
expression measures. Bioinformatics. 2006 Apr 1;22(7):789-94.
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Methods Comparison

Source: Affymetrix: Guide to Probe Logarithmic Intensity Error (PLIER) Estimation. Edited by:
Affymetrix I. Santa Clara, CA, ; 2005.
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Reproducibility
and
False Positive Rates
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Reproducibility (1)


Reproducibility (再現性) = Repeatability = Precision



The degree to which repeat measurements of the same quantity will show the same
or similar results.



The precision is usually measured by comparing some measure of dispersion (e.g.,
standard deviation) with zero.

Only 14 of the more than 6,200 probes sets
showed a difference of more than 2-fold between
repeat measurements
Maximum observed change was 3.4-fold
Figures Source: Modified from
Affymetrix yeast microarray (Wodicka 1997)

Pearson correlation coefficients = 0.99
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Reproducibility (2)

74 probe sets of the more than 6,200 probes
sets with an intensity difference of more than
2-fold.
the level of variation (i.e. false positives)
between identical samples and between
independent hybridizations is less than
2%.

Figures Source: Modified from
Affymetrix yeast microarray (Wodicka 1997).

Only 6 showed a difference of at least 3-fold.
Pearson correlation coefficients = 0.98

Concordance correlation coefficients

Lin L. A concordance correlation coefficient to evaluate reproducibility. Biometrics1989;45:255-268.
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False Positives Rates


Comparison Expression Analysis: a pairwise comparison
of all probe pairs for each transcript to identify Increase or
decrease in expression between two samples.

Comparison
Expression
Analysis

Mean Percent Change
Standard Deviation
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Software
Image Analysis/Normalization

Shareware/Freeware





Bioconductor (R, Gentleman)
DNA-Chip Analyzer (dChip v1.3) (Li and Wong)
RMAExpress: a simple standalone GUI program for windows
for computing the RMA expression measure.
BRB Microarray tool

Commercial
 Affymetrix GeneChip Operating Software (GCOS v1.0)
 GeneSpring GX v7.3
 Spotfire
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The Bioconductor: affy
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The Bioconductor Project
Release 2.3
http://www.bioconductor.org/
affypdnn
affyPLM
gcrma
makecdfenv

The Bioconductor: affy
Quick Start: probe level data (*.cel) to expression measure.
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Browse the Packages by Task Views
http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/2.3/BiocViews.html

96/109

Workshops and Course

http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/bioc/
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Books Related to the Bioconductor
作者：Gentleman, Robert (EDT)/ Carey, Vincent J.
(EDT)/ Huber, Wolfgang (EDT)/ Irizarry, Rafael A.
(EDT)/ Dudoit, Sandrine (EDT)
出版社：Springer Verlag
出版日期：2005年09月30日
語言：英文 ISBN：0387251464
裝訂：精裝
美金：89.95元
定價：4048元

作者：Gentleman, Robert
出版社：CRC Pr I Llc
出版日期：2008年07月14日
語言：英文 ISBN：9781420063677
裝訂：精裝
美金：69.95元
定價：3148元

作者：Hahne, Florian/ Huber, Wolfgang/
Gentleman, Robert/ Falcon, Seth
出版社：Springer Verlag
出版日期：2008年08月21日
語言：英文 ISBN：9780387772394
裝訂：平裝
美金：64.95元
定價：2923元
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BRB-ArrayTools
An Integrated Software Tool for DNA Microarray Analysis
Requirement:
1. Java Virtual Machine
2. R base (version 2.6.0)
3. RCOM 2.5
 Software was developed
with the purpose of
deploying powerful statistical
tools for use by biologists.

http://linus.nci.nih.gov/BRB-ArrayTools.html




 Analyses are launched
from user-friendly Excel
interface.

Normalization: call RMA, GC-RMA from Bioconductor.
Affymetrix Quality Control for CEL files: call “simpleaffy” and “affy” from
Bioconductor.
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DNA-Chip Analyzer (dChip2006)
dChip Software: Analysis and visualization of gene expression and
SNP microarrays

http://biosun1.harvard.edu/complab/dchip/

100/109

RMAExpress
Ben Bolstad
Biostatistics,
University Of California, Berkeley
http://stat-www.berkeley.edu/~bolstad/

Talks Slides

http://stat-www.berkeley.edu/~bolstad/RMAExpress/RMAExpress.html
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Affymetrix Microarray Suite
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(MAS v5.1)

http://www.affymetrix.com

102/109

GCOS V1.2.1
Affymetrix GeneChip Operating Software

http://www.affymetrix.com
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Tools from Affymetrix Web Site

104/109
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GeneSpring GX












v10

RMA or GC-RMA probe level analysis
Advanced Statistical Tools
Data Clustering
Visual Filtering
3D Data Visualization
Data Normalization (Sixteen)
Pathway Views
Search for Similar Samples
Support for MIAME Compliance
Scripting
MAGE-ML Export

Images Source:
http://www.silicongenetics.com

More than 700 papers
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Normalization in GeneSpring
After RMA or GC-RMA analysis: ensure that these are no negative values
and that the data is centered on the value 1.
 Data transformation: set measurements less than 0.01 to 0.01.
 Per-gene: normalize to 50th percentile.
 Per-gene: normalize to median.

108/109
TIBCO® Spotfire® DecisionSite® 9.11 for Microarray
Analysis

Affymetrix CEL File Import Summarization Dialog

http://spotfire.tibco.com/

Data Transformation






Normalize
Normalize
Normalize
Normalize
…




Column normalization
Row summation
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課後復習
名詞解釋
1.

Perfect match (PM), Mismatch (MM), Probe pair, Probe Set

選擇題
1.

One-color Oligo Microrray 和 Spotted cDNA Microarray的比較。

1.
2.
3.

GeneChip Microarray Data分析的步驟及各步驟的資料副檔名為何?
有哪些統計圖可以運用來做Quality Assessment。
Bioconductor裡有哪些packages可以做affymetrix GeneChip 的pre-processing 和Quality
Assessment?
One-color oligo Microrray的Low level Analysis有哪些步驟?
The Options on Normalization?
常用的Low level analysis for Affymetrix GeneChip Microarray Data方法有哪些?
簡述Liwong model的Normalization方法。
Liwong Summarization Method的model為何? 各參數的意義為何?
Liwong Summarization Method為何可以做到Quality Assessment的目的。
RMA的全名為何? RMA如何做Background Correction?
何為Quantiles Normalization? 簡述其假設及步驟?
RMA Summarization Method 的model為何?各參數的意義為何?
哪一個Bioconductor package在做"Comparison of Affymetrix GeneChip Expression
Measures"?
算Reproducibility時，需要什麼樣的資料?最後要report什麼?

問答

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
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Gene Filtering and Missing Values
Imputation

Han-Ming Wu

(吳漢銘)

Department of Mathematics, Tamkang University

http://www.hmwu.idv.tw
hmwu@mail.tku.edu.tw
1
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Outlines






Filtering for GeneChip Microarray Data


MSA5: Detection Calls



dChip: Filter Genes

Missing Values Imputation


Zeros or Row Averages



KNN



SVD



Regression Methods



Local Least Square Imputation

R packages:


impute: KNN



pcaMethods: SVD
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MSA5: Detection Calls (1)
 Answers: “Is the transcript of a particular gene
Present or Absent?”
 Absent


the expression level is below the
threshold of detection.



the expression level is not provably
different from zero.

 Advantage:


easy to filter and easy to interpret.



want to look at genes whose transcripts are detectable
in a particular experiment.

4/30

MSA5: Detection Calls (2)
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dChip: Filter Genes
1. A < SD/mean < B, A < SD (for logged data) < B
A gene is variable enough compared to its mean expression level to contain
interesting information (> A), but not so variable that nothing can be learned (<
B).

2. Presence call > X%
Narrows genes with a positive
presence call in a certain percentage
(> X%) of the samples.

3. A < Median(SD/Mean) < B
4. Expression level > Y in X%
Since low expression estimates are
sometimes unreliable, we may want
to limit our analysis to genes that
are expressed above some threshold
(>Y) in a certain percentage (X%) of
the samples.

http://www.biostat.harvard.edu/complab/dchip/

6/30

Useful Reference

http://www.barleybase.org/filtertut.php

GeneSpring Tutorials
http://www.chem.agilent.com/Scripts/Generic.ASP?lPa
ge=34743&indcol=Y&prodcol=Y

GeneSpring User Manual
http://www.chem.agilent.com/cfusion/faq/faq2.cfm?subs
ection=78&section=20&faq=1118&lang=en
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Missing Values Imputation for
Microarray Data

7/30

 Missing values imply a loss of information.
 Many analysis techniques that require complete data
matrices: such as hierarchical clustering, k-means
clustering, and self-organizing maps.
 May benefit from using more accurately estimated
missing values.

8 /26
8/30

Possible Solutions
1. Exclude missing values from subsequent analysis.
2. Repeat the experiment.
3. Missing values in replicated design.
4. Adjust dissimilarity measures. (e.g., pairwise deletion.)
5. Modify clustering methods that can deal with missing
values.
6. Imputation of missing values.
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Sources of Missing Values (1)

 Various Reasons
 a feature of the robotic apparatus may fail,
 a scanner may have insufficient resolution,
 simply dust or scratches on the slide (image
corruption),
 spots with dust particles, irregularities, …

 Mathematical transformation
 undefined mathematical transformed:
e.g., corrected intensities values that are negative or zero, a
subsequent log-transformation will yield missing values.

10/30

Sources of Missing Values (2)

 Flag


Spots may be flagged as absent or feature not found when
nothing is printed in the location of a spot.



the imaging software cannot detect any fluorescence at the
spot.



expression readings that are barely above the background
correction.



the expression intensity ratio is undefined: */0, 0/*.

GenePix
Good=100. Bad=-100. Not Found=-50. Absent=-75. unflagged=0.
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Statistical Classification of
Missing Data (1)
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It helpful to classify missing values on the basis of the
stochastic mechanism that produces them.
Missing Completely At Random (MCAR)
 Missingness is independent of their own unobserved
values and the observed data.
 Arising from chance events that are unrelated to the
nature of the investigation.
 e.g., A spot that is obscured accidentally by a dust
particle.

Statistical Classification of
Missing Data (2)

12/30

Missing At Random (MAR)


Missingness does not depend on their on unobserved value
but does dependent on the observed data.

Missing Not At Random (MNAR)


Missingness depends on their own unobserved values.



Missingness depends on the fact that their raw intensity values
are zero or small.



e.g., Spots that show no fluorescence or that have undefined
log-intensities because their background-corrected intensities are
negative.



e.g., the value is missing because it is low expression, or the
value is missing because it is high expression.
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Statistical Classification of
Missing Data (3)
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 The missing values may give clues to systematic
aspects of the problem.
 If missing values do occur by chance among a set of
replicates, the observed members of the set can
stand in for the missing, albeit with some loss of
statistical precision.
 Imputation: methods rely on the missingness being
of the MCAR type.

14/30

Imputation of Missing Values
 Missing log2 transformed data are replaced by zeros or by an
average expression over the row ("row average“).
 Row average assumes that the expression of a gene in one of the
experiments is similar to its expression in a different experiment,
which is often not true in microarray experiments.

 Main weakness:
 do not model the connection of the
missing values to the observed data.
 do not consider the correlation
structure of the data.
 not very effective (Troyanskaya et al,
2001)

 Useful
 where an initial imputation is required
an iterative imputation method.
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K-Nearest Neighbors Imputation (1)
KNNImpute: a missing value estimation method to minimize data modeling
assumptions and take advantage of the correlation structure of the gene
expression data.

16/30

K-Nearest Neighbors Imputation (2)


Results are adequate and relatively insensitive to values of k
between 10 and 20. (Troyanskaya et al, 2001)



Euclidean distance appeared to be a sufficiently accurate
norm.



Euclidean distance measure is often sensitive to outliers,
which could be present in microarray data.



Log-transformed data seems to sufficiently reduce the effect
of outliers on genes similarity determination.
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Regression Methods (1)


Using fitted regression values to replace missing values.



The regression model can be applied to the original expression
intensities or to transformed values.



The model must be chosen so that it does not yields invalid fitted values.
e.g., negative values.

18/30

Regression Methods (2)
Using the principal components as regressors.



Each gene vector is estimated by a suitable regression combination of
one or more of the most important principal components.
The complete set can be obtained by row average method.



These initial imputations are
replaced by imputed values
provided by the first
application of the principal
component method.



The imputation can proceed
through several iterations of
the principal component
method until the imputations
converge to stable values.
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Singular Value Decomposition Imputation

19/30

Could Extend to Iterative approach.
 Troyanskaya O, Cantor M, Sherlock G, Brown P, Hastie T, Tibshirani R, Botstein D,
Altman RB. (2001), Missing value estimation methods for DNA microarrays.
Bioinformatics 17(6), 520-525.
 Trevor Hastie , Robert Tibshirani, Gavin Sherlock , Michael Eisen , Patrick Brown ,
David Botstein. (1999). Imputing Missing Data for Gene Expression Arrays, Technical
Report.

20/30

Local Least Square Imputation

 Bo TH, Dysvik B, Jonassen I. LSimpute: accurate estimation of missing values in microarray data with least squares methods. Nucleic Acids
Res. 2004 Feb 20;32(3):e34.
 Hyunsoo Kimy, Gene H. Golubz, and Haesun Parky. (2004). Missing Value Estimation for DNA Microarray Gene Expression Data: Local
Least Squares Imputation, Bioinformatics Advance Access published August 27, 2004.
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Reference for Missing Values Imputation
Singular Value Decomposition Imputation


Troyanskaya O, Cantor M, Sherlock G, Brown P, Hastie T, Tibshirani R, Botstein D, Altman RB. (2001), Missing value
estimation methods for DNA microarrays. Bioinformatics 17(6), 520-525.



Trevor Hastie , Robert Tibshirani, Gavin Sherlock , Michael Eisen , Patrick Brown , David Botstein. (1999). Imputing
Missing Data for Gene Expression Arrays, Technical Report.

Local Least Square Imputation


Bo TH, Dysvik B, Jonassen I. LSimpute: accurate estimation of missing values in microarray data with least squares
methods. Nucleic Acids Res. 2004 Feb 20;32(3):e34.



Hyunsoo Kimy, Gene H. Golubz, and Haesun Parky. (2004). Missing Value Estimation for DNA Microarray Gene
Expression Data: Local Least Squares Imputation, Bioinformatics Advance Access published August 27, 2004.

Bayesian


Oba S, Sato M-A, Takemasa I, Monden M, Matsubara K-I, Ishii S: A Bayesian missing value estimation method for
gene expression profile data,. Bioinformatics 2003, 19:2088-2096.



Zhou X, Wang X, Dougherty ER: Missing-value estimation using linear and non-linear regression with Bayesian gene
selection. Bioinformatics 2003, 19:2302-2307.

GMCimpute


Ouyang M, Welsh WJ, Georgopoulos P. Gaussian mixture clustering and imputation of microarray data. Bioinformatics.
2004 Apr 12;20(6):917-23. Epub 2004 Jan 29.

Others


Kim KY, Kim BJ, Yi GS. Reuse of imputed data in microarray analysis increases imputation efficiency. BMC
Bioinformatics. 2004 Oct 26;5(1):160.



Shmuel Friedland, Amir Niknejad, and Laura Chiharaz. (2004). A Simultaneous Reconstruction of Missing Data in
DNA Microarrays, Institute for Mathematics and its Applications,.



Alexandre G de Brevern, Serge Hazout and Alain Malpertuy. (2004). Influence of microarrays experiments missing
values on the stability of gene groups by hierarchical clustering, BMC Bioinformatics Volume 5.
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Evaluation of Imputation Methods
Troyanskaya O, Cantor M, Sherlock G, Brown P, Hastie T, Tibshirani R, Botstein D, Altman RB. (2001),
Missing value estimation methods for DNA microarrays. Bioinformatics 17(6), 520-525.

Data sets:




Non-Time Series: Gasch et al., (2000):
755 genes, 173 arrays.
Time Series: DeRisi et al., (1997):
6135 genes, 7 arrays.
Noisy Times Series: Spellman et al., (1998):
509 genes, 77 arrays.

Criterions: normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE)
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Evaluation of Imputation Methods (1)

24/30

Evaluation of Imputation Methods (2)
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Which Imputation Method?


KNN is the most widely-used.



Characteristics of data that may affect choice of imputation
method:





dimensionality



percentage of values missing



experimental design (time series, case/control, etc.)



patterns of correlation in data

Suggestion


add artificial missing values to your data set



impute them with various methods



see which is best (since you know the real value)
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R packages:
impute: KNN
pcaMethods: SVD
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impute.knn{impute}
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A function to impute missing expression data, using nearest neighbor averaging.
> impute.knn(data ,k = 10, rowmax = 0.5, colmax = 0.8, maxp = 1500,
rng.seed=362436069)

> library(impute)
> data(khanmiss)
> dim(khanmiss)
[1] 2309
65
> khanmiss[1:4, 1:5]
X
X1
sample1
sample2
sample3
1
EWS
EWS
EWS
2 GENE1 "\\"catenin (cadherin-a"
0.773343723 -0.078177781 -0.084469157
3 GENE2
"farnesyl-diphosphate"
-2.438404816 -2.415753791 -1.649739209
4 GENE3 "\\"phosphofructokinase" -0.482562158 0.412771683 -0.241307522
> khan.expr <- khanmiss[-1,
> dim(khan.expr)
[1] 2308
63
> khan.expr[1:4, 1:5]
sample1
sample2
2 0.773343723 -0.078177781
3 -2.438404816 -2.415753791
4 -0.482562158 0.412771683
5 -2.721135441 -2.825145973

-(1:2)]

sample3
sample4
sample5
-0.084469157 0.965614087 0.075663904
-1.649739209 -2.380546634 -1.72878467
-0.241307522 0.625296514 0.852626495
-2.87528612 -1.741256487 0.27269533

impute.knn{impute}
## First example
> if(exists(".Random.seed")) rm(.Random.seed)
> khan.imputed <- impute.knn(as.matrix(khan.expr))
> sum(as.integer(is.na(khan.expr)))
[1] 1282
> sum(as.integer(!is.na(khan.expr)))
[1] 144122
> sum(as.integer(is.na(khan.imputed)))
[1] 0
> sum(as.integer(!is.na(khan.imputed)))
[1] 145404

##
## khan.imputed$data should now contain the imputed data matrix
## khan.imputed$rng.seed should contain the random number seed used
## in imputation. In the above invocation, it is the default seed.
##
> attr(khan.imputed, "rng.seed") # should be 362436069
> attr(khan.imputed, "rng.state") # should be NULL
## Second example
> set.seed(12345)
> khan.imputed <- impute.knn(as.matrix(khan.expr))
> save(khan.imputed, file="khanimputation.Rda")
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svdImpute{pcaMethods}
> library(pcaMethods)
> library(Biobase)
> data(sample.exprSet.1)
> exSet <- sample.exprSet.1
> strc(exSet)
> exSetNa <- exSet
> dim(exSetNa@exprs)
[1] 500 26
> exSetNa@exprs[sample(500*26, 200)] <- NA
> lost <- is.na(exSetNa@exprs)
> sum(lost)
#PPCA Impute
> impExSet <- asExprSet(pca(exSetNa, nPcs = 2, method = "ppca"), exSetNa)
#or SVD Impute
>impExSet <- asExprSet(pca(exSetNa, nPcs = 5, method = "svdImpute"),
exSetNa)
> index <- sum((exSet@exprs[lost] impExSet@exprs[lost])^2)/sum(exSet@exprs[lost]^2)
> index
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課後復習


了解 MSA5: Detection Calls的意義。



Microarray data 中missing values的產生有哪一些原因?



Missing Data 在統計上的分類為何? 是如何定義的?



了解下列Imputation的方法，並能寫出步驟(圖示法和式子)。


K-Nearest Neighbors Imputation



Regression Methods



Singular Value Decomposition Imputation



Local Least Square Imputation



要使用哪一個Imputation方法的一般建議為何?



會使用 R package:impute (for KNNImpute)和 pcaMethods (for
SVDImpute)。
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Outlines
 Introduction: Three Demo Data Sets
 Hypothesis Testing
 Multiple Testing Corrections
 Post Hoc Tests
 Bootstrap Analysis
 Permutation Test
 Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM)
 Software: SAM, affylmGUI
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Finding Differentially Expressed Genes
More than two samples
Two-sample (independent )
Paired-sample
(dependent)

p-values or Statistics

ranking

fix number

above some level

Example 1: Paired Data

4/70

Breast Cancer Dataset
cDNA Microarrays Data:


#Samples: 20 breast cancer patients,
before and after a 16 week course of
doxorubicin chemotherapy



#Genes: 9216 genes.

reference

log ratio
9216 x 20

Paired Data:


Two measurements from each patient, one before treatment
and one after treatment.

Interests:



the difference between the two measurements (the log ratio).
whether a gene has been up-regulated or down-regulated in
breast cancer following that treatment.

Perou CM, et al, (2000), Molecular portraits of human breast tumours. Nature 406:747-752.
Stanford Microarray Database: http://genome-www.stanford.edu/breast_cancer/molecularportraits/
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Leukemia Dataset
Affymetrix Microarray Data


#Samples: Bone marrow
 #ALL (acute lymphoblastic leukemia):
27 patients (急性淋巴細胞白血病)
 #AML (acute myeloid leukemia):
11 patients (急性骨髓性白血病)



#Genes: 7070 genes.
7070 x (27+11)

Unpaired Data:


Two groups of patients (ALL, AML).

Interests:


To identify the genes that are up- or down-regulated in ALL
relative to AML.



(i.e., differentially expressed between the two groups.)

Golub, T.R et al. (1999) Molecular classification of cancer: class discovery and class prediction by gene expression monitoring. Science
286, 531--537.
Cancer Genomics Program at Whitehead Institute for Genome Research
http://www.broad.mit.edu/cgi-bin/cancer/datasets.cgi
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Example 3:

Small Round Blue Cell Tumors (SRBCT) Dataset
cDNA Microarrays




#Samples: 63
four types of SRBCT of childhood:
 Neuroblastoma (NB) (12),
 Non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL)
(8),
 Rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS) (20)
 Ewing tumours (EWS) (23).
#Genes: 6567 genes

6567 x 63

Interests:


To identify genes that are differentially expressed in one or
more of these four groups.

More on SRBCT:
http://www.thedoctorsdoctor.com/diseases/small_round_blue_cell_tumor.htm
Khan J, Wei J, Ringner M, Saal L, Ladanyi M, Westermann F, Berthold F, Schwab M, Antonescu C, Peterson C
and Meltzer P. Classification and diagnostic prediction of cancers using gene expression profiling and artificial
neural networks. Nature Medicine 2001, 7:673-679
Stanford Microarray Database
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Fold-Change Method (1)
experimental

control

For one gene

Fold-Change

1) Calculate fold-change.
2) Rank the genes.
3) Select genes.

8/70

Fold-Change Method (2)
Method 1: Select genes based on Numbers


average differential expression > FC.

Problems:


FC is an arbitrary threshold.



FC does not take into account individuals and sample size.

Example:


s2 (200) close to BG (100), the difference could represent noise.



credible: a gene is regulated 2-fold with 10000, 5000 units.
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Fold-Change Method (3)
Method 2: Select genes based on %


Choose 5% of genes that have the largest expression ratios.

Problems:
 Possible that no genes have statistically significantly
different gene expression.
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Hypothesis Testing (1)
Hypothesis Test
a procedure for determining if an assertion about a characteristic of a
population is reasonable.

Example
"average price of a gallon of regular unleaded gas in Massachusetts is $2.5"

Is this statement true?


find out every gas station.



find out a small number of
randomly chosen stations.

Sample average price was $2.23.
 Is this 3 cent difference a result of chance variability, or
 is the original assertion incorrect?
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Hypothesis Testing (2)
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null hypothesis:


H0: µ = 2.5. (the average price of a gallon of gas is $2.5)

alternative hypothesis:


H1: µ > 2.5. (gas prices were actually higher)



H1: µ < 2.5.



H1: µ != 2.5.

significance level (alpha):
 Decide in advance.
 Alpha = 0.05: the probability of incorrectly rejecting
the null hypothesis when it is actually true is 5%.

Hypothesis Testing (3)

Biological Question

12/70

Statistical Formulation

H0: No differential expressed.
H0: no difference in the mean gene expression in the group tested.
H0: The gene will have equal means across every group.
H0: μ1= μ2= μ3= μ4= μ5 (…= μn)
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The p-values
p-values


probability of false positives (Reject H0 | H0 true).



probability of observing your data under the assumption that
the null hypothesis is true.



p-value = 0.03: only a 3% chance of drawing the sample if the
null hypothesis was true.

Decision Rule


Reject H0 if p-value is less than alpha.



P < 0.05 commonly used. (Reject H0, the test is significant)



The lower the p-value, the more significant.

14/70

Type of Errors
Type I Error (alpha)
calling genes as differentially expressed when they are NOT

Type II Error
NOT calling genes as differentially expressed when they ARE
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Hypothesis Testing
Comparison
Hypothesis
Testing

Two Groups
Paired data

Parametric
(variance equal)

One sample ttest

Parametric
(variance not
equal)

Welch t-test

Non-Parametric

Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank
Test

(無母數檢定)

Unpaired data
Two-sample
t-test

More than two Groups
Complex data
One-Way Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA)
Welch ANOVA

Wilcoxon Rank-Sum
Test
(Mann-Whitney U
Test)

Kruskal-Wallis Test
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Steps of Hypothesis Testing
1.

Determine the null and alternative
hypothesis, using mathematical
expressions if applicable.

2.

Select a significance level (alpha).

3.

Take a random sample from the
population of interest.

4.

Calculate a test statistic from the
sample that provides information
about the null hypothesis.

5.

Decision
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Hypothesis Tests on Microarray Data (1)
 Null hypothesis: there is no biological effect.


For a gene in Breast Cancer Dataset, it would be that this gene
is not differentially expressed following doxorubicin
chemotherapy.



For a gene in Leukemia Dataset, it would be that this gene is not
differentially expressed between ALL and AML patients.

 If the null hypothesis were true,


then the variability in the data does not represent the biological
effect under study,



but instead results from difference between individuals or
measurement error.
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Hypothesis Tests on Microarray Data (2)


The smaller the p-value, the less likely it is that the observed
data have occurred by chance, and the more significant the
result.



p=0.01 would mean there is a 1% chance of observing at least
this level of differential gene expression by random chance.



We then select differentially expressed genes not on the basis of
their fold ratio, but on the basis of their p-value.

H0: no differential expressed.
 The test is significant
= Reject H0
 False Positive
= ( Reject H0 | H0 true)
= concluding that a gene is differentially expressed when in fact it is not.
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If A Result is Statistically Significant
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There are two possible explanations:





The populations are identical, so there really is no difference.


By chance, you obtained larger values in one group and smaller
values in the other.



Finding a statistically significant result when the populations are
identical is called making a Type I error (false positives).



If you define statistically significant to mean "P<0.05", then you'll
make a Type I error in 5% of experiments where there really is no
difference.

The populations really are different, so your conclusion is correct.


The difference may be large enough to be scientifically interesting.



Or it may be tiny and trivial.
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Statistical Power (1)


Question: What if I do a t-test on a pair of samples and fail to
reject the null hypothesis--does this mean that there is no
significant difference?



Answer: Maybe yes, maybe no.



For two-sample t-test, power is the probability of rejecting the
hypothesis that the means are equal when they are in fact not
equal. P(RH0 | not H0)



Power is one minus the probability of Type-II error.
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Statistical Power (2)


The power of the test depends upon the sample size, the
magnitudes of the variances, the alpha level, and the actual
difference between the two population means.



Usually you would only consider the power of a test when you
failed to reject the null hypothesis.



High power is desirable (0.7 to 1.0): High power means that
there is a high probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when
the null hypothesis is false.



This is a critical measure of precision in hypothesis testing and
needs to be considered with care.
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One Sample t-test
Assumption: the variable is normally distributed.

Question
 whether a gene is differentially expressed
for a condition with respect to baseline
expression?
 H0: μ=0 (log ratio)
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Two Sample t-test (Paired)
Applied to a gene From Breast Cancer Data
ACAT2
The gene acetyl-Coenzyme A
acetyltransferase 2 (ACAT2) is
on the microarray used for the
breast cancer data.



Paired t-test


t=3.22. (two-tailed)



p-value = 0.0045, which is
significant at a 1% confidence
level.

Conclusion
ACAT2 has been significantly
down-regulated following
chemotherapy at the 1% level.
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Two Sample t-test (Unpaired)
Applied to a Gene From Leukemia Dataset
metallothionein IB



The gene metallothionein IB is
on the Affymetrix array used
for the leukemia data.

Two-sample t-test



t=-3.4177, p=0.0016.

Conclusion
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the expression of
metallothionein IB is
significantly higher in AML
than in ALL at the 1% level.
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Assumptions of t-test
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Be Normal


paired t-test,
the distribution of the subtracted data that must be normal.



unpaired t-test,
the distribution of both data sets must be normal.

How to Detect Normality


Plots: Histogram, Density Plot, QQplot,…



Test for Normality: Jarque-Bera test, Lilliefors test,
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

Homogeneous


the variances of the two population are equal.



Test for equality of the two variances: Variance ratio F-test.

26/70

Other t-Statistics

Lonnstedt, I. and Speed, T.P. Replicated
microarray data. Statistica Sinica , 12: 31-46, 2002
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One-Way ANOVA (1)
Using Analysis of Variance, which can be considered to be a
generalization of the t-test, when


compare more than two groups (e.g., drug 1, drug 2, and
placebo), or



compare groups created by more than one independent
variable while controlling for the separate influence of each of
them
(e.g., Gender, type of Drug, and size of Dose).



For two group comparisons, ANOVA will give results identical
to a t-test.



One-way ANOVA compares groups using one parameter.

28/70

One-Way ANOVA (2)
 We can test the following:
 Are all the means from more than two populations
equal?
 Are all the means from more than two treatments
on one population equal?
 (This is equivalent to asking whether the treatments
have any overall effect.)

This comparison is performed for each gene.
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One-Way ANOVA (3)
Assumptions


The subjects are sampled randomly.



The groups are independent.



The population variances are homogenous.



The population distribution is normal in shape.

As with t tests, violation of homogeneity is particularly
a problem when we have quite different sample sizes.


Homogeneity of variance test


Bartlett's test (1937)



Levene's test (Levene 1960)



O'Brien (1979)

30/70

ANOVA Table
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ANOVA Applied to
a gene From (SRBCT) Dataset
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 To identify the genes that are differentially expressed
in one or more of these four groups.
 ARP1 (actin-related protein 1).
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Welch ANOVA
Welch’s F Test
 Use when the sample sizes are unequal.
 Use when the sample sizes are equal but
small.
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Non-parametric Statistics
 Do not assume that the data is normally distributed.
 Two good reasons to use non-parametric statistic.




Microarray data is noisy:


many sources of variability and outliers are frequent.



Non-parametric methods are robust to outliers and noisy data.

Microarray data analysis is high throughput:


Need to check the normality of every gene.



Those genes with outliers or which were not normally distributed
would then need a different analysis.



It makes more sense to apply a test that is distribution free and
thus can be applied to all genes in a single pass.
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Sign Test
 Given n pairs of data, the sign
test tests the hypothesis that the
median of the differences in the
pairs is zero.
 The test statistic is the number
of positive differences.
 If the null hypothesis is true,
then the numbers of positive and
negative differences should be
approximately the same.
 In fact, the number of positive
differences will have a Binomial
distribution with parameters n and
p.
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Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test (paired)
Null hypothesis: the population median from which both samples were
drawn is the same.
The sum of the ranks for the
"positive" (up-regulated) values is
calculated and compared against a
precomputed table to a p-value.
 Sorting the absolute values
of the differences from
smallest to largest.
 Assigning ranks to the
absolute values.
 Find the sum of the ranks of
the positive differences.
 If the null hypothesis is true, the
sum of the ranks of the positive
differences should be about the
same as the sum of the ranks of
the negative differences.
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Mann-Whitney Test
(Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test, unpaired)
The data from the two groups are combined and given ranks. (1 for the
largest, 2 for the second largest,... )

The ranks for the larger group are summed and that number is compared
against a precomputed table to a p-value.
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Kruskal-Wallis Test


The Kruskal Wallis test can be applied in the
one factor ANOVA case. It is a non-parametric
test for the situation where the ANOVA
normality assumptions may not apply.



Each of the ni should be at least 5 for the
approximation to be valid.

Parametric vs. Non-Parametric Test
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Non-Parametric Tests

Parametric Tests


Assume that the data follows a
certain distribution (normal
distribution).



Assuming equal variances and
Unequal variances.



More powerful.



Not appropriate for data with
outliers.

t-test

Non-parametric

Easy

Easy

Powerful

Robust

Widely Implemented

widely implemented

Not appropriate for
data with outliers

Less powerful

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis






When certain assumptions about the
underlying population are
questionable (e.g. normality).
Does not assume normal distribution
No variance assumption



Ranks the order of raw/normalized
data across conditions for analyses




Decrease effects of outliers (Robust)
Not recommended if there is less
than 5 replicates per group
Needs a high number of replicates
Less powerful
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Bootstrap Methods

 Because of the loss of power, classical
non-parametric statistics have not
become popular for use with
microarray data, and instead
bootstrap methods trend to be
preferred.
Bootstrap Analysis
Robust
Powerful
Requires use of specialist
packages or programming.
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Volcano Plot

The Y variate is typically a
probability (in which case a log10 transform is used) or
less commonly a p-value.

The X variate is usually a measure of
differential expression such as a log-ratio.
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Multiple Testing
20 marbles


19 are blue and 1 is red.

Get a red marble by chance?


1 out of 20. (0.05)

Sample a single marble (and put it back) 20 times.


Population

much higher chance to sample the red marble.

This is exactly what happens


when testing several thousand genes at the same time.

Imagine the red marble is a false positive gene:


the chance that false positives are going to be sampled is higher the
more genes you apply a statistical test on.
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Multiplicity of Testing (1)
X: false positive gene
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Multiplicity of Testing (2)
Take a large supply of reference sample,
label it with Cy3 and Cy5:


no genes are differentially expressed:



all measured differences in expression are experimental error.

By the very definition of a p-value,


each gene would have a 1% chance of having a p-value of
less than 0.01, and thus be significant at the 1% level.

For testing 10000 genes,

we would expect to find



100 significant genes with a p-value less than 0.01



10 genes with a p-value less than 0.001



1 gene with p-value less than 0.0001.

Multiplicity of Testing (3)
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How do we know that
the genes that appear to be differentially
expressed are truly differentially
expressed and are not just artifact
introduced because we are analyzing a
large number of genes?
Is this gene truly differentially expressed,

or
could it be a false positive results?
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Types of Error Control


Multiple testing correction adjusts the p-value for each gene to keep
the overall error rate (or false positive rate) to less than or equal to the
user-specified p-value cutoff or error rate individual.

Multiple Testing Corrections

46/70

most stringent

least stringent
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(1) Bonferroni


The p-value of each gene is multiplied by the number of genes in
the gene list.



If the corrected p-value is still below the error rate, the gene will be
significant:





Corrected p-value= p-value * n <0.05.



If testing 1000 genes at a time, the highest accepted
individual un-corrected p-value is 0.00005, making the
correction very stringent.

With a Family-wise error rate of 0.05 (i.e., the probability of at least
one error in the family), the expected number of false positives will
be 0.05.
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(2) Bonferroni Step Down (Holm)


This correction is very similar to the Bonferroni, but a little less
stringent.



The p-value of each gene is ranked from the smallest to the largest.


The ith p-value is multiplied by the number of genes present in
the gene list
Corrected P-value= p-value * (n – i + 1) < 0.05



if the end value is less than 0.05, the gene is significant.



It follows that sequence until no gene is found to be significant.
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(3) Westfall and Young Permutation







Both Bonferroni and Holm methods are called single-step procedures, where each pvalue is corrected independently.
The Westfall and Young permutation method takes advantage of the dependence
structure between genes, by permuting all the genes at the same time.
The Westfall and Young permutation follows a step-down procedure similar to the
Holm method, combined with a bootstrapping method to compute the p-value
distribution.
Because of the permutations, the method is very slow.
The Westfall and Young permutation method has a similar Family-wise error rate as
the Bonferroni and Holm corrections.

 P-values are calculated for each gene based on the original
data set and ranked.
 The permutation method creates a pseudo-data set by
dividing the data into artificial treatment and control groups.
 P-values for all genes are computed on the pseudo-data set.
 The successive minima of the new p-values are retained and
compared to the original ones.
 This process is repeated a large number of times, and the
proportion of resampled data sets where the minimum pseudop-value is less than the original p-value is the adjusted p-value.
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(4) Benjamini and Hochberg FDR


This correction is the least stringent of all 4 options, and therefore tolerates more false
positives.



There will be also less false negative genes.



The correction becomes more stringent as the p-value decreases, similarly as the
Bonferroni Step-down correction.



This method provides a good alternative to Family-wise error rate methods.



The error rate is a proportion of the number of called genes.



FDR: Overall proportion of false positives relative to the total number of genes declared
significant.

Corrected P-value= p-value * (n / Ri) < 0.05
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Recommendations


The default multiple testing correction in GeneSpring is the Benjamini
and Hochberg False Discovery Rate.



It is the least stringent of all corrections and provides a good balance
between discovery of statistically significant genes and limitation of
false positive occurrences.



The Bonferroni correction is the most stringent test of all, but offers
the most conservative approach to control for false positives.



The Westfall and Young Permutation is the only correction accounting
for genes coregulation. However, it is very slow and is also very
conservative.



As multiple testing corrections depend on the number of tests
performed, or number of genes tested, it is recommended to select a
prefiltered gene list.
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If There Are No Results with MTC
 increase p-cutoff value
 increase number of replicates
 use less stringent or no MTC
 add cross-validation experiments
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Post Hoc Tests
Applicable when comparing more than 2 groups.
One-way ANOVA model : H0: μ1= μ2= μ3= μ4= μ5 (…= μn)
If H0is rejected for a gene, there is still no information about where differences are
observed.

How does one determine which specific differences are significant?
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Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) Test
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Tukey’s HSD Test
Honestly Significant Difference (HSD)

Tukey’s HSD Post-hoc test is applied in exactly the same way that the
Student-Newman-Keuls is, with the exception that r is set at k for all
comparisons.
(k vs 1, k vs 2,.., k vs k-1) (k-1 vs 1, k-1 vs 2,…, k-1 vs k-2) …(…2 vs 1)

 All alpha’s in Tukey’s test are compared to the same critical value.
 All alpha’s in SKN test are compared to a different critical value.
 This test is more conservative (less powerful) than the StudentNewman-Keuls.
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Bootstrap Analysis (1)




Bootstrap Sample/Data


with replacement: different individuals in the bootstrap data
could have the same value from the real data.



without replacement: each of the real values is only used once
in the bootstrap data.

Bootstrap analysis are more appropriate for microarray
analysis than either t-test or classical non-parametric tests.


don't require that the data are normally distributed.



robust to noise and experimental artifacts.
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Bootstrap Analysis (2)




Under the null hypothesis: there is no difference in gene
expression between the two groups.


If that were the case, then any of the measurements in the
data could have been observed in any of the individuals.



ex: any of the AML patients could have had any of the 38
measurements associated with both the AML and ALL patients.

The bootstrap works by constructing a large number of
random data sets by resampling from the original data, in
which each individual is randomly allocated one of the
measurements from the data, which could be from either of
the groups.
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Bootstrap Analysis (3)
 The bootstrap data sets look like the real data, in that they have similar
values, but are biologically nonsense because the values have been
randomized.
 Aim: the aim of the test is to compare some property of the real data
with a distribution of the same property in random data sets.
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Example: Bootstrapping RYK from Leukemia
Dataset
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Two-sample t-statistic from the real data is 3.1596.
Bootstrap Analysis:





Create bootstrap data sets, each of which also consists of 27 ALL patients and 11
AML patients.
For each patient, we choose a measurement at random from the 38 observed
values and assign that value to the patient.
For each bootstrap data set, construct a two-sample t-statistic.
Repeated this procedure 1000000 times to generate a bootstrap distribution of the
t-statistics.



Of the 1000000 values, 9750 had an absolute value greater
than 3.1596.



The bootstrap p-value for RYK is under 0.001, which is
significant at the 1% level.



Recommend performing the bootstrap at 10 times the number
of genes on the array being analyzed.
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Permutation Test (1)


The permutation test is a test where the null-hypothesis allows to reduce the
inference to a randomization problem.



The process of randomizations makes it possible to ascribe a probability
distribution to the difference in the outcome possible under H0.



The outcome data are analyzed many times (once for each acceptable
assignment that could have been possible under H0) and then compared with the
observed result, without dependence on additional distributional or model-based
assumptions.



Perform a permutation test (general):
1.

Analyze the problem, choice of null-hypothesis

2.

Choice of test statistic T

3.

Calculate the value of the test statistic for the observed data: tobs

4.

Apply the randomization principle and look at all possible permutations, this
gives the distribution of the test statistic T under H0.

5.

Calculation of p-value:

Ref: Mansmann, U. (2002), Practical microarray analysis: resampling and the Bootstraap.Heidelberg.
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Permutation Test (2)

The permutation test allows determining the
statistical significance of the score for every gene.

SAM:
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Significance Analysis of Microarrays
http://www-stat.stanford.edu/~tibs/SAM/

Tusher VG, Tibshirani R, Chu G.(2001). Significance
analysis of microarrays applied to the ionizing
radiation response. Proc Natl Acad Sci 98(9):5116-21.
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SAM: Response Type

SAM Users guide and technical document
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SAM: Time Series
class

experimental unit

 Paired data time courses: class label is -1, or 1 or -2 or 2.
 One class time courses: class label is a 1.
NOTE: SAM summarizes each time course by a slope or a signed area, and
then treats the summarized data in the same way as it treats two class, one
class, or a two-class paired design.
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SAM: Significance Analysis of Microarrays

large positive difference

order
statistics

Calculation

Sort

Make variation in d(i) similar across
genes of all intensity levels

large negative difference

SAM: Expected Test Statistics

Permutation
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SAM Plot
Points for genes with
evidence of induction

vs

Points for genes with
evidence of repression
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Software: Limma, LimmaGUI, affylmGUI

Limma: Linear Models for Microarray Data
http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/limma/

LimmaGUI: a menu driven interface of Limma
http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/limmaGUI




Smyth, G. K. (2005). Limma: linear models for
microarray data. In: Bioinformatics and Computational
Biology Solutions using R and Bioconductor, R.
Gentleman, V. Carey, S. Dudoit, R. Irizarry, W. Huber
(eds.), Springer, New York, Chapter 23. (To be
published in 2005)
Smyth, G. K. (2004). Linear models and empirical
Bayes methods for assessing differential expression in
microarray experiments. Statistical Applications in
Genetics and Molecular Biology 3, No. 1, Article 3.
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課後復習
1.

以microarray實驗來找Differentially Expressed Genes的目的及意義是什麼?

2.

以Fold-Change方法來找有差別表現的基因，有何缺點?

3.

請以Hypothesis Tests on microarray data為例說明(1) null hypothesis (2) p-value 的意義。

4.

Hypothesis Testing的表格要記。

5.

For microarray data, 以t-test為基礎所發展出來的檢定統計量，有哪些(方法, 作者，年代，期刊)?

6.

試說明何謂"Multiplicity of Testing" problem for microarray data。

7.

常見的 Multiple Testing Corrections 的方法有哪四種? 依其stringent的程度列出?

8.

以t-test為例，如何perform "Bootstrap Analysis"?

9.

以t-test為例，如何perform "Permutation Test"?

10.

略述"SAM: Significance Analysis of Microarrays"找差異表現genes的統計原理，以此說明如何
得到"SAM Plot"?
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Outlines

 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
 Factor Analysis (FA)
 Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)
 Isometric Mapping (Isomap)
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Dimension Reduction
keep information as much as possible without loss of information.
input data matrix:

X

transformed data matrix:
SVD
PCA
FA
MDS

Z

Visualization
Clustering
Classification
....

Y

Methods using additional information y:
LDA, Sufficient Dimension Reduction (SIR, SAVE, pHd, IRE,...)

4/48

Why Reduce Dimensionality?


Reduces time complexity:
less computation



Reduces space complexity:
Less parameters



Saves the cost of observing the features:
input is unnecessary.



Simpler models are more robust on small datasets:
simpler models vary less depending on the particulars of a sample.



More interpretable; simpler explanation



Data visualization (structure, groups, outliers, etc)
if plotted in 2 or 3 dimensions.
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DR: Feature Selection vs Extraction

Feature Selection
 Choosing k<p important features
 Ignoring the remaining p – k
 Methods: subset selection
algorithms,...
z = wTx

Feature Extraction
 Project the original xi , i =1,...,p
dimensions to new k<p dimensions,
zj , j =1,...,k.
 z = wTx
 Methods: PCA, FA, MDS, LDA,
SIR,...
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
(Pearson 1901; Hotelling 1933; Jolliffe 2002)
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

7/48

PCA is a method that reduces data dimensionality by finding the new variables
(major axes, principal components).

Amongst all possible projections, PCA finds the projections so that the maximum
amount of information, measured in terms of variability, is retained in the smallest
number of dimensions.

8/48

PCA: Loadings and Scores
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Microarray Data of Yeast Cell Cycle
 Synchronized by alpha factor arrest method
(Spellman et al. 1998; Chu et al. 1998)
 103 known genes: every 7 minutes and totally 18
time points.

10/48

PCA on Conditions
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PCA on Genes

Yeast Microarray Data is from
DeRisi, JL, Iyer, VR, and Brown, PO.(1997). "Exploring the metabolic and genetic control
of gene expression on a genomic scale"; Science, Oct 24;278(5338):680-6.
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Interpretation
Scree plot
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When to use PCA?





As an exploratory tool to uncover unknown trends in the data.
PCA on genes provide a way to identify predominant gene
expression patterns.
PCA on conditions explore correlations between samples or
conditions.
PCA is to ‘summarize’ the data, it is not considered a clustering tool.

Yeast Microarray Data is from
DeRisi, JL, Iyer, VR, and Brown, PO.(1997). "Exploring the metabolic and genetic control of gene expression on a
genomic scale"; Science, Oct 24;278(5338):680-6.
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How Many Components to Use?


The proportion of Variance explained by the k principal
component



If λj < 1 then component explains less variance than
original variable (correlation matrix).



Use 2 components (or 3) for visual ease.



Keep only the eigenvectors with eigenvalues greater than
average eigenvalue.



Keep only those which have higher than the average input
variance.
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Scree Diagram


At the elbow, adding another eigenvector does not
significantly increase the variance explained.

16/48

PCA: Scaling
Different variables have completely different scaling.


Eigenvalues of the matrix is scale dependent.
(If we would multiply one column of the data matrix X by some scale factor (say s) then variance of this variable
would increase by s2 and this variable can dominate whole covariance matrix and hence whole eigenvalue and
eigenvectors.)

Bring all data to the same scale.


If scale of the data is unknown: better to use correlation matrix instead of
the covariance matrix.



The interpretation of the principal components derived by these two
methods can be completely different.



If the variance of the original xi dimensions vary considerably, they affect
the directions of the principal components more than the correlations.
(1) Standardized data by columns, mean=0, sd=1,
(2) PCA on correlation matrix, for the correlations to be effective and not the individual
variances.
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PCA: Scaling (2)
 Covariance Matrix


Variables must be in same units.



Emphasizes variables with most variance.



Mean eigenvalue > 1.0

 Correlation Matrix
 Variables are standardized
(mean=0.0, SD=1.0)


Variables can be in different units.



All variables have same impact on analysis.



Mean eigenvalue = 1.0

18/48

PCA: Potential Problems




Sensitive to Outliers


Robust estimation



Discarding the isolated data points that are far away.





This works better than taking the
average because we take into account
correlations and differences in
variances.

Lack of Independence
NO PROBLEM

Lack of Normality


average

Normality desirable but not essential

Example:


Lack of Precision




Precision desirable but not essential

Many Zeroes in Data Matrix


Problem
(use Correspondence Analysis)
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PCA: General Methodology (1)


Find a low-dimensional space such that when x is projected
there, information loss is minimized.



PCA centers the sample and then rotates the axes to line up
with the directions of highest variance.

20/48

PCA: General Methodology (2)

拉格朗日
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PCA: General Methodology (3)

wi is the eigenvector of S associated with the ith largest eigenvalue.

Proof (by induction – Assume true for i -1, then prove true for i)

 wi's are uncorrelated (orthogonal)
 w1 explains as much as possible of original variance in data set
 w2 explains as much as possible of remaining variance, etc.

22/48

PCA: Solutions (1)



If the dimensions are highly correlated:
there will be a small number of eigenvectors with large
eigenvalues, and k will be much smaller than d and a large
reduction in dimensionality may be attained.



If the dimensions are not correlated:
k will be as large as d and there is no gain through PCA.
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PCA: Solutions (2)

 If S is symmetric:
for two different eigenvalues, the eigenvectors are
orthogonal.
 If S is positive definite: (x’Sx>0, x!=null):
all eigenvalues are positive.
 If S is singular:
then its rank, the effective dimension is k < d, andλi=0, i
> k.

24/48

Factor Analysis
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Spectral Decomposition






T

T

Z=W X, or Z=W (X-m):

center the data on the origin.
T
To find a matrix W such that when we have Z=W X, we will get Cov(Z)=D is
any diagonal matrix.
We would like to get uncorrelated zi.
Let CT =[ci] be the normalized eigenvector of S, then
(1) C C = I and
Definition: Spectral decomposition is the factorization of
(2)
a positive definite matrix S into S=CDC' where D is a
diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, and the C matrix has the
eigenvectors.

26/48

Factor Analysis
 There is a set of unobservable,
latent factors zj, j=1,…,k,
which when acting in
combination generate x.
 Goal: to characterize the
dependency among the
observed variables by means of
a smaller number of factors.
 A few factors can represent the
groups of variables.
 FA always partitions the
variables into factor clusters.
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Factor Analysis (1)
 FA assumes that each input dimension can be written as a weighted sum
of the k factors, plus the residual term.

The variance explained by the
common factor and unique factor

Model:

28/48

Factor Analysis (2)
Example: two factors

Variance Component:

 If x1 and x2 have high covariance,
then they are related through a
factor.
 1st factor => v11, v21 high
 2nd factor => v12, v22 high
 In either case, the sum will be
high.
 If x1 and x2 have low covariance,
then they depend on different
factors and in the products in the
sum.
 One term will be high, the other
will be low, the sum will be low.

The loadings represent the correlations of variables with the factors.
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Factor Analysis (3)
Model:
Variance Component:

To find

 If there are only a few factors (V has few columns), then
we have a simplified structure for S.
 Finding factor loadings and the specific variances.
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Two Uses of Factor Analysis



It can be used for knowledge extraction when we find the loadings and try
to express the variables using fewer factors.
It can also be used for dimension reduction when k< d.




Find the factor scores zj from xi .
Find the loadings wji such that
NOTE: For dimension reduction, FA offers no advantage
over PCA except the interpretability of factors
allowing the identification of common causes, a
simple explanation, and knowledge extraction.
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Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)
(Torgerson 1952; Cox and Cox 2001)

32/48

Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)
http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/united_states.html

?
MDS
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MDS
 Given the distance between pairs of points, we don’t
know the exact coordinates of the points, or their
dimensionality, or how the distances are calculated.
 MDS is the method for placing these points in a low
space such that the Euclidean distance between them
in the two-dimensional space is as close as possible to
the given distances in the original space.
 Classical MDS takes a set of dissimilarities and returns
a set of points such that the distances between the
points are approximately equal to the dissimilarities.

Metric and Non-Metric Scaling

34/48

Question
Given a dissimilarity matrix D of certain objects, can we construct
points in k-dimensional (often 2-dimensional) space such that

Goal of metric scaling
the Euclidean distances between these
points approximate the entries in the
dissimilarity matrix?

Goal of non-metric scaling
the order in distances coincides with
the order in the entries of the
dissimilarity matrix approximately?

Mathematically: for given k,
compute points x1,…,xn in kdimensional space such that the
object function is minimized.
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MDS: General Methodology (1)
Constrain: center the data at the origin and assume

36/48

MDS : General Methodology (2)


The new coordinates of instance t are given by the t-th elements of the
eigenvectors, cj, j=1,…,k, after normalization.

Only Distance Matrix is Needed

Spectral Decomposition
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MDS: General Methodology (3)
 The map is centered on the origin, we can get any
rotated or mirror image version.
 MDS can be used for dimension reduction by calculating
pairwise Euclidean distances in the d-dimensional x
space and giving this as input to MDS, which then
projects it to a lower-dimensional space so as to
preserve these distance.
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Relation to PCA

T



Chatfield and Collins, 1980: Eigenvalues of (XX ) are the same as
T
those of (X X) and eigenvectors are related by a simple linear
transformation.



PCA does the same work with MDS.



PCA done on the correlation matrix equals doing MDS with
standardized Euclidean distance where each variable has unit
variance.
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General Case of MDS


linear mapping




nonlinear mapping: Sammon mapping
Sammon stress: the normalized error in the mapping






Nonlinear
dimensionality
reduction
Use regression method
for g(.|theta)

In the case of classification, one can include class information in the distance
(Webb, 1999) as
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MDS on Microarray Data of Yeast Cell Cycle


Microarray Data of Yeast Cell Cycle
Synchronized by alpha factor arrest method (Spellman et al.
1998; Chu et al. 1998)



103 known genes: every 7 minutes and totally 18 time points.



2D MDS Configuration Plot for 103 known genes.
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Isometric Mapping (Isomap)
Tenenbaum , J. B., Silva, V. de, and Langford, J. C. (2000). A Global Geometric Framework
for Nonlinear Dimensionality Reduction, Science 290, 2319-2323.
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Manifolds and Nonlinearity


A manifold is a topological space which is locally Euclidean.
(i.e., around every point, there is a neighborhood that is topologically the same as the
open unit ball in ).




In general, any object which is nearly "flat" on small scales is a manifold.
Euclidean space is a simplest example of a manifold.



More formally, any object that can be "charted" is a manifold.



Manifolds arise naturally whenever there is a smooth variation of parameters
[like pose of the face]



The dimension of a manifold is the minimum integer number of co-ordinates
necessary to identify each point in that manifold.
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Isometric Mapping (Isomap)
Tenenbaum , J. B., Silva, V. de, and Langford, J. C. (2000). A Global Geometric Framework for
Nonlinear Dimensionality Reduction, Science 290, 2319-2323.

Isomap finds the projection that preserves the global, nonlinear geometry of the
data by preserving the geodesic manifold interpoint distances.

MDS

What is important is the geodesic distance!

44/48

Algorithm of Isomap
Neighboring
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Notes
 For neighboring points Euclidean distance is a good
approximation to the geodesic distance.


For faraway points estimate the distance by a series of
short hops between neighboring points.



Find shortest paths in a graph with edges connecting
neighboring data points.



Once we have all pairwise geodesic distances use
classical metric MDS.

 Balasubramanian et al. (2002), Science:
"What is new about the Isomap algorithm is how it defines the
connectivity of each data point via its nearest Euclidean
neighbors in the high-dimensional space."
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Short-Circuit Problem
3D ScatterPlot
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Example
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課後復習

1. 主成份分析Principal Component Analysis)中，為何資料變化最大
的方向(第一主成份)是計算資料共變異數矩陣最大eigenvalue所對應
eigenvector? (數理証明題)
2. PCA中的"Loadings"和Scores各是什麼意義?
3. 如何求Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)的解? (Metric and NonMetric)
4. 什麼是Isomap，它可以做什麼應用?
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Outlines
 Clustering Analysis
 Visualizing Clustering Results (DR, Heat Map)
 Distance and Similarity Measure
 Clustering Algorithms
 K-Means
 QT Clustering
 Hierarchical Clustering
 Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)
 Generated Association Plots

 How Many Clusters? Cluster Validation
 Software
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Cluster Analysis
Group a given collection of unlabeled patterns into meaningful
clusters.
Data, X
Step1. Feature Extraction
Transformation/Normalization
Dimension Reduction
Similarity/Distance Measures

Step2. Clustering Algorithms

Clusters, y

Step3. Cluster Validation

4/94

A Good Review Paper
Daxin Jiang, Chun Tang and Aidong Zhang, (2004),
Cluster analysis for gene expression data: a survey,
IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering
16(11), 1370- 1386.
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Clustering Algorithms (1)

 Hierarchical clustering
The result is a tree that depicts the
relationships between the objects.

 Divisive clustering:
begin at step 1 with all the data in
one cluster.

 Agglomerative clustering:
all the objects start apart., there are
n clusters at step 0.
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Clustering Algorithms (2)

 Non-Hierarchical Clustering
(Partitioning algorithms)
 k-means, The EM algorithm,
K Nearest Neighbor,…
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Two Important Properties
 Most of data has been organized into nonoverlapping clusters.
 A good cluster should have a small within
variance and large between variance.

8/94

Visualizing Clustering Results: Heat Map (1)

Samples/
conditions

genes

Without ordering

Color mapping
Ordering/
Seriation/
Clustering
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Visualizing Clustering Results: Heat Map (2)
Gene-based
clustering

Twoway-based
clustering

Sample-based
clustering

e.g., K-means, SOM, Hierarchical Clustering,
Model-based clustering,…

Subspace
clustering

Dimension Reduction
e.g., Bi-clustering
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Heat Map: Data Image, Matrix Visualization

Range Matrix Condition

Range Row Condition

What about this one?

Range Column Condition
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Heat Map: Display Conditions

Center Matrix Condition

12/94

Hard & Soft Clustering
 Hard Clustering: K-means, SOM, Hierarchical
Clustering
 Soft Clustering: Fuzzy c-means, model-based
clustering, ...
123

usually

Class Labels
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Clustering Analysis in Microarray Experiments

Goals
 Find natural classes in the data
 Identify new classes/gene correlations
 Refine existing taxonomies
 Support biological analysis/discovery
 cluster genes based on samples profiles
 cluster samples based on genes profiles

14/94

Clustering Analysis in Microarray Experiments

Hypothesis:
 genes with similar biological function have
similar expression profiles.
Characteristic of Microarray Data:
 High-throughput (large-scale)
 Noise
 Outliers
 Biological Knowledge
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Distance and Similarity Measure

Distance and Similarity Measure

16/94

Pearson Correlation Coefficient

Proximity Matrix
Data Matrix
Euclidean Distance
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Pearson Correlation Coefficient
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More Similarity Measures
Dissimilarity/Similarity Measure for Quantitative Data

Kendall’s tau
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More Similarity Measures

20/94

More Similarity Measures


Pearson’s rho measures the strength of a linear relationship [(a),
(b)].



Spearman’s rho and Kendall’s tau measure any monotonic
relationship between two variables [(a), (b) ,(c)].



If the relationship between the two variables is non-monotonic, all
three correlation coefficients fail to detect the existence of a
relationship [(e)].



Both Spearman’s rho and Kendall’s tau are rank-based nonparametric measures of association between variable X and Y.



The rank-based correlation coefficients are more robust against
outliers.



Algorithm they use different logic for computing the correlation
coefficient, they seldom lead to markedly different conclusions
(Siegel and Castellan, 1988).
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More Similarity Measures

Source:
Chapter 14,
GeneSpring
Manual 7.2
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More Similarity Measures

Source:
Chapter 14,
GeneSpring
Manual 7.2
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K-Means Clustering

24/94

K-Means Clustering
 K-means is a partition methods for clustering.
 Data are classified into k groups as specified by the user.
 Two different clusters cannot have any objects in common,
and the k groups together constitute the full data set.

centroid (mean)

Converged
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K-Means Clustering
 Distanvatge:
 a local search.
 Final mi highly depend on the initial mi.

26/94

K-Means Clustering
 Data
Baseline: Culture Medium (CM-00h)
OH-04h, OH-12h, OH-24h
CA-04h, CA-24h
SO-04h, SO-24h


A set of 359 genes was
selected for clustering.
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Fuzzy C-Means Clustering
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Algorithm of FCM
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QT Clustering
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QT (Quality Threshold) Clustering



Minimum Cluster Size: Minimum number of genes that you would
like to have in each cluster.



Minimum Correlation: Minimum correlation that genes within each
cluster must have to one another.



The diameter is the equivalent of 1 minus the minimum correlation.
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Algorithm of QT Clustering
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Interpreting the Results





QT Clusters are displayed according to the cluster size, from the largest to the
smallest.
All sets will have at least the user-defined minimum cluster size and the
minimum correlation (diameter).
For example, all 147 genes in Set 1 below are at least 0.98 correlated to each
other.
Genes that did not meet the minimum quality are grouped under the
“unclassified” category.
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QT Clustering

(conti.)

Advantages
 Quality Guarantee
 Number of clusters is not specified a priori
 All possible clusters are considered
Disadvantages
 Computationally Intensive/Time Consuming
Main differences between QT clustering and K-means clustering?

Hierarchical Clustering and
(Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990)
Dendrogram
Example: Average-Linkage
distance matrix

UPGMA
(Unweighted
Pair-Groups
Method
Average)

UPGMC
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Ward's Method


The Ward’s method
forms clusters by
maximizing withinclusters homogeneity.



The within-group
(i.e., within-cluster)
sum of squares is
used as the measure
of homogeneity.



The within-cluster
sums of squares that
is minimized is also
known as the error
sums of squares
(ESS).

Toy Data

Example:
Charles H. Romesburg (1984)

Display of Genome-Wide Expression
Patterns

36/94

Software:
Cluster and TreeView
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Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)

38/94

Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)
 SOMs were developed by Kohonen in the early
1980's, original area was in the area of speech
recognition.
 Idea:
Organise data on the basis of similarity by putting
entities geometrically close to each other.
 SOM is unique in the sense that it combines both
aspects:
 It can be used at the same time both to reduce the
amount of data by clustering, and
 to construct a nonlinear projection of the data onto a
low-dimensional display.
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Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)

(3)

(2)

(5)
Best Match Unit

(4)
(1)

(6)

(7)
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Algorithm of SOM
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Apply SOM to Microarray Data
Tamayo, P. et al. (1999). Interpreting patterns of gene expression with self-organizing
maps: Methods and application to hematopoietic differentiation.
Proc Natl Acad Sci 96:2907-2912.

1995, 1997, 2001
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SOM - Initialization
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Neighborhood Functions
The winner node's weight is modified such that
it becomes even more similar to the original
input node's vector.
The neighborhood value has a two-fold
character - a size and a function of distance
to influence. One could even define a
further third character - the shape of the
neighborhood (in this case, a square highlighted in blue).

The peak of the Gaussian
function would be the location
of the winner node. As one
moves out from that location,
the r value decreases.
Figures source from: SCIpath Home
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/oncology/MicroCore/tutorial.htm

Neighborhood Functions and
Learning Rate
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Possible Parameters used in SOM Analysis

U-matrix: Unified Matrix Method

46/94

(Ultsch and Siemon 1989, Ultsch 1993)

U-matrix representation of SOM
visualizes the distance between the
neurons. The distance between the
adjacent neurons is calculated and
presented with different colorings
between the adjacent nodes.

U-matrix representation of the SOM
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SOM: iris example

The sepal length, sepal
width, petal length, and
petal width are measured
in centimeters on fifty iris
specimens from each of
three species, Iris setosa,
I. versicolor, and I.
virginica. Fisher (1936)

Source from technical Report on SOM Toolbox 2.0 for Matlab
Software: SOM Toolbox 2.0 for Matlab
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Generalized Association Plots
Raw Data Matrix and Two Proximity Matrices

Presentation
呈現

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Generalized Association Plots (GAP)
(Chen, 2002)


95 patients: 69 schizophrenic and
26 bipolar disorders
SAPS: 30 items, SANS: 20 items
Six point scale (0-5).




Proximity Matrix for columnss

Raw
Data
Matrix

Proximity Matrix for rows
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Presentation of Raw Data Matrix

Image source: Dr. Chen Chun-houh’s Silde

1.
2.
3.

Color spectrum
Variable transformation
Selection of proximity
“Resolution”
of a
Statistical
Graph
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Concept of Relativity of a
Statistical Graph
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Placing similar (different) objects at closer (distant) positions

Seriation Problem for Hierarchical
Clustering
Tree seriation
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Tree seriation for proximity matrices

Tree seriation for raw data matrices
ideal
model

1 flip

Different Seriations
Generated from Identical
Tree Structure
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Internal Tree Flips: Uncle Approach

Further reading: Ziv Bar-Joseph, David K. Gifford, and Tommi S. Jaakkola, (2001), Fast Optimal Leaf Ordering for Hierarchical
Clustering. Bioinformatics 17(Suppl. 1):S22–S29.
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Internal Tree Flips: GrandPa Approach

Further reading: Ziv Bar-Joseph, David K. Gifford, and Tommi S. Jaakkola, (2001), Fast Optimal Leaf Ordering for Hierarchical
Clustering. Bioinformatics 17(Suppl. 1):S22–S29.
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External Tree Flips

As match as possible

How to build an external ordering?
(1) Based on average expression level (Cluster Software, Eisen et al 1998)
(2) Using the results of a one-dimensional SOM
(3) …
Further reading: Tien, Y. J., Lee, Y. S, Wu, H. M. and Chen, C. H. (2006) Integration of clustering and visualization methods for
simultaneously identifying coherent local clusters with smooth global patterns in gene expression profiles. BMC Bioinformatics.
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Dendrogram and Tree Storage

Ordering

For example:
Cluster and TreeView, R
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Criteria for a “good” Permutation

Robinson Form

Global/local Criterion:
Anti-Robinson Measurements
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Criteria for a “good” Permutation

Local criterion: Minimal Span Loss Function

Further Reading: Michael Friendly , Ernest Kwan, (2003) Effect ordering for data displays, Computational
Statistics & Data Analysis, v.43 n.4, p.509-539.
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GAP Rank-Two Elliptical Seriation



Seriation Algorithms with Converging Correlation Matrices.
When the sequence reaches an iteration with rank two, the p objects fall on an ellipse
and have unique relative position on the ellipse.
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Global vs Local Seriation
GAP Elliptical Seriation
An algorithm for identifying global clustering patterns and
smoothing temporal expression profiles
GAP Elliptical Seriation

Michael Eisen Tree Seriation

Image source: Dr. Chen Chun-houh’s slide
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Partitions of Permuted Matrix Maps (1)

Sum squared eigenvalues
(sum squared correlations)

Further Reading
J. A. Hartigan. Direct clustering of a data matrix. Journal of the American Statistical Association, 67(337):123-129, March 1972.
Duffy, D. & Quiroz, A. (1991), `A permutation-based algorithm for block clustering', J. of Classification 8, 65--91.
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Partitions of Permuted Matrix Maps (2)

One-Way block Searching

Within-Sum-of-Square Approach

Two-Sample Problem
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Sufficient Graph

Sufficient
Statistic
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Generalization and Flexibility
Sedimented MV for patients and symptoms.
The sediment MV for patients: express
severity structure.
The sediment MV for symptoms: this is a
side-by-side bar-chart and box-plot which
displays the distribution structure
for all symptoms simultaneously.
Image source: Chen etal 2004

Sectional MV for the permuted correlation coefficient map.

Image source: Chen etal 2004
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Visualization of Data Matrices
Simple

Information Visualization of Data Matrices

Continuous
(Gene/Time)

Ordinal
(Patient/Symptom)

Binary
(Mouse/Tumor)

0

Difficult
Categorical
(Subject/SNP)

1

PANSS Score
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

>8 >6 >4

>2

1:1

>2

>4 >6 >8

Log2ratio

Image source: Chen Chun-houh’s slide
A

C

G

T
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How Many Clusters?
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Choosing the Number of Clusters (1)
(1) K is defined by the application.

(2) Plot the data in two PAC dimensions.
(3) Hierarchical clustering:
look at the difference
between levels in the tree.
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Choosing the Number of Clusters (2)
(4) Plot the reconstruction error or log likelihood as a function of k, and
look for the elbow.
(e.g., k-means: within-cluster sum of squares)

Scree Plot
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gap statistics (1)
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gap statistics (2)
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Cluster Validation
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Cluster Validation
Assess the quality and reliability of the cluster sets.


Quality:
clusters can be measured in terms of homogeneity and
separation.



Reliability:
cluster structure is not formed by chance.



Ground Truth:
from domain knowledge.

NOTE:
Help to decide the number of clusters in the data.
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Literatures on Cluster Validation (1)
2004



2003


2001





~2000








Daxin Jiang, Chun Tang and Aidong Zhang, (2004), Cluster analysis for gene expression data: a survey, IEEE
Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering 16(11), 1370- 1386. [web]
Kimberly D. Siegmund, Peter W. Laird and Ite A. Laird-Offringa, (2004), A comparison of cluster analysis methods using
DNA methylation data, Bioinformatics 20(12), 1896-1904.
Tilman Lange, Volker Roth, Mikio L. Braun, and Joachim M. Buhmann, Stability-Based Validation of Clustering Solutions,
Neural Comp. 2004 16: 1299-1323.
Datta S, Datta S. Comparisons and validation of statistical clustering techniques for microarray gene expression data. Bioinformatics.
2003 Mar 1;19(4):459-66.
N. Bolshakova and F. Azuaje, (2003), Cluster validation techniques for genome expression data, Signal Processing 83(4), 825-833.
K. Y. Yeung, D. R. Haynor and W. L. Ruzzo, (2001), Validating clustering for gene expression data, Bioinformatics 17(4), 309-318. [web]
Maria Halkidi, Yannis Batistakis, Michalis Vazirgiannis,(2001), On Clustering Validation Techniques, Journal of Intelligent Information
Systems, 17(2), 107 - 145.
Kerr MK, Churchill GA. Bootstrapping cluster analysis: assessing the reliability of conclusions from microarray experiments. Proc Natl
Acad Sci U S A. 2001 Jul 31;98(16):8961-5.
Levine E, Domany E. Resampling method for unsupervised estimation of cluster validity. Neural Comput. 2001 Nov;13(11):2573-93.
Maria Halkidi, Michalis Vazirgiannis, Clustering Validity Assessment: Finding the Optimal Partitioning of a Data Set, icdm, p. 187, First
IEEE International Conference on Data Mining (ICDM'01), 2001
Zhang K, Zhao H. Assessing reliability of gene clusters from gene expression data. Funct Integr Genomics. 2000 Nov;1(3):156-73.
Xie, X.L. Beni, G. (1991), A validity measure for fuzzy clustering, Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, IEEE Transactions on, 13(8),
841-847.
Peter Rousseeuw, (1987), Silhouettes: a graphical aid to the interpretation and validation of cluster analysis, Journal of Computational
and Applied Mathematics 20(1), 53-65.
Lawrence Hubert and Phipps Arabie (1985), Comparing partitions, Journal of Classification 2(1), 193-218.
Wallace, D. L. 1983. A method for comparing two hierarchical clusterings: comment. Journal of the American Statistical Association
78:569-576.
E. B. Fowlkes; C. L. Mallows, (1983), A Method for Comparing Two Hierarchical Clusterings, Journal of the American Statistical
Association, 78(383), 553-569.
William M. Rand, (1971), Objective Criteria for the Evaluation of Clustering Methods, Journal of the American Statistical Association
66(336), 846-850.
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Literatures on Cluster Validation (2)
2007


2006




2005







Marcel Brun, Chao Sima, Jianping Hua, James Lowey, Brent Carroll, Edward Suh and Edward R. Dougherty, (2007), Modelbased evaluation of clustering validation measures, Pattern Recognition 40(3), 807-824.
Francisco R. Pinto, João A. Carriço, Mário Ramirez and Jonas S Almeida, (2007), Ranked Adjusted Rand: integrating
distance and partition information in a measure of clustering agreement, BMC Bioinformatics, 8:44.
Susmita Datta and Somnath Datta, (2006), Methods for evaluating clustering algorithms for gene expression data using a
reference set of functional classes, BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:397. [web]
Anbupalam Thalamuthu, Indranil Mukhopadhyay, Xiaojing Zheng and George C. Tseng, (2006), Evaluation and comparison
of gene clustering methods in microarray analysis, Bioinformatics 22(19), 2405-2412.
Giorgio Valentini , (2006), Clusterv: a tool for assessing the reliability of clusters discovered in DNA microarray data,
Bioinformatics, 22(3), 369-370.
Susmita Datta and Somnath Datta, (2006), Evaluation of clustering algorithms for gene expression data, BMC
Bioinformatics 2006, 7(Suppl 4):S17. [web]
Tibshirani, Robert; Walther, Guenther (2005), Cluster Validation by Prediction Strength, Journal of Computational &
Graphical Statistics 14(3), pp. 511-528(18)
Julia Handl, Joshua Knowles and Douglas B. Kell, (2005), Computational cluster validation in post-genomic data analysis,
Bioinformatics 21(15), 3201-3212. [web] [supp]
Nadia B,Francisco A,Padraig C. (2005), An integrated tool for microarray data clustering and cluster validity assessment,
Bioinformatics 21:451. [Web]
Julia Handl and Joshua Knowles. (2005) Exploiting the trade-off -- the benefits of multiple objectives in data clustering.
Proceedings of the Third International Conference on Evolutionary Multi-Criterion Optimization (EMO 2005). Pages 547-560.
LNCS 3410. Copyright Springer-Verlag. PDF.
Nikhil R Garge, Grier P Page, Alan P Sprague , Bernard S Gorman and David B Allison, Reproducible Clusters from
Microarray Research: Whither? BMC Bioinformatics 2005, 6(Suppl 2):S10. [web]
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Cluster Validation Index

Internal Measures
Stability Measures

Comparing Partitions

Biological Measures

See: clValid: an R package for cluster validation.
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Statistical Evaluation: Internal Measures
Compactness

Homogeneity

Separation

Connectivity
Dunn index

Within-cluster Variance

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Statistical Evaluation: Stability





Average Proportion of Non-overlap (APN)
Average Distance (AD)
Average Distance between Means (ADM)
Prediction Strength: Figure of Merit (FOM)

Compare two
clusterings
sample

Repeat: 1,…p
Remaining data (nx(p-1))

Full data (nxp)
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Figure of Merit (FOM)

Clustering based on
Remaining data
Full data (NxM)

Remaining data (Nx(M-1))

K. Y. Yeung, D. R. Haynor and W. L. Ruzzo, (2001), Validating clustering for gene expression data,
Bioinformatics 17(4), 309-318.
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Agreement with Reference Partition





Rand index
Jaccard coefficient
Minkowski Measure
Adjusted Rand index
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Adjusted Rand index
May be the most widely used Cluster Validation Index!
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Biological Evaluation
 Biological Homogeneity Index
(BHI)
 Biological Stability Index
(BSI)

Example:
GO (Gene Ontology)
Multiple Functional Categories

Susmita Datta and Somnath Datta, (2006), Methods for evaluating clustering algorithms for gene
expression data using a reference set of functional classes, BMC Bioinformatics 7:397.
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Biological Evaluation: Homogeneity
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Biological Evaluation: Stability

Compare two
clusterings

sample

Repeat: 1,…p
Remaining data (nx(p-1))

Full data (nxp)
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Significance of the Indices: Permutation Test

Permute
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Obtain Functional Categories (Annotation)
MIPS: the Munich Information Center
for Protein Sequences



http://mips.gsf.de/
MIPS: a database for protein sequences
and complete genomes, Nucleic Acids
Research, 27:44-48, 1999

GO: Gene Ontology


A GO annotation is a Gene Ontology
term associated with a gene product.




http://www.geneontology.org/
The Gene Ontology Consortium. Gene
Ontology: tool for the unification of biology.
Nature Genet. (2000) 25: 25-29.




FatiGO (Al-Shahrour et al., 2004)
FunCat (Ruepp et al., 2004)
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FatiGO

http://babelomics.bioinfo.cipf.es/index.html

The ontologies are used to categorize
gene products.
 Biological process ontology
 Molecular function ontology
 Cellular component ontology
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Software





Cluster and TreeView
Bioconductor
PermutMatrix
GAP (Generalized Association Plots)

 GeneSpring GX v7.3

88/94

Cluster and TreeView
http://rana.lbl.gov/EisenSoftware.htm
Eisen MB, Spellman PT, Brown PO,
Botstein D. (1998) Cluster analysis and
display of genome-wide expression
patterns. Proc Natl Acad Sci.
95(25):14863-8.

De Hoon, M.J.L.; Imoto, S.; Nolan, J.; Miyano,
S.; "Open source clustering software".
Bioinformatics, 20 (9): 1453--1454 (2004)
http://bonsai.ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~mdehoon/software/cluster/
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Bioconductor
The Bioconductor
version 2.4
http://www.bioconductor.org

R version 2.9.0 (2009-04-17)
http://www.r-project.org
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Gclus, PermutMatrix
 gclus: Clustering Graphics
(R package)
http://cran.rproject.org/src/contrib/Descriptions/gclus.html

Catherine B. Hurley, (2004), Clustering
Visualizations of Multidimensional Data,
Journal of Computational & Graphical
Statistics, Vol. 13, No. 4, pp.788-806

 PermutMatrix
http://www.lirmm.fr/~caraux/PermutMatrix

Caraux, G., and Pinloche, S. (2005),
"Permutmatrix: A Graphical
Environment to Arrange Gene
Expression Profiles in Optimal Linear
Order," Bioinformatics, 21, 12801281.
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GAP Software

verison 0.2.5

Generalized Association Plots
 Input Data Type: continuous
or binary.
 Various seriation algorithms
and clustering analysis.
 Various display conditions.
 Modules:
GAP with Covaraite Adjusted,
Nonlinear Association
Analysis, Missing Value
Imputation.
Statistical Plots
 2D Scatterplot, 3D
Scatterplot (Rotatable)
Chen, C. H. (2002). Generalized Association Plots:
Information Visualization via Iteratively Generated
Correlation Matrices. Statistica Sinica 12, 7-29.
Wu, H. M., Tien, Y. J. and Chen, C. H. (2006). GAP: a
Graphical Environment for Matrix Visualization and
Information Mining.

http://gap.stat.sinica.edu.tw/Software/GAP
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Matlab: Bioinformatics ToolBox

http://www.mathworks.com/access/helpdesk/help/toolbox/bioinfo/index.html
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GeneSpring GX












v7.3.1

RMA or GC-RMA probe level analysis
Advanced Statistical Tools
Data Clustering
Visual Filtering
3D Data Visualization
Data Normalization (Sixteen)
Pathway Views
Search for Similar Samples
Support for MIAME Compliance
Scripting
MAGE-ML Export

Images from
http://www.silicongenetics.com
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課後復習
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

群集分析 "Cluster Analysis" 的一般流程為何?
Clustering有哪兩個重要的特性?
呈現群集分析結果的方法及統計圖有哪些?
應用群集分析在Microarray資料上，有何重要的目的及假設?
常見的similarity/dissimilarity measures for microarray data有哪些?計算公式為何?
敘述K-Means Clustering的步驟。
常見的Hierarchical Clustering方法有哪些? 如何做Hierarchical Clustering，又Dendrogram如何
形成。
如何做Ward's Method for Hierarchical Clustering 。
略述 Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)的方法，並解釋其所得到的結果。
何謂"U-matrix"，如何解釋此畫出來的heat map?
Generalized Association Plots有哪四個步驟，各是什麼意思?
Dendrogram 和 Tree Storage如何互轉?
略述"GAP Rank-Two Elliptical Seriation"的排序方法。
對一資料，如何選取其群數的一般建議為何?
Cluster Validation可略分為哪四類? 各代表什麼意義。
略述"Figure of Merit (FOM)"的計算方法。
略述Biological Homogeneity Index (BHI)和Biological Stability Index (BSI)的計算方法。
能操作以下程式: Cluster and TreeView, GAP。
能利用R&Bioconductor作Microarray Data的群集分析。
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Outlines
 Introduction
 Classification of Genes, Tissues or Samples
(Supervised Learning)
 Performance Measures
 K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
 Classification Tree (Decision Tree)
 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
(plus Kernel Methods)
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What is Classification?
 Classification
 Clustering (unsupervised learning)
 Discriminant Analysis (supervised learning,
classification)

 Discriminant Analysis
 It focuses on situations where the different
groups (clusters) are known a priori.
 Decision rules are provided in classifying a
multivariate observation into one of the known
groups.

4/66

Class Prediction Analysis
 Class prediction analysis is designed to predict
the value, or “class”, of an individual parameter
in an uncharacteristic sample or set of samples.
 Usually in two steps for microarray data
analysis:
 First, the Class Predictor algorithm examines all
genes in the training set individually and ranks them
on their power to discriminate each class from all the
others.
 Next it uses the most predictive genes to classify the
“test set”.
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Class Prediction Analysis
 Examples


Predict cancer types using genomic expression profiling.



Predict the class/phenotype/parameter of a sample.



Identify genes that discriminate well among classes



Identify samples that could be potential outliers.

 This technique is best used with at least 20
samples or conditions per class.
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Outlines
 Introduction
 Classification of Genes, Tissues or
Samples (Supervised Learning)
 Performance Measures
 K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
 Classification Tree (Decision Tree)
 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
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Classification of Genes, Tissues or Samples
(Supervised Learning)

7/66
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n-fold Cross-Validation Error Rates
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Outlines
 Introduction
 Classification of Genes, Tissues or Samples
(Supervised Learning)
 Performance Measures
 K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
 Classification Tree (Decision Tree)
 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
(plus Kernel Methods)
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Performance Measures
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Performance Measures
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Performance Measures
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Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Roc.png
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Outlines
 Introduction
 Classification of Genes, Tissues or Samples
(Supervised Learning)
 Performance Measures
 K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
 Classification Tree (Decision Tree)
 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
(plus Kernel Methods)
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K-Nearest Neighbors
The number of k-nearest neighbors is user-defined.
1. Counts the k-nearest samples (in Euclidean distance) in the
training set to the new sample to be classified.
2. Determines the proportion of neighbor samples from each
class and makes a ‘vote’ for each class.
3. Calculates p-values for the likelihood of observed
representation of each class.

4. Computes the ratio between the p-value of the most highly
represented class and the p-value of the next most highly
represented class.
5. Allows “no prediction” result if differential between p-values
is above Decision cutoff for P-value ratio.

16/66

Apply KNN to Microarray Data


#Samples: Bone marrow
 #ALL (acute lymphoblastic leukemia): 27 patients
(急性淋巴細胞白血病)
 #AML (acute myeloid leukemia): 11 patients
(急性骨髓性白血病)
 #Genes: 7070 genes.

Golub, T.R et al. (1999) Molecular classification of cancer: class discovery and class prediction by gene expression
monitoring. Science 286, 531--537. Cancer Genomics Program at Whitehead Institute for Genome Research
http://www.broad.mit.edu/cgi-bin/cancer/datasets.cgi
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Apply KNN to Microarray Data

18/66

KNN Recommendations
 The class prediction analysis for k-nearest neighbors is
designed for experiments with at least 20 or so samples
in each class.
 It is possible to use the Class Predictor when you have
very small sample sizes if you disable the p-value cutoff
function.
 For sample sizes of less than 5, specify 1 or 2 number of
neighbors and specify 1 in the p-value cutoff field.
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Outlines
 Introduction
 Classification of Genes, Tissues or Samples
(Supervised Learning)
 Performance Measures
 K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
 Classification Tree (Decision Tree)
 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
(plus Kernel Methods)
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Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

 LDA (Fisher, 1936) finds the linear
combinations wTx of x = (x1,…, xp) with large
ratios of between-groups to within-groups sum
of squares.
 LDA is a supervised method for dimension
reduction for classification problem.
 Given samples from two classes C1 and C2, we
want to find the direction, as defined by a
vector w, such that when the data are
projected onto w, the examples from the two
classes are as well separated as possible.
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LDA
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LDA: Methodology
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LDA: Methodology
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LDA: Methodology
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LDA: Methodology



Because it is the direction that
is important for us and not the
magnitude, set c=1 and find
w

NOTE:
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LDA: More Than 2 Classes
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LDA: More Than 2 Classes
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Summary of LDA
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Apply LDA to Microaray Data
Dudoit S., J. Fridlyand, and T. P. Speed (2002). Comparison of
discrimination methods for the classification of tumors using
gene expression data. JASA 97 (457), 77-87.
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Apply LDA to Microaray Data
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Apply LDA to Microaray Data
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Outlines
 Introduction
 Classification of Genes, Tissues or Samples
(Supervised Learning)
 Performance Measures
 K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
 Classification Tree (Decision Tree)
 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
(plus Kernel Methods)
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Books for SVMs

popular in data mining and machine learning
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Support Vector Machines (SVMs)

Kernel Machines
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SVM: Multi-class Problem
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Apply SVM to Microarray Data
Brown et al. (2000). Knowledge-based Analysis of Microarray Gene Expression Data Using Support
Vector Machines, PNAS 97(1), 262-267.

Assume: Genes of similar function yield similar expression pattern.
Data
Yeast Gene
Expression
[2467x 80] out
of [6,221x 80]
has accurate
functional
annotations.
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Outlines
 Introduction
 Classification of Genes, Tissues or Samples
(Supervised Learning)
 Performance Measures
 K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
 Classification Tree (Decision Tree)
 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
(plus Kernel Methods)
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Kernel Methods


Aronszajn (1950) and Parzen (1962) first to employ kernel
methods in statistics.



Aizerman et al. (1964) used positive definite kernels which was
closer to “kernel trick”, they argue that a positive definite
kernel is identical to a dot product in the feature space.



Boser et al (1992), to construct SVMs, a generalization of the
so-called optimal hyperplane algorithm.



Scholkopf et al (1998) point out that kernels can be used to
construct generalization of any algorithm that can be carried
out in terms of dot products.



For last 10 years, there have seen a large number of
kernelization of various algorithms. (PCA, LDA, CCA, PLS,…)
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Prepare Kernel Data

theoretically
In fact

xi

Φ(xi)

xj

Φ(xj)

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Data Representation
 Data are not represented individually anymore, but
only through a set of pairwise comparisons.
 The size of the matrix used to represent a dataset of
n objects is always n by n.
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Kernel as Inner Product

(Aronszajn 1950)
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Kernel Trick
 The kernel trick transforms any algorithm
that solely dependents on the dot product
between two vectors. Wherever a dot product
is used, it is replaced with the kernel function.
 The non-linear algorithm is the linear
algorithm operating in the feature space.
 Kernelization: the operation that transforms
a linear algorithm into a more general kernel
method.
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Reference
 Kernel Machines:
http://www.kernel-machines.org
 Support Vector Machines:
http://www.support-vector.net
 MATLAB Support Vector Toolbox:
http://www.isis.ecs.soton.ac.uk/resources/
svminfo
 SVM Application List:
http://www.clopinet.com/isabelle/Projects/
SVM/applist.html
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Outlines



Time Series Microarray Experiments
Overview of Analyzing Software



Some Issues
 P-values
 Multiple Hypothesis Testing
 Permutation Test
 Gene Set Enrichment Analysis



SAM: Significance Analysis of Microarrays
Differential Expressed Genes
 Algorithm
 Interpretation



STEM: Short Time-Series Expression Miner
 Algorithm
 Example
Clustering
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Time Series Microarray Experiments
Study dynamic biological process
 Cell cycle (Spellman et al., 1998, Mol Bio Cell)
 Response to temperature changes (Gasch et al, 2000)
 Developmental studies (Arbeitman et al., 2002, Science)
 Immune response (Guillemin et al., 2002, PNAS)

Source: Ernst and Bar-Joseph. 2006, BMC Bioinformatics.

4/43

Time Course Experiments

One Class

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis

Two Class (Paired)
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Short Time Series Microarray Experiments


5/43

About 80 % of microarray time series experiments are short:
 3-8 time points.
 Cost of microarray.
 limited availability of biological material.

NOTE: SMD (June, 2004): ~170 published
papers, ~30% are time series.

Source: Ernst et al., 2005, Bioinformatics.

Analyzing Software

6/43

Software for Static Gene Expression Data


Do not take advantage of the sequential information in time series data.



Popular clustering: hierarchical clustering, kmeans clustering, selforganizing maps.
 ignore the temporal dependency among successive time points.
 random permute the order of time points, the results would not
change.

Software for Time Series Gene Expression Data

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Software for Static Gene Expression Data
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(Clustering and Visualization)

Cluster & TreeView
Eisen et al., 1998, PNAS

http://rana.lbl.gov/EisenSoftware.htm

Software for Static Gene Expression Data
(Clustering and Visualization)

EXPANDER
(EXpression Analyzer and DisplayER) Shamir et al., 2005, BMC Bioinformatics

http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~rshamir/expander/expander.html

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Software for Static Gene Expression Data
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(General Purpose)

TM4: MeV
(MultiExperiment Viewer) Saeed et al., 2003, Biotechniques

http://www.tm4.org/mev.html

Software for Static /Time Series Gene Expression Data10/43
(Differential Expressed Genes)

SAM:
Significance Analysis of Microarrays, Detect differentially expressed gene in time
series data. (Tusher et al., 2001, PNAS)

SAM plot

http://www-stat.stanford.edu/~tibs/SAM/

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Software for Time Series Gene Expression Data
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(Differential Expressed Genes)

EDGE:
Extraction of Differential Gene Expression
(Leek et al., 2006, Bioinformatics)

http://www.biostat.washington.edu/software/jstorey/edge/
Timecourse differential expression method: Storey JD, Xiao W, Leek JT, Tompkins RG, and Davis RW.
(2005) Significance analysis of time course microarray experiments. Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences, 102: 12837-12842.

Software for Time Series Gene Expression Data
(Differential Expressed Genes and Networks)

R package, GeneTS:
Microarray Time Series and Network Analysis. Detect periodically
expressed gene. (Wichert et al., 2004, Bioinformatics)

http://www.strimmerlab.org/software/genets/
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Software for Time Series Gene Expression Data

13/43

(Visualization)

GenTχWarper:
Mining of gene expression time series with dynamic time warping techniques
(Criel and Tsiporkova, 2005, Bioinformatics)

http://www.psb.ugent.be/cbd/papers/gentxwarper/

Software for Time Series Gene Expression Data

14/43

(Visualization)

TimeSearcher:
Visual Exploration of Time-Series Data
(Hochheiser et al, 2003)

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/timesearcher/

ORIOGEN:
Order Restricted Inference for Ordered Gene ExpressioN clustering for time series.
(Peddada et al., 2005, Bioinformatics) http://dir.niehs.nih.gov/dirbb/oriogen1/index.cfm
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Software for Time Series Gene Expression Data
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(Visualization and Clustering)

CAGED:
Cluster analysis of gene expression dynamics based on autoregressive equations
(Ramoni et al., 2002, PNAS)

http://genomethods.org/caged/

Software for Time Series Gene Expression Data
(Visualization and Clustering)

GQL:
The Graphical Query Language: A GHMM-based tool for querying and clustering
Gene-Expression time-course data (Costa et al., 2005, Bioinformatics)

http://www.ghmm.org/gql
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Software for Short Time Series Gene Expression Data

17/43

(clustering and visualization)

STEM:
Short Time-series Expression Miner
(Ernst and Bar-Joseph. 2006, BMC Bioinformatics.)

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~jernst/stem/

18/43

Some Issues
 The p-values
 Multiple Testing Corrections
 Permutation Test
 Correlation Coefficient
 Gene Set Enrichment Analysis

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Gene Set Enrichment Analysis
Single-gene analysis may miss important effects on metabolic
pathways, transcriptional programs and stress response.
Study same biological system, little overlap statistically significant
genes.
Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) is a computational method
that determines whether an a priori defined set of genes shows
statistically significant, concordant differences between two
biological states (e.g. phenotypes).





SAM => Gene Set Analysis
STEM => Gene Set Enrichment Analysis

GSEA-p
Molecular Signature Database (MSigDB)

Source: http://www.broad.mit.edu/gsea/

Subramanian, Tamayo, et al. (2005), Gene set enrichment analysis: a knowledge-based approach for
interpreting genome-wide expression profiles. PNAS 102, 15545-15550

20/43

SAM
SAM assigns a score to each gene in
a microarray experiment based
upon its change in gene
expression relative to the
standard deviation of repeated
measurements.


SAM plot: the number of
observed genes versus the
expected number. This
visualizes the outlier genes that
are most dramatically regulated.



False discovery rate: is the
percent of genes that are
expected to be identified by
chance.



q-value: the lowest false
discovery rate at which a gene
is described as significantly
regulated.

SAM: Significance Analysis of Microarrays
http://www-stat.stanford.edu/~tibs/SAM/

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Tusher VG, Tibshirani R, Chu G.(2001). Significance
analysis of microarrays applied to the ionizing
radiation response. Proc Natl Acad Sci 98(9):5116-21.
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SAM: Response Type

SAM Users guide and technical document

22/43

SAM: Time Series
class

experimental unit

 Paired data time courses: class label is -1, or 1 or -2 or 2.
 One class time courses: class label is a 1.
NOTE: SAM summarizes each time course by a slope or a signed area, and
then treats the summarized data in the same way as it treats two class, one
class, or a two-class paired design.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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SAM: Significance Analysis of Microarrays

large positive difference

order
statistics

Calculation

Sort

Make variation in d(i) similar across
genes of all intensity levels

large negative difference

SAM: Expected Test Statistics

Permutation

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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SAM Plot
Points for genes with
evidence of induction

vs

Points for genes with
evidence of repression

Interpretation of Results for Time Series Data
26/43
by SAM
SAM Summarize each time course by a slope
(least squares slope of expression vs
time), or a signed area.
For two class unpaired data:
Slope: summarizes each time series by a
slope.
 Compare slopes across the two groups.
 Useful for finding genes with a consistent
increase or decrease over time.
Signed area: the time course profile is shifted
so that it is zero at the first time point.
 Counting positive area above the line and
negative below the line.
 Compares the areas across the groups.
 Useful for finding genes that rise and then
level off or come back down to their
baseline.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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STEM

Purpose: Identifying Significant Expression Patterns
(Clustering Short Time Series Gene Expression Data)


Unique challenges


Thousands of genes are being profiled
simultaneously while the number of time
points is few.



Many genes will have the same expression
pattern just by random chance.



Generally require the estimation of many
parameters and are less appropriate
for short time series data.



Do not differentiate between real
and random patterns.

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~jernst/stem/
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STEM: 4 Steps
1. Selecting Model Profiles
 select a set of distinct and representative
temporal expression profiles (Model
Profiles), selected independent of the data.
2. Assigning Genes to Model Profiles
 Assign each gene passing the filtering
criteria to the model profile that most
closely matches the gene’s expression
profile as determined by the correlation
coefficient.
3. Identifying Significant Model Profiles
 Algorithm can determine which profiles
have a statistically significant higher
number of genes assigned using a
permutation test.
4. Grouping Significant Profiles
 Significant model profiles can be grouped
based on similarity to form clusters of
significant profiles.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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1. Selecting Model Profiles

29/43

(pre-defined)


Expression values (log ratios), where the ratios are with respect to the
expression of the first time point (always be 0).



Select a set of model expression profiles all of which are distinct from one
another.

A parameter c: controls the amount of change a
gene can exhibit between successive time
points.


c = 2: a gene can go up either one or two units,
stay the same, or go down one or two units.



n time points,  (2c +1)
distinct profiles.
 5 time points and c =1, would result in 81
model profiles.
 6 time points and c =2, would result in
3125 model profiles.



Select m representative profiles (a subset of
profiles)
 Greedy approximation algorithm (see Ernst
et al., 2005, Bioinformatics).

n-1

30/43

2. Assigning Genes to Model Profiles


Given a set m of model
profiles and a set of genes G,
each gene g in G is assigned
to a model expression profiles
mi in m such that dist(eg, mi)
is the minimum over all mi in
m.






eg is the temporal
expression profile for
gene g.
Ties: assign g to all of
these profiles (h),
weights 1/h.

T(mi): The number of
genes assigned to each model
profile.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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3. Identifying Significant Model Profiles
Identify model profiles that are significantly enriched for
genes.


Null hypothesis: the data are memoryless.


i.e., the probability of observing a value at any time point is
independent of past and future values.



Under null hypothesis:
any profile we observe is a results of
random fluctuation in the measured
values for genes assigned to that profile.



Model profiles that represent true biological function deviate
significantly from null hypothesis since many more gene than expected
by random change are assign to them.

 Permutation Test: permutation is used to quantify the
expected number of gene that would have been assigned to
each profile if the data were generated at random.

32/43

3. Identifying Significant Model Profiles

(conti.)



Under the null hypothesis, the order of the observed values is random.
 as each point is independent of any other point.
 permutations are expected to result in profiles that are similar to
the null distribution.



Since there are n time points, each gene has n! possible permutations
(can be computed for small n).



For each possible permutation, assign genes to their closet model
profile.
 Let sij be the number of genes assigned to model profile i in
permutation j.
 Set Si=∑j sij, then Ei=Si/n! is the expected number of genes for
each profile model if the data were indeed generated according to
the null hypothesis.

Permute
Gene profile

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis

Gene profile

Gene profile
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3. Identifying Significant Model Profiles

Permute
Gene profile



Gene profile

Gene profile

…

(conti.)

Gene profile

Assume: The number of genes in each profile is distributed
as a Binomial with parameters |G| and Ei/|G|.

 Thus the p-value of seening T(mi) genes assigned to
profile mi is P(X>= T(mi)), where X~Binomial(|G|,
Ei/|G|).


Bonferroni Correction: consider the number of genes
assigned to mi to statistically be significant if P(X>= T(mi)) <
α/m.

34/43

4. Grouping Significant Profiles (1)

Graph theoretic problem


Graph (V, E):


V : the set of significant model profiles.



E : the set of edges.

a clique of
size 5



Two profiles v1, v2 in V are connected with an edge iff
dist(v1,v2) < δ.



Cliques in this graph correspond to sets of significant profiles
which are all similar to one another.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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4. Grouping Significant Profiles (2)
 To identify large cliques of profiles which are all
very similar to each other.
Greedy algorithm: to partition the graph into cliques and thus
to group significant profiles.







Cluster for a significant profile Ci ={pi},
Initial Ci ={pi}, look for a profile pj such that pj is the closet profile to pi
that is not already included in Ci.

If dist(pj, pk)<= δ for all profiles pk in Ci, add pj to Ci and repeat
process,

otherwise stop and declare Ci as the cluster for pi.
After obtaining clusters for all significant profiles, select the cluster with
largest number of genes (by counting the number of genes in each of the
profiles that are included in this cluster), remove all profiles in that cluster
and repeat the above process.
The algorithm terminates when all profiles have been assigned to clusters.

36/43

Example by STEM


Data: immune response data
from Guillemin et al. (2000,
PNAS)



Use hmuan cDNA microarray to
study the gene expression
profile of gastric AGS cells
infected with various strains of
Helicobacter pylori.






H.pylori is one of the most
abundant human
pathogenic bacteria.
Cy3 (for the reference),
Cy5 (for the experimental
sample)

Analyze data from the response
of the wild-type G27 strain.






Statistical Microarray Data Analysis

Two replicates on the same biological
sample in which time series data were
collected at 5 time points: 0, 0.5, 3, 6,
12 hours.
Select 2243 genes from 24192 array
probes.
Set m=50 model profiles and c=2.
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STEM Interface
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Example: Clustering Results


Colored profiles are
significant.



Profiles with the
same shade belong
to the same cluster.



Corr=0.7δ=0.3
in grouping method.



one: 3 profiles,
one: 2 profiles,
five: single profiles.

Four of the 10 significant model profiles were significantly enriched for
GO categories.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Example: GO Interpretation


Profile 9 (0, -1, -2, -3, -4):
131 down-regulated genes during
the entire experiment duration.



This profile was significantly
enriched for cell-cycle genes
-10
(p-value < 10 ).

Many of the cycling genes in
this profile are known
transcription factors, which
could contribute to repression
of cell-cycle genes, and
ultimately, the cell cycle.

40/43

Example: GO Interpretation


Profile 14 (0, -1, 0, 2, 2)
contained 49 genes.



GO analysis indicates that
many of these genes were
relevant to cell structure
and annotated as
belonging to the categories
 cytoskeleton
(p=9x
-5
10 ),


extracellular
matrix
-4
(9x 10 ),



membrance (2x 10 ).

-6

Structural elongation of cells is a known phenotypical response to pathogens, and
thus the enrichment of such genes in up-regulated expression profiles is consistent
with this biological response.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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STEM: Other Functionalities


Bidirectional Integration
 Determine for a given model profile what GO terms are
significantly enriched.
 Determine for a given GO category what model profiles were most
enriched for genes in that category.



Comparing Data Sets
 For a set of genes which had temporal response X in experiment A,
which significant responses did they have in experiment B?
 use hypergeometric distribution to compute the significance of
overlap between gene sets of model profiles of two experiments.
Example
 Compare the temporal response of gene infected with a wildtype
pathogen to those infected with a knockout mutant version of the
pathogen (Guillemin, PNAS, 2002).


The response of genes when exposed to a certain chemical
substance to their response when not exposed. (Jorgensen et al.,
Cell Cycle, 2004 )
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STEM: Comparing Data Sets (1)

Significant?

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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STEM: Comparing Data Sets (2)
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Outlines
 What are Gene Regulatory Networks?

 Bayesian Networks and Bayesian Statistics
 Binary Case for Gene Expression Data
 Learning Bayesian Network from Data
 Inference Given a Network
 Application to Microarray Data of Yeast Cell
Cycle
 Software
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What are Gene Regulatory Networks?
Wikipedia: A gene regulatory network (also called a
GRN or genetic regulatory network) is a collection of DNA
segments in a cell which interact with each other and with
other substances in the cell, thereby governing the rates
at which genes in the network are transcribed into mRNA.

Question?
 Is gene a regulating gene b or vice versa?
 Is the regulation direct or indirect where there is a
mediating gene c so that a regulates c and then c
regulates b?

4/36

Gene Regulatory Networks
 Inspecting the finer structure, which are
called regulatory network, give us a
more intricate view of molecular
interactions offering further possibilities
for medical interventions.
 Inferring regulatory networks from gene
expression data, a process which is
called reverse-engineering of gene
regulatory network.
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From Gene Expression Data to Gene Regulatory
Networks (1)
First Step

5/36

Supervised/unsupervised expression profile
learning, or extensive data visualization.

From finding gene clusters to finding the functional roles of the respective
genes, and moreover, to understanding the underlying biological process.

Next Step

Find potential regulatory sequence elements in
genomes. (e.g., transcription factor binding
sites, promoter regions,…)

Gene expression data permits us to study finer structure of molecular
pathways exposing causal regulation relations between genes.

From Gene Expression Data to Gene Regulatory
Networks (2)
Hypothesis

 Genes with similar expression profiles
(i.e. genes that are co-expressed) may
have common regulatory mechanisms
(i.e. they may be co-regulated), and
hence have similar transcription factor
binding sites.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Bayesian Approach (1)
Mathematical modeling of regulation inside a
network:
 Bayesian network, Boolean network and its
generalization,
 ordinary and partial differential equations,
qualitative differential equations, stochastic
master equations, Petri nets, transform
grammars, process algebra, and rule-based
formalisms.
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Bayesian Approach (2)
Classical Probability:

true or physical probability
of an event, measured by repeated trials.

Bayesian Probability:

the degree of belief in that
event, measured by arbitrary techniques for sensible
choice.

Bayesian approach:

offers a clear separation of
structure and parameter optimization, and adding
predefined rules and information is easy, widely used
for microarray data.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Bayesian Network Modeling (1)
A Bayesian Network for X={X1, …Xn} consists of
(1) Qualitative part
(a Network Structure):
Directed acyclic graph (DAG) (G)
 Nodes - random variables (V)
 Edges - direct influence (E(i, j))
(no cycles allowed)

parent

child

10/36

Bayesian Network Modeling (2)
A Bayesian Network for X={X1, …Xn} consists of
(2) Quantitative part
(a set of probability distribution):
local conditional probability distributions are attached to
nodes of graph.
θ = P( Xi | Pai )

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Bayesian Network Modeling (3)

 Together: Define a unique
distribution in a factored form.
 - Arcs represent probabilistic dependence
between variables.
 - Conditional probabilities encode the
strength of dependencies.

12/36

Bayesian Networks (1)

Learning Bayesian Networks
 Given a training set X={X1, …Xn} , find a
network B = <G, θ>
that best matches X.

Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
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Bayesian Networks (2)
Construction
 Determine the variables to model.
 Build DAG that encodes conditional independence
edge: cause -> effect
 Assess local probability distribution θ = P( Xi | Pai )

Probabilistic Inference
 Compute a probability of interest given a model.
 Use Bayes theorem and simplify by conditional
independence.

14/36

Bayesian Networks (3)
 Markov Condition: Each variable Xi is independent of its
non-descendants given its parents.
 Local probability in Xi depends only on the parents.
 Conditional Independence: Given its parents, Xi is
independent from the other nodes in the graph.

- Judea Pearl. Probabilistic Reasoning in Intelligent Systems. Morgan Kaufmann, 1988.
- Heckerman, David: A Tutorial on Learning with Bayesian Networks, MSR-TR-95-06
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Bayesian Networks (4)
Gene Expression
 Expression levels Xi of nodes Vi are considered as
random variables and the edges represent conditional
dependencies between distributions of the random
variables.
 Vi  Vj : gene Vi regulates gene Vj (up or downregulation).
 Learn the network structure from gene expression
data.
 Problem: Noise, sparse data

16/36

Bayesian Statistics
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Bayesian Statistics

18/36

Exercise
A

B

A

B

C

C

P(A,B,C) = P(B|C)P(C|A)P(A)

P(A,B,C) = P(A|C)P(C|B)P(B)

A

B

A

B

C

C

P(A,B,C) = P(A|C)P(B|C)P(C)

P(A,B,C) = P(C|A,B)P(A)P(B)
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More Complex Example

E

A
B

D

Conditional independence
I(A; E),
I(B;D | A, E),
I(C;A,D,E |B),
I(D;B,C,E|A)
I(E;A,D)

C
Joint distribution
P(A, B, C, D, E) = P(A)P(B|A, E) P(C|B)P(D|A) P(E)

20/36

Biological interpretation



Is the structure right? Is the order of regulation correct?
If there are several possible structures with respect to the
experiments done so far, which one is right? so a graph
represents hypothesis based on current knowledge.

A

A
B

C

B

A
C

B

C

D

D

D

E

E

E

Initiation of cell (sub-)cycle
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Binary Case (1)




Binary case: gene can be “off” (0) or “on” (1), but not both.

Having a fixed structure, the conditional probabilities are
easy to calculate.
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Binary Case (2)
Binomial Distribution
X ~ B(n, p)
The probability of getting exactly k successes is given by the probability mass function:
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Type of Variables


Discrete variables: Usage of more states for genes like “low”,
“medium”, and “high” follows the multinomial theory
conveniently generalizing the binomial theory.



Continuous variables: Linear Gaussian model



Hybrid Networks

24/36

Calculating BN Parameters




Having graph G and the expression matrix D, our aim is to
obtain distribution dependency parameters θ={θ1, θ2,…}
that are fitted best to the structure of G and data D.
Maximal likelihood method
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Searching Bayesian Network Structure


Learning: find network structure which fits the prior knowledge and
data.



Given a graph G, we know now how to calculate the parameter set
θ G maximizing the likelihood score L(G ,θ: D).



The number of possible graphs consisting of four nodes is 64 since
there are
possible (undirected) edges, each of which can be
taken to form a graph making
different graph in total.

Given a random sample D compute the posterior probability

26/36

Searching Bayesian Network Structure (1)
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Searching Bayesian Network Structure (2)

 Function I(Vi ,Parents(Vi)) ≥ 0 measures
how much information the expression values of nodes
Parents(Vi) provide about Vi.
 If Vi is independent of parent nodes, then I(Vi
,Parents(Vi)) has the value of zero.
 If Vi is totally predictable for given values of
Parents(Vi), then I(Vi ,Parents(Vi)) reduces into the
entropy function H(Vi).
 It should be noted that in general I(X,Y ) = I(Y , X)
so the direction of edges matters.
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Searching Bayesian Network Structure (3)

 Is the structure optimal with respect to the
data?
 Search for high scoring structure by greedy
search, simulated annealing
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Yeast Cell Cycle (1)
Spellman et. al. (1998): Microarray data of yeast
cell cycle
 6177 genes, 76 samples of all the yeast genome, six
time series.
 Identified 800 cell cycle regulated genes, and clustered
them 250 genes in 8 clusters.

Friedman et al analyzed these 250 genes by a
Bayesian network.
 Multinomial model: treat each variable as discrete and
learn a multinomial distribution that describes the
probability of each possible state of the child variable
given the state of its parents.
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Yeast Cell Cycle (2)
 Discretize the gene
expression values:
 under-expressed (-1),
 normal (0), and
 over-expressed (1),
depending on whether
the expression rate is
significantly lower than,
similar to, or greater
than control.

Spellman et. al. (1998).
http://cellcycle-www.stanford.edu/
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Analyzing Expression Data (1)


Width (color) of edges:
the computed confidence
level.



CLN2 separates SVS1
from several other genes



There is a strong
connection between
CLN2 to all these genes,
there are no other edges
connecting them



These genes are
conditionally
independent given the
expression level of CLN2.

31/36

local map for the gene SVS1

Analyzing Expression Data (2)

32/36

Friedman N, Linial M, Nachman I and Pe'er D (2000),
Using Bayesian networks to analyze expression data. Journal of Computational Biology, 7:601-620.

http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/labs/compbio/expression/

Small datasets with many variables:
many different networks are reasonable explanations of the data

Focus on features that are common to most of these networks.
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Biological Analysis (1)
Order relations (global property)
 Is gene X an ancestor of gene Y in all network of a
given equivalence class?
 Dominant Genes: out of 800 genes, only a few seem
to dominate the order appear before many genes.
 These gene are indicative of potential causal sources
of the cell-cycle process directly involved in initiation
of the cell cycle and its control: CLN1, CLN2, CDC15
and RAD53 (functional relation has been established)

34/36

Biological Analysis (2)
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Biological Analysis (3)

Markov relations (local property)
 Is gene X an direct relative of gene Y?
 Top scoring Markov relations between genes
were found to indicate a relation in biological
function.

In general
 BN provide us with a tool that allows
biologically plausible conclusion from the data

36/36

Software: BNArray
BNArray:




http://www.cls.zju.edu.cn/binfo/BNArray/

Impute missing values (LLSimpute)
Construct Bayesian network and Bootstrap Bayesian networks
Reconstruct significant coherent regulatory modules

 Gene YBL009W (unknown ORF) co-regulates H2A
(YBL003C) and H2B (YBL002W).
 H2A and H2B form a compound during DNA
replication process.
 YBL009W is a haspin which is involved in the meiosis
process annotated in GO Biological Process database
(check in SGD).
Chen X, Chen M, Ning K. BNArray: an R package for constructing gene regulatory networks
from microarray data by using Bayesian network. Bioinformatics. 2006 Sep 27
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Outlines
 Blocking, Randomization and Blinding
 An Simple Example

 Choice of Technology and Arrangement
of Samples
 Three Examples: Common Experimental Design in
Microarray Studies

 How Many Replicates
 Power Analysis
 Examples using

power.t.test
Stekel, D. (2003).
Microarray bioinformatics,
New York : Cambridge
University Press.
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An Simple Example (1)
 To investigate the effects of benzo(a)pyrene (苯(a)駢
苾), a known hepatotoxin (肝毒素):
 8 rats: benzo(a)pyrene. 8 rats control substance.
 Liver samples will be prepared from all 16 rats and
hybridized to 16 arrays.
 Performed by two researchers A and B.
 The 16 arrays have come in 2 batches of 8 arrays
from two separate print runs.
(1)
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An Simple Example (2)


Aim: to identify genes that are up- or down-regulated in
the treatment group relative to the control group as an
effect of the hepatotoxin benzo(a)pyrene.



The observed differences could be


A and B handle the samples in a different way



differences in the two batches of arrays



Factors are confounded : Cannot know which of the three
factors - treatment, researcher or batch - is responsible for
the differences in gene expression.



Solution: blocking.
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Confounding and Blocking (1)
Design (2) is an example of a blocked experiment.
 There are 2 blocking factors: the experiment and the print
run.
 Each of the 8 arrays is allocated evenly between the two
blocking factors.
 If there is a significant difference in gene expression between
the treated and control rats, it is possible to attribute that
difference to the treatment.
Design (2) is an example of a balanced design.
(2)

6/37

Confounding and Blocking (2)


Imbalanced design: uneven numbers of rats (groups).



Balanced designs are more powerful than imbalanced
designs.



A balanced and blocked design
adds no extra cost and no extra time to the
experiment but make a very important difference in
how you can interpret the results.
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Bias, Randomization and Blinding (1)
Design (2) suffers from a problem known as bias.
 Selection of the rats: a potential variability between
the two groups of rats used by the two researchers.
 Solution: remove this bias by randomly allocating
rats to the two researchers: (randomization)

8/37

Bias, Randomization and Blinding (2)
If A and B know to which rats they are giving the toxic
benzo(a)pyrene, and to which rats they are giving the
control substance, one or both of them might behave
differently in the
way they treat the two groups of rats.
 Solution: uses blinding to avoid this bias:
 A and B are not aware which rats are treated with toxin
and which rats treated with control compound.
 They will treat both groups of rats in the same way.
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Choice of Technology and Arrangement of
Samples (1)
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The problems of confounded variables and
bias are ubiquitous to all experimental
design and not just microarray experiments.
 Is it better to use Affymetrix arrays or a twocolor array system?
 If using a two-color array system, is it better to
use a reference sample?
 If using a two-color array system, what is the
best arrangement of sample on the slides?

No university correct answer: three types of
experiment lead to different conclusions.

Choice of Technology and Arrangement of
Samples (2)

Many factors that are not going to be
determined by statistics:
 Affymetrix arrays or two-color microarrays?
may be determined by the facilities available to your
laboratory.
 A design that requires 20 or 40 arrays ?
may be determined by financial constraints.

There are statistical reasons why some of
these designs are better than others.
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Example 1: Hepatocellular Carcinomas (1)


20 Samples are taken from disease and healthy tissue from
patients suffering from hepatocellular carcinnomas and hybridized
to microarrays.



Aim: To identify genes that are up- or down- regulated in
hepatocellular carcinnomas relative to healthy tissue.



This example is a paired experiment and will require a
paired analysis.



We are comparing two samples from the same patient in order to
identify genes that are up- or down-regulated.



There is clear case for using a two color array and to hybridized
the two samples from the same patient to the same arrays.

12/37

Example 1: Hepatocellular Carcinomas (2)
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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Estimating Variability (1)
Estimate the variability of the different experimental design based on lognormal model.


Design 1:







If CV=30%, then SD^2 = 0.086, SD = 0.42. (log2 base)
the log ratio is calculated indirectly: log(healthy/reference)log(disease/reference)
4 samples involved in the calculation: 4x0.086=0.344.
The SD of the log ratio is sqrt(0.344)=0.59.

Design 2 and 3:




There are only two contributions of the variance sigma^2 to the total variance.
The total variance is 0.172 and the SD of the log ratio is 0.41.
Design 2 and 3 have smaller errors and so both are better than design 1 for this
type of experiment.

(1)

(2)

(3)

14/37

Estimating Variability (2)
This calculation is not exact.


Assume that the variability of hybridization between arrays is
equal to the variability of hybridizations to the same array.



The variability between arrays is generally higher than the
variability of signals on the same array.



So this experiment is better performed on two-color arrays
where the two samples from each patient can be hybridized to
the same array than on Affymetrix arrays where the two
samples from each patient have to be on different arrays.
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Confounding and Color Swaps (1)


Design 3:






all of the healthy samples are labelled with Cy3 and all of the
disease samples are labelled with Cy5.
The disease state or differential incorporation of the Cy dyes?
The labelling (dye) is confounded with the factor of nterest
(disease/healthy tissue) .

Design 4:




Solve the confounding problem. IF CV=30%, then SD=0.41.
Design 4 is a balanced blocked design.
The dyes are a blocking variable.

(4)

(3)
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Confounding and Color Swaps (2)


Design 5:



is a full-factorial design, because each patient has had each sample
hybridized twice, once with each Cy dye.
Advantage:






Disadvantage:




(1) technical replication: two measurements of log ratio for each patient,
using the same number of arrays as experimental design 1.
if CV=30%, then SD =0.29.
(2) the data in design 5 can be analysed with a t-test or bootstrap t-test,
whereas design 4 will require a more sophisticated ANOVA analysis and
a more complex bootstrap to obtain p-values.
it require twice as many arrays as design4 and twice as many labelling
reactions as any of the other design.

The design you choose would therefore depend on the financial
resources available to your laboratory.

(5)
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Example 2: B-Cell lymphomas (1)


Samples are taken from 60 patients suffering from B-cell
Lymphomas and are hybridized to microarray.



Aim 1: to identify clinically relevant subgroups of patients using a
cluster analysis.



Aim 2: And then to build a classification model to differentiate
between the subgroups.



For clustering/classification purpose, need to be able to
compare each of the sample with the other on an equal
footing.
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Example 2: B-Cell lymphomas (2)
Design 1:


Difficult to compare between two samples hybridized on different arrays,
particular if they are also labelled with different dye.

Design 2: (better)


Each sample can be normalized relative to the reference sample, so each
sample can be meaningful compared with the others for the purpose of cluster
analysis or classification analysis.

Design 3: (good)


The uniformity of the Affymetrix platform makes comparisons between the
samples meaningful. (need between-array normalization)

(1)
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Example 3: Time Series (1)
 Budding yeast can reproduce sexually by producing
haploid cells through a process called sporulation.
 Yeast was placed in a sporulating medium and
samples were taken at seven time points from the
start of sporulation.
 Aim: To identify genes that show similar profiles in
the time course.
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Example 3: Time Series (2)
Design 1


Possibly global changes in gene expression over the course of the
time series.



Suppose one particular array at a particular time point is brighter
than the others. two interpretations:


experimental artifact.



overall gene expression is higher at that time point.



Use Affymetrix or a single-color system: these two factors are
confounded.



Use between-array normalization: would remove all information about
global changes in gene expression from the analysis.

(1)
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Example 3: Time Series (3)
Design 2, 3 resolve confounding.
Design 2:


Each sample is normalized relative to the sample at time zero,
so that the measurement are log ratios of the time points
relative to time zero.



The presumption is that if an array is particularly bright, it will
be bright for both samples, and so the log ratio will be free
from this artifact.

(2)
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Example 3: Time Series (4)
Design 2, 3 resolve confounding.
Design 3


Advantage: has two independent measurements of each of
the samples while using the same number of arrays.



Disadvantage:


it require a more complex ANOVA analysis to be able to
compare all the samples on all the arrays.



if a single array were to fail, it would affect the entire
analysis.
(3)
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How Many Replicates? (1)
 One of the most frequently asked questions about
microarray experiments and the consideration of
experimental design.
 The answer depends on a number of factors: the type
of experiment being performed, and the analysis to be
applied to the data.
 Example: estimate the number of replicates needed
for experiments to detect differentially expressed
genes.

24/37

How Many Replicates? (2)
 Also suffice for cluster analysis or classification
analysis.
 This is because the number of replicates can be used
to determine the fold change we would want to detect
in a gene before using it in a cluster or classification
analysis.
 The classical way to estimate the number of replicates
needed is with a Power Analysis.
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Confidence and Power (1)


Confidence: probability of not getting a false positive results.



It is the probability of concluding that a gene is not differentially
expressed when the gene is truly not differentially expressed.



Type I errors are controlled explicitly when we select a significance
level for the statistical test.



A test with a 1% significance threshold, one is selecting a
confidence of 99%.



In microarray experiments, the confidence has to be adjusted to
take into account multiple testing.
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Confidence and Power (2)
 Power: probability of not getting a false negative
results.
 Type II errors cannot be controlled explicitly, but are
controlled implicitly via the experimental design.
 The power of an experiment depends on the number
of replicates used.
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Confidence and Power (3)


The number of replicates is determined by the power you
want to achieve.



A more stringent significance threshold gives greater
confidence but reduces power.



A less stringent significance threshold gives less confidence
but increase power.
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Parameters for Power Analysis


The reason why a power analysis is used to determine the
number of replicates in an experiment is because the power of
a statistical test depends on the following factors:





The number of replicates (n).



The type of analysis (paired or unpaired).



The difference in mean that we are trying to detect (which
is the log ratio) (delta, effect size).



The standard deviation of the population variability (SD).



The significance threshold of the test (alpha).

We estimate the number of replicates needed from knowledge of the
other parameters and a predetermined desired power.
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Power Analysis (1)
Priori power analyses are done before you conduct an
experiment.




You have:


alpha (usually p < .05)



the desired power (1-beta)



and the effect size of the effect you want to detect.

You want to know how many subjects you need to run: the
total sample size.
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Power Analysis (2)
Post-hoc power analyses are done after you or someone else
conducted an experiment.


You have:


alpha (usually p < .05)



n (the total sample size),



and the effect size.



You want to know: the power of a test to detect this effect.



Exact formula depends on statistical test (i.e. different for t, F
etc.)

Reference:
Cohen, J. (1988). Statistical power analysis for the behavioral sciences (2nd edition).
Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.
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Power Analysis Calculation and Tables in R

n: the number of replicates
delta: the difference in mean (e.g., log ratio)
sd: the standard deviation of the population variability.
sig.level: the significance threshold
power: the desired power
type: one.sample (paired analysis), two.sample (unpaired analysis)
alternative: one.sided, two.sided



n, delta, sd, sig.level, or power is omitted and the function then
calculate the value of the omitted variable.



Example: Calculate power of one-sample and two-sample analysis for
2-fold differentially expressed genes, with a significance of 0.0001for a
variety of levels of population variability and the group size.
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Example: Calculate the Power of a Study (1)


Perform one-sample t-test for up- or down-regulated genes.



6500 genes with no more than one false positive and CV =50%.



What is the power of the analysis for identifying 2-fold upregulated genes?



What fold regulation can we detect with 99% power?


Significance threshold = 1/65000=0.00015



SD= 0.68 with log2



Delta: a 2-fold up- or down-regulation corresponds to a
log ratio difference of 1 in log to base 2.
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Example: Calculate the Power of a Study (2)

Applying a statistical analysis with a significance
threshold sufficient to give approximately one false
positive result will return 94% of the gene that are truly
2-fold differentially expressed.

The fold ratio is equal to 2^1.16 =2.23, so we can
detect 99% of the genes that are 2.23-fold regulated.

Example: Determine the Number of
Patients Needed for a Study (1)

34/37

Breast cancer chemotherapy: want to identify genes that are two-fold up- or
down-regulated following treatment with doxorubicin.


10000 genes and want at most 1 false positive results. (CV=50%.)



Design 1: takes sample from the same patient before and after therapy,
and perform a paired analysis on the log ratio of the gene expression in the
patients.



Design 2: recruit two groups of patients, one to be treated and one to be
untreated, and perform an unpaired analysis on the gene expression
measurements from the patients in the two groups.



To identify how many patients we need in order to identify 95% of the 2fold differentially expressed genes, and which experimental design required
fewer patients to be recruited to the experiment.



Alpha = 1/10000=0.0001, SD=0.68, delta=1.
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Needed for a Study (2)
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Outlines


Software (Analytic Tools) Issues






Stand-alone and Web-based Applications.

Annotation



GO, KEGG Database/Web Services



Using R/Bioconductor

Some MUST Visit Web Site



Affymetrix Web Site



NCBI



Microarray and Gene Expression Data (MGED)



Standard Microarray Database



yeast Microarray Global Viewer (yMGV)
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Software (or Analytic Tools) Issue


Purpose




Foreground (前台
前台)
前台






Calculation/Computing.
Language: Perl, C/C++/C#, Java, R/Bioconductor, ...

Intermediate




GUI: Standard-alone, Web-based.
Data Input/Output, Results Representation.
Language: C++/C#, Java (JSP, Servlets, Java Beans), R-tcl/Tk,...

Background (後台
後台)
後台





Data Analysis and Representation, Database Storage and
Manipulation,...

Rserve (R  Java), Rweb (R  Web), Call C or Fortran from R, Call R
from C/C++,...

Database




Storage: SQL Database (mySQL):
Format: XML,...
Data preprocessing, search (matching) engine.

4/35

Stand-alone Applications
 Interactive GUI
 Programming Language: C++/C#, Java,
R/Tcl/Tk, Matlab, ...

 Link to Bio-Database
 Examples:
Commercial: GeneSpring
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Web-based Applications (1)
 Database + Web GUI
 Search Engine
 Simple (Descriptive)
Statistics

 Database + Web GUI
+ Statistical Analysis
Tools
 Database: mySQL
 Web: Java, XML, ...
 Computing: R, Java,
C++,...

6/35

Web-based Applications (2)
 Advantages
 On-line analysis and Tutorial.
 A lot of BioDatabase Support.
 Strong computing on Server end.
 ...

 Disadvantages:
 Less Interactive.
 The Need of Internet.
 Time for Data Loading.
 Huge Data Input/Output.
 ...
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R and Bioconductor


Command line analysis.



Return graphics or numerical results.



Provide some packages for accessing bio-databases: KEGG,
GO, annotate, annaffy...



Some stand-alone or web-based applications use R and
Bioconductor packages as analytical engines.
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Bioconductor Web Interface


webbioc: Bioconductor Web
Interface.



An integrated web interface for
doing microarray analysis using
several of the Bioconductor
packages. It is intended to be
deployed as a centralized
bioinformatics resource for use
by many users. (Currently only
Affymetrix oligonucleotide
analysis is supported.)
http://actin.ucd.ie/bioc.html
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Use R and Bioconductor Packages as Analytical
Engines (1)
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GEPAS

Herrero J., Al-Shahrour F., Diaz-Uriarte R., Mateos A., Vaquerizas J.M., Santoyo J., Dopazo J. GEPAS: a web-based
resource for microarray gene expression data analysis. Nucleic Acids Res. 2003;31:3461–3467.



ArrayPipe

Hokamp K., Roche F.M., Acab M., Rousseau M.-E., Kuo B., Goode D., Aeschliman D., Bryan J., Babiuk L.A., Hancock
R.E.W., et al. ArrayPipe: a flexible processing pipeline for microarray data. Nucleic Acids Res. 2004;32:W457–
W459



Expression Profiler

Kapushesky M., Kemmeren P., Culhane A.C., Durinck S.,
Ihmels J., Korner C., Kull M., Torrente A., Sarkans U.,
Vilo J., et al. Expression Profiler: next generation—an
online platform for analysis of microarray data.
Nucleic Acids Res. 2004;32:W465–W470.



MIDAW

Romualdi C., Vitulo N., Del Favero M., Lanfranchi G. MIDAW:
a web tool for statistical analysis of microarray data.
Nucleic Acids Res. 2005;33:W644–W649



RACE

Psarros M., Heber S., Sick M., Thoppae G., Harshman K.,
Sick B. RACE: Remote Analysis Computation for gene
Expression data. Nucleic Acids Res. 2005;33:W638–
W643.

Use R and Bioconductor Packages as Analytical
Engines (2)
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 CARMAweb (J2EE + R/Bioconductor)
Rainer J., Sanchez-Cabo F., Stocker G., Sturn A. and Trajanoski Z. CARMAweb:
comprehensive R- and Bioconductor-based web service for microarray data
analysis, Nucleic Acids Research, 2006 vol 34(Web Server Issue):W498-503.
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Annotations
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Annotations in Microarray Data
 To learn the biological significance of the observed gene
expression patterns.
 Rely on manual literature searches and expert
knowledge to interpret microarray results.
 Database Referencing of Array
Genes Online (DRAGON) allows
microarray data to be annotated with data
from publicly available databases such as
UniGene.

 DRAGON offers a suite of visualization
tools to identify gene expression changes
that occur in gene or protein families.

 The goal of annotation tools such as
DRAGON is to provide insight into the
biological significance of gene expression
findings.
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Annotations in Microarray Data
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Gene Annotations
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Gene Annotation: Graphical Representation
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Gene Annotation: Tabular Representation
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Sample Annotations
Microarray Gene Expression Data Society - MGED Society
http://www.mged.org/

MIAME
http://www.mged.org/Workgroups/MIAME/miame.html

 MIAME is a set of guidelines [that] will then assist with the development of
microarray repositories and data analysis tools.
 MIAME aims to outline the minimum information required to
unambiguously interpret microarray data and to subsequently allow
independent verification of the data at a later stage if required.

 Store microarray
parameters, such as sample
name, mouse strain,
amplification protocols used.
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Annotation in Bioconductor
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Gene Ontology (GO)
A GO annotation is a Gene Ontology term associated with a gene product.

The Gene Ontology Consortium. Gene Ontology:
tool for the unification of biology. Nature Genet.
(2000) 25: 25-29.

http://www.geneontology.org/

20/35

FatiGO

FatiGO (Al-Shahrour et al., 2004)

http://babelomics.bioinfo.cipf.es/index.html

The ontologies are used to categorize
gene products.
 Biological process ontology
 Molecular function ontology
 Cellular component ontology
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Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA)

22/35

Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)

http://www.genome.jp/kegg

Kanehisa M, Goto S., KEGG: kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes. Nucleic Acids Res. 2000 Jan 1;28(1):27-30.
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Using R/Bioconductor to Get Annotation
>
>
>
>
>
>

library(Biobase)
library(GO)
library(KEGG)
library(annaffy)
library(hgu133a)
library(annotate)

> MyGeneList <- read.table("genelist-signal.txt", header = TRUE, row.names = 1)
> OutName<- c("my-annotation.htm")
> MyTitle <- c("Annotations for Genes from My Experiments")
> MySignal <- new("exprSet", exprs=as.matrix(MyGeneList[,c(1,5)]))
> ProbeIds<- geneNames(MySignal)
> annTable <- aafTableAnn(ProbeIds, "hgu133a")
> MergeTable <- merge(annTable, aafTableInt(MySignal, probeids=ProbeIds))
> saveHTML(MergeTable, OutName, title=MyTitle, open=TRUE)

24/35

Database and Web Resource
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Affymetrix Web Site

http://www.affymetrix.com/index.affx

26/35

Affymetrix Web Site: Support
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NetAffx

http://www.affymetrix.com/analysis/index.affx

28/35

National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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NCBI: PubMed

30/35

NCBI: Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
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Microarray and Gene Expression Data (MGED)

32/35

Standard Microarray Database

http://smd.stanford.edu/
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yeast Microarray Global Viewer (yMGV)

34/35

yeast Microarray Global Viewer (yMGV)
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http://www.nslij-genetics.org/microarray/
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1

The R Project for Statistical Computing

http://www.r-project.org
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What is R?
 R is a language and environment for statistical
computing and graphics.
 1985, University of Auckland, Robert
Gentleman and Ross Ihaka.
 It is a GNU project.
 Similar to the S language (AT&T) and
environment.
 S-plus
 Insightful S+ (~2008)
 TIBCO Spotfire S+ (2009~)

4/33

What is R?
 a wide variety of statistical and graphical
techniques, and is highly extensible






linear and nonlinear modeling,
classical statistical tests,
time-series analysis,
classification,
clustering, ...

 well-designed publication-quality plots


C, C++, Fortran, Java code can be linked and called at run
time.
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A Screenshot

On Windows XP

6/33

The Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN)
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Download

8/33

Installation
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Change to English Environment

10/33

Packages
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Load Package

12/33

Load Package
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BioConductor Project

13/33

for the analysis of genomic data

http://www.bioconductor.org

14/33

Install Package from Bioconductor
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Install BioConductor Packages

16/33

biocLite.R
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17/33

?help

18/33

Example
> help.search("t test")
> help.search("t.test")
> ?t.test
?function name

package
function
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Example (conti.)
> help.search("t test")
> help.search("t.test")
> ?t.test
?function name

20/33

Example (conti.)
> help.search("t test")
> help.search("t.test")
> ?t.test
?function name
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Documents

22/33

Help Manuals
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23/33

> demo()
>demo(graphcs)

24/33

Demo Code
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25/33

File => New script (*.R)

26/33

File => Workspace (.RData)

attach("C:\\Documents and Settings\\user\\My Documents\\example.RData")
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File => History (. Rhistory)

28/33

File => Change dir…
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29/33

Memory
> memory.size()
#the amount of memory currently in use.
> memory.size(TRUE)
#the maximum amount of memory obtained
from the OS is reported.
> memory.limit()
#report the memory size.
> memory.limit(2048)
#request a new limit of memory size, in Mb

30/33

R Script Editor

Tinn-R
http://www.sciviews.org/Tinn-R

Image Source: SourceForge

 EmEditor
http://www.emeditor.com
+ Syntax Files
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Learning Resource

http://www.r-project.org

http://www.hmwu.idv.tw

繁體中文書



R導論(free): http://www.biosino.org/R/R-doc/
統計分析與應用手冊：使用R軟體,林真真,文魁資訊, 2007年07月02日

32/33

Affy Package
C:\Program Files\R\R-2.6.2\library\affy\doc\affy.pdf
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Example
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GenePix Pro

v6.0

http://www.moleculardevices.com/pages/software/gn_genepix_pro.html
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Preprocessing for Two-color Spotted Arrays

 Bioconductor does not provide image
processing utilities.
R-related packages:
 marray, arrayQuality, limma, vsn,
arrayMagic
focus:
 importing data from image analysis software,
do quality assessment and normalization.

Install BioConductor Packages
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Swirl Data



Using zebrafish (班馬魚) as a model organism to study early
development in vertebrates (脊椎動物).



A goal of the Swirl experiment is to identify genes with altered
expression in the swirl mutant compared to wild-type zebrafish
(野生型).

Microarray Experiments (1)
 Two sets of dye-swap experiments were performed, for
a total of four replicate hybridizations.


target cDNA from the swirl mutant: one of the Cy3 or Cy5 dyes



target cDNA wild-type mutant: labeled using the other dye.

 Target cDNA was hybridized to microarrays containing
8,448 cDNA probes, including 768 controls spots (e.g.
negative, positive, and normalization controls spots).
 Microarrays were printed using 4x4 print-tips.
 Each grid consists of a 22x24 spot matrix that was
printed with a single print-tip.
 384 well-plate.
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Microarray Experiments (2)
 Output files (by Spot software):


swirl.1.spot, swirl.2.spot, swirl.3.spot, and swirl.4.spot.

 Each file: 8,448 rows (spots) and 30 columns (different
statistics).
 fish.gal: it contains information on individual probe
sequences, such as gene names, spot ID, spot coordinates.
 SwirlSample.txt: Hybridization information for the mutant
and wild-type target samples. (Target file)

Bioconductor Package: marray


marray: for diagnostic plots and normalization of cDNA microarray
data.



Raw image: 16 bit tagged Image File Format (tiff) files, one for each
fluorescent dye.
Support: GenePix’s gpr, Spot’s .spot, SMD’s .xls and Agilent’s .txt files.



All data (*.spot, *.gal, target.txt,) were put in the same directory
(e.g., swirldata).



Read information
(1) the sample target information
(2) the raw fluorescent intensities (the probe spot and background
intensities).
(3) the probe information

>
>
>
>

library(marray)
data(swirl)
?swirl
dir(system.file("swirldata", package="marray"))
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(1) Reading Target Information
Target file:
 list the microarray hybridization and describes which
RNA samples were hybridized to each array.




a tab-delimited text file.
the exact name of each image processing file.
names for the cy3 and cy5 labeled target information.
SwirlSample.txt

> datadir <- system.file("swirldata", package="marray")
> swirlTargets <- read.marrayInfo(file.path(datadir,
"SwirlSample.txt"))
> swirlTargets

(2) Reading Raw Fluorescent Intensities (1)

 Assume that file names are provided in the
first column of the target file.
 read.marrayRaw() contain
 slots for the matrices of Cy3 and Cy5 intensities
(maGb, MaRb, maGf, maRf),
 spot quality weights (maW),
 layout parameters (maLayout),
 descirption of the probes spotted onto the arrays
(maGnames), and
 mRNA target information (maTargets).
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(2) Reading Raw Fluorescent Intensities (2)
> setwd(“C:\\Program Files\\R\\R-2.6.2\\library\\marray\\swirldata”)

> files<- c(“swirl.1.spot”, “swirl.2.spot”, “swirl.3.spot”, “swirl.4.spot”)
> mraw <- read.marrayRaw(files, name.Gb=NULL, name.Rb=NULL)
> str(mraw)

or
> mraw <- read.Spot(targets=swirlTargets, path=datadir)
> mraw

or (*gpr)
> mraw <- read.GenePix(targets=swirlTargets, path=datadir)
> mraw

(3) Reading Probe Information


read.Galfile()



array layout and probe
information
a tab-delimited text file with rows
corresponding to spotted probe
sequences and columns
containing various coordinates
and annotations.

Note:
 Can read a .gpr and extract the
relevant layout and probe related
annotations.

> galinfo <- read.Galfile(“fish.gal”, path=datadir)
> str(galinfo)
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Normalization


maNorm():


none: no normalization.



median: global median location normalization.



loess: global A-dependent location normalization using loess.



twoD: 2D spatial location normalization using loess.



print-TipLoess: within-print-tip-group intensity dependent
location normalization using loess.



scalePrintTipMAD: within-print-tip-group intensity dependent
location normalization followed by within-print-tip-group scale
normalization using the median absolute deviation.

Within-slide Normalization
> swirl.norm <- maNorm(swirl, norm=“p”)
> summary(swirl.norm)
 Global median normalization
> swirl.norm <- maNorm(swirl, norm=“median”)
 Within-print-tip-group normalization followed by
within-print-tip-group scale normalization using the
median absolute deviation:
> swirl.norms <- maNorm(swirl, norm=“s”)
or
> swirl.norm1 <- maNorm(swirl, norm=“p”)
> swirl.norm2 <- maNormScale(swirl.norm1,
norm=“p”)
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Between-slide Normalization
 Between slide scale normalization using
MAD scaled by the geometric mean of MAD
across slides.
> swirl.normg <maNormScale(swirl.norm, norm=“g”)
> swirl.norm <- maNormMain(swirl)

 Output the normalized log-ratio M data
> write.marray(normdata)

Color Palette


Generate plate IDs


maCompPlate() generates plate IDs from the dimensions of the
grid and spot matrices.





Only applies to arrays with a regular plate layout, where the
number of spots is a multiple of the number of wells on a plate
(usually 96 or 384).



each well contributes exactly one spot. It should thus be used
with caution.



> maPlate(swirl) <- maCompPlate(swirl, n=384)

Generate color palettes from user supplied low, middle, and high
color values


Gcol <- maPalette(low="white", high="green", k=50)



Rcol <- maPalette(low="white", high="red", k=50)



RGcol <- maPalette(low=“green",mid=“black", high="red", k=50)
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Diagnostic Plot: Spatial Plots


Explore if there are any spatial effects in the data: print-tip or
cover-slip effects.



Images of the Cy3, Cy5 background intensities: reveal
hybridization artifacts such as scratches on the slides, drops,
cover-slip etc.



Images of the Cy3 and Cy5 background intensities for the Swirl 93
array using white-to-green and white-to-red palettes.

> image(swirl[,3], xvar="maGb", subset=TRUE, col=Gcol, contours=FALSE, bar=FALSE)
> image(swirl[,3], xvar="maRb", subset=TRUE, col=Rcol, contours=FALSE, bar=FALSE)
or
image(swirl[,3], xvar="maGb")
image(swirl[,3], xvar="maRb")

Spatial Plots


The Cy3 and Cy5 background intensities are not uniform across the slide
and are higher in the top right corner, perhaps due to cover slip effects or
tilt of the slide during scanning.



Such patterns were not as clearly visible in the individuals Cy3 and Cy5
TIFF images.
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Spatial Plots
> image(swirl[,3], xvar="maGf")
> image(swirl[,3], xvar="maRf")

 Cy3 and Cy5 foreground intensities do not exhibit
such strong spatial patterns.

Spatial Plots with Highlights



highlight those spots with the highest and lowest 10% pre-normalization log-ratio
M.
Figure suggests the existence of spatial dye biases in the intensity log-ratio, with
higher values in grid (3,3) and lower values in the grid column1 of the array
Swirl 93.

> image(swirl[,3], xvar="maM", bar=FALSE, main="Swirl array 93: image of prenormalization M")
> image(swirl[,3], xvar="maM", subset=maTop(maM(swirl[,3]), h=0.1, l=0.1),
col=RGcol, contour=FALSE, bar=FALSE, main="Swirl array 93: image of prenormalization M for %10 tails")
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More Examples (1)
 Spatial plot from a hybridization showing clear fading at
the right part of the slide. (due to cover-slip effects).

Andreas Petri Jan Fleckner and Mads Wichmann Matthiessen, Array-A-Lizer: A serial DNA microarray quality
analyzer, BMC Bioinformatics. 2004; 5: 12.

More Examples (2)
 High background values results in increased frequency of
negative spots. (illumination at the edges due to coverslip effects)

Andreas Petri Jan Fleckner and Mads Wichmann Matthiessen, Array-A-Lizer: A serial DNA microarray quality
analyzer, BMC Bioinformatics. 2004; 5: 12.
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More Examples (3)
 Inadequate post-hybridization washing often results in
distinct background patterns.

Andreas Petri Jan Fleckner and Mads Wichmann Matthiessen, Array-A-Lizer: A serial DNA microarray quality
analyzer, BMC Bioinformatics. 2004; 5: 12.

More Examples (4)


Bleeding (滲色) of signal from the actual spot into the
background area results in regions of high background values
that are also visible in the foreground plot.

Andreas Petri Jan Fleckner and Mads Wichmann Matthiessen, Array-A-Lizer: A serial DNA microarray quality
analyzer, BMC Bioinformatics. 2004; 5: 12.
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Spatial Plots


Plot layout parameters such as spot coordinates maSpotCol,
print-tip-group coordinates maPrintTip or plate IDs maPlate.
> image(swirl[,3], xvar="maSpotCol", bar=FALSE)
> image(swirl[,3], xvar="maPrintTip", bar=FALSE)

Spatial Plots
> image(swirl[,3], xvar="maControls", col=heat.colors(10), bar=FALSE)
> image(swirl[,3], xvar="maPlate", bar=FALSE)
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Diagnostic Plot: Boxplot (1)


Boxplot of spot statistics by plate, print-tip-group, or silde can
be useful to identify spot or hybridization artifacts.

Before Normalization
> boxplot(swirl[,3], xvar=“maPrintTip”, yvar=“maM”, main=“Swirl array
93: pre-normalization”)
> boxplot(swirl, yvar=“maM”, main=“Swirl arrays:: pre-normalization”)

Diagnostic Plot: Boxplot (2)


Normalized log-ratios M are now evenly distributed about zero across the
range of intensities A for each print-tip-group.



The non-linear location normalization seems to have eliminated the scale
differences among print-tip-groups and arrays.

After Normalization
> boxplot(swirl.norm[,3], xvar=“maPrintTip”, yvar=“maM”, main=“Swirl
array 93: post-normalization”)
> boxplot(swirl.norm, yvar=“maM”, main=“Swirl arrays:: postnormalization”)
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Diagnostic Plot: MA-Plot
 maPlot using plot(x)
 x: objects of class marrayRaw or marrayNorm
 xvar: e.g., maM
 yvar: e.g., maM
 zvar: stratify the data, e.g., maPlate, maPrintTip
 lines.func: smoothed fits of yvar as a function of xvar
separately within values of zvar. e,g, maLoessLines,
maLowessLines.
 text.func: highlight a subset of points. e.g., maText.
 legend.func: add a legend. e.g., LegendLines.

MA-Plot
>
>
>
>

defs <- maDefaultPar(swirl[,3], x=“maA”, y=“maM”, z=“maPrintTip”)
legend.func <- do.call(“maLegendLines”, defs$def.legend)
lines.func <- do.call(“maLowessLines”, c(list(TRUE, f=0.3), defs$def.lines))
plot(swirl[,3], xvar=“maA”, yvar=“maM”, zvar=“maPrintTip”, lines.func,
text.func=maText(), legend.func, main=“Swirl array 93: pre-normalization”)
> plot(swirl.norm[,3], xvar=“maA”, yvar=“maM”, zvar=“maPrintTip”, lines.func,
text.func=maText(), legend.func, main=“Swirl array 93: post-normalization”)

or

> plot(swirl[,3])
> plot(swirl.norm[,3], legend.func=NULL)
show non-linear dependence of the log-ratio M on the overall spot intensity A.
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Highlight Points
> points(swirl.norm[,3], subset=maTop(maM(swirl.norm[,3]), h=0.05,
l=0.05), pch=19, col=“purple”)
> text(swirl.norm[,3], subset=maTop(maM(swirl.norm[,3]), h=0.05,
l=0.05), labels=“a”, col=“red”)

Input and Class Structure
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arrayQuality
 arrayQuality: array quality assessment
 generates diagnostic plots for a qualitative
assessment of slide quality and save as png files.

 Generate Quality Plots from marrayRaw or RGList
Objetcs
> library(arrayQuality)
> maQualityPlots(mraw)

 Results for each test slide
 a diagnostic plot
 a comparative boxplot

 simple diagnostic plots
> image(mraw)
> boxplot(mraw)
> plot(mraw)

Diagnostic Plots for Swirl Data (1)
> library(arrayQuality)
> maQualityPlots(swirl)
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Diagnostic Plots for Swirl Data (2)

Generate Quality Plots from Images (1)


All *.gpr *.gal in the same directory
> library(arrayQuality)



Generate both diagnostic plots and comparative
boxplots on all files
> datadir <- system.file("gprQCData", package="arrayQuality")
> results <- gpQuality(fnames="9Mm137.gpr", path=datadir,
organism="Mm")
> results <- gpQuality(fnames="12Mm250.gpr", path=datadir,
organism="Mm")
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Generate Quality Plots from Images (2)
Change directory to C:\Program Files\R\R-2.8.1\library\arrayQuality\Heebo
 63421.gpr
 hoc.gal
 DCV2.0June06.txt



Default: print-tip loess normalization
> result <- gpQuality(organism=“Mm”)
> result <- gpQuality(organism=“Mm”, compBoxplot=“FALSE”)



write down measures and the normalized data
> result <- gpQuality(organism=“Mm”, output=TRUE)

Generate Quality Plots from Images (3)
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Generate Quality Plots from Images (4)

Diagnostic Plots for 9Mm137.gpr (1)
(1) MA-plot of raw M: no background
subtraction is performed.


colored lines: loess.



red dots: any spot with weighted value
less than 0.

(2) MA-plot of normalized data
intensity. print-tip loess is
performed.


light yellow: a high density of dots, blue:
lower density.
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Diagnostic Plots for 9Mm137.gpr (2)
Spatial plot of
 (3) rank of raw M values;
 (4) rank of normalized M values;
 (5) raw A values
 quick way to visually detect uneven
hybridization and missing spots.
 verify that normalization remove
any spatial effects.

Diagnostic Plots for 9Mm137.gpr (3)
(6) Histogram of the signal-to-noise logratio (SNR) for Cy5 and Cy3 channels.
 The SNR is a good indicator for
dye problems.
 The negative and empty controls
density lines should be closer,
almost superimposed.
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Diagnostic Plots for 9Mm137.gpr (4)
(7) Dot plot of controls normalized M values.


Controls with more than 3 replicates are
represented on the y-axis.



Controls M values should be tight and close to 0.

(8) Dot plot of controls A values, without background
subtraction.


Intensity of positive controls should be in the highintensity region.



negative and empty controls should be in the lower
intensity region.



Positive controls range and negative/empty controls
range should be separated.

Comparative Boxplot


15 measures were selected to
quantify the quality of a typical
hybridization.



Boxplot of the reference slides
values.
 1st and 3rd quantiles
before scaling for each
boxplot..



Y-axis on the right: a(b):
 a: percentage of reference
slides measure under your
slide’s result.
 b: your slide value for this
measure before scaling.



Red dots: the test slide scaled
values.
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Downstream Analysis
 To utilize other bioconductor packages for
downstream analysis, convert objects of class
marrayNorm into objects of class exprSet.
> library(convert)
> as(normdata, “exprSet”)

 Identify DE genes between widetype and
mutant
> library(limma)
> LMres <- lmFit(normdata), design=c(1,-1,-1,1),
weights=NULL)
> LMres <- eBayes(LMres)

 Show top 50 genes and write it to a html file



restable <- toptable(LMres, number=50,
genelist=maGeneTable(normdata), report.by=“M”)
table2html(restable, disp=“file”)
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BioConductor Package
 affy: base
 simpleaffy: easy analysis
routines for Affymetrix data
 affyQCReport: a package to
generate QC reports for
affymetrix array data
 affyPLM: model-based QC
assessment of Affymetrix
GeneChips
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AffyBatch
 .CEL files are loaded in R environment as AffyBatch
obj.
 phenoData contains the covariates associates to each
array and it is inherited by the objects derived from
AffyBatch obj.

4/29

Dilution Data


Two sources of cRNA A (human liver tissue) and B (Central
Nervous System cell line) have been hybridized to human
array (HGU95A) in a range of proportions and dilutions.



This data set is taken from arrays hybridized to source A at
10.0 and 20.0 μg.



We have two replicate arrays for each generated cRNA.



Three scanners have been used in this study.



Each array replicate was processed in a different scanner.



10A, 10B, 20A, 20B
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5/29

Using affy

Four steps for preprocessing





background correction
normalization
probe specific background correction
summarizing the probe set values into one expression measure

> library(affy)
> bgcorrect.methods
[1] "mas" "none" "rma"

"rma2"

> normalize.AffyBatch.methods
[1] "constant"
"contrasts"
"invariantset"
[4] "loess"
"qspline"
"quantiles"
[7] "quantiles.robust"
"quantiles.probeset" "scaling"
> pmcorrect.methods
[1] "mas"
"pmonly"

"subtractmm"

> express.summary.stat.methods
[1] "avgdiff" "liwong"
"mas"

"medianpolish"

"playerout"

6/29

Using affy
 Set working directory
> library(affy)
> Data <- ReadAffy()
> eset <- rma(Data)
or
> eset <- mas5(Data)
> write.exprs(eset, file="mydata.txt")
 read data and perform RMA
> eset <- justRMA()
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Example
> data(affybatch.example)
> phenoData(affybatch.example)
An object of class "AnnotatedDataFrame"
sampleNames: 20A, 20B, 10A
varLabels and varMetadata description:
sample: arbitrary numbering

This is an artificial data set. It contains two similar examples
(affybatch.example, affybatch.example2) with values subset
from the Dilution dataset.

8/29

Example
> eset <- expresso(affybatch.example,
normalize.method="invariantset",
bgcorrect.method=FALSE,
pmcorrect.method="pmonly",
summary.method="liwong")

 AffyBatch: is a class that has slots to keep all the probe
level information for a batch of CEL files.
 A slot of exprs: contains a matrix with
 columns: the intensities read from the different arrays.
 rows: the CEL intensities for all position on the array.
> exprs2excel(eset, file="mydata.csv")
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Histogram
> hist(affybatch.example[,1:2])

10/29

Images
> par(mfrow=c(2,2))
> image(affybatch.example)
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Boxplot
> par(mfrow=c(1,1))
> boxplot(affybatch.example, col=c(2,3,4))

12/29

MA-plot
> library(geneplotter)
> MAplot(affybatch.example, pairs=TRUE, plot.method="smoothScatter")
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RNA Degradation Plots
> deg <- AffyRNAdeg(affybatch.example)
> names(deg)
[1] "N" "sample.names"
"means.by.number" "ses"
[5] "slope" "pvalue"
> summaryAffyRNAdeg(deg)
20A
20B
10A
slope 0.0767 0.063 0.0842
pvalue 0.1360 0.212 0.0911
> plotAffyRNAdeg(deg)

14/29

Accessing PM and MM data
> index <- c(1,2,3,100,1000,2000)
> pm(affybatch.example)[index, ]
102
104
106
504
4140
8180

20A
20B
10A
149.0 118.0 124.0
143.5 124.8 116.5
132.0 111.0 105.0
122.3 90.5 111.3
121.0 89.3 98.0
120.8 80.3 103.3

> mm(affybatch.example)[index, ]
203
205
207
605
4241
8281

20A
20B
10A
847.0 694.0 999.0
860.3 667.3 1084.8
815.3 650.0 1057.0
847.0 615.0 842.0
206.0 95.3 154.3
120.0 86.5 105.0

> probeNames(affybatch.example)[index]
[1] "A28102_at"
[6] "D87024_at"

"A28102_at"

"A28102_at"

"AB002318_at" "D31815_at"

> sampleNames(affybatch.example)
[1] "20A" "20B" "10A"
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Accessing PM and MM data


The percentage of MM are larger than PM

> mean(mm(affybatch.example) > pm(affybatch.example))
[1] 0.5425



Extract the unique affyIDs

> gn <- geneNames(affybatch.example)
> gn[100]
[1] "D78156_at"

> pm(affybatch.example, gn[100])
20A
20B
10A
D78156_at1
223.3 148.0 203.0
D78156_at2
149.8 155.5 131.0
D78156_at3
147.3 133.8 145.0
D78156_at4
162.3 131.8 134.0
D78156_at5
459.3 451.0 345.0
D78156_at6
711.0 526.8 601.8
D78156_at7
158.8 142.8 109.0
D78156_at8
219.0 211.3 167.0
D78156_at9
196.0 251.0 182.3
D78156_at10 1715.0 1291.8 1341.3
D78156_at11 710.5 506.3 553.0
D78156_at12 438.0 346.0 282.8
D78156_at13 439.0 311.3 387.0
D78156_at14 114.8
78.0 101.5
D78156_at15 114.0
87.0
89.5
D78156_at16 181.0 122.0 160.0

2.

> (ps <- probeset(affybatch.example, gn[1:2]))
$A28102_at
ProbeSet object:
id=A28102_at
pm= 16 probes x 3 chips
$AB000114_at
ProbeSet object:
id=AB000114_at
pm= 16 probes x

3

chips

Using affyQCReport

 affyQCReport
 A package to Generate QC Reports for Affymetrix
Array Data

 require affy, and simpleaffy
 work on normalized or normalized data.
>
>
>
>

library(affyQCReport)
library(affydata)
data(Dilution) # an object of class AffyBatch
QCReport(Dilution, file="ExampleQC.pdf")
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Report Page 1:

17/29

Array Names

 list the names of
the arrays and
assigns an index
number to be used
in future plotting.
> titlePage(Dilution)

Report Page 2:

18/29

Boxplot and Density Plot


Boxplot plot of the all pm
intensities.



Density plot: kernel density
estimates of pm intensities.



Useful assessing the overall
signal quality for the arrays.



Any array with a low average
intensity or a significantly
different shaped density would
be suspect.

> signalDist(Dilution)
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Report Page 3:

19/29

QC Stats


% present and average background



GAPDH 3':5': (circles)





β-actin, 3':5': (triangles)





Should be about 1. (blue)
Potential outlier (ratio > 1.25) (red).

Should be below 3 (blue).
those above (red).

Scale factors: (dots)





Blue stripe: scale factors are within 3-fold of
the mean for all chips.
A line to the left: down-scaling.
A line to the right: up-scaling.
Fall outside 3-fold region (red).

> plot(qc(Dilution))

20/29

Source: Baylor College of Medicine, Microarray Core Facility
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Report Page 4:

21/29

Boxplot
For each array the intensities for all border elements are collected.
 Elements with an intensity greater the 1.2 times the mean for that
group are assumed to be positive controls.
 Elements with a signal less that 0.8 of the mean are assumed to be
negative controls.





The means and standard deviations of the
intensities for each array should be
comparable.



Large variations in the positive control can
indicate non-uniform hybridization or gridding problems.



Variations in the negative controls indicate
background fluctuations.

> borderQC1(Dilution)

Report Page 5:

22/29

COI Plot


The mean values for the left, right, top, and bottom
elements are calculated for positive and negative controls.



The ”center of intensity” (COI) for the controls is calculated.



If the hybridization is uniform across the array, the
location the COI for the positive elements will be located
at the physical center of the array.




Any spatial variations in the hybridization, such as those
caused by a bubble being present during hybridization, will
cause the COI to move from center.
Another cause to the COI being off center is a slight
misalignment of the grid used to determine the cell intensities.



Any array that where the COI has coordinate with and
magnitude greater that 0.5 is flagged.



A similar plot is made for the negative controls.


measure the uniformity of the background across the array.

> borderQC2(Dilution)
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Report Page 6:

23/29

Heat Map


array-array Spearman rank
correlation coefficients.



Data from similar tissues or
treatments will tend to have
higher coefficients.



useful for detecting outliers, failed
hybridizations, or mistracked
samples.



Caution must be used in deciding
if an array should be discarded,
because the differences in the
expression patterns might be due
to interesting biology, not a
processing error.

> correlationPlot(Dilution)

3.


24/29

Using affyPLM
Methods for fitting probe-level models





extends and improves the affy package.
Routines that make heavy use of compiled code for speed.
Central focus is on implementation of methods for fitting probelevel models and tools using these models.
PLM based quality assessment tools.

library(affyPLM)
options(width = 40)
require(affydata)
data(Dilution)
Dilution = updateObject(Dilution)
Pset <-fitPLM(Dilution)
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Image Example

20060221_rk_quality.pdf

26/29

image(Pset, which = 2)
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image(Pset, which = 2, col = gray(0:25/25), add.legend = TRUE)
image(Pset, which = 2, col = gray(25:0/25), add.legend = TRUE)

image(Pset, which = 2, type = "resids")
image(Pset, which = 2, type = "sign.resids")
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image(Pset, which = 2, type = "pos.resids")
image(Pset, which = 2, type = "neg.resids")
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Statistical Microarray Data Analysis
Appendix 4

Lab: Dimension Reduction, Clustering and
Visualization

Han-Ming Wu

(吳漢銘)

Department of Mathematics, Tamkang University

http://www.hmwu.idv.tw
hmwu@mail.tku.edu.tw
1

2/20

Outlines



Microarray Data of Yeast Cell Cycle
R Graphics:

 histogram, boxplot, scatterplot matrix,
data image, line plots.







Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)
K-Means
Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)
Hierarchical Clustering
GAP
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R Script

4/20

Microarray Data of Yeast Cell Cycle


Spellman et al., (1998).
Comprehensive Identification of Cell
Cycle-regulated Genes of the Yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae by
Microarray Hybridization. Molecular
Biology of the Cell 9, 3273-3297.



The data consists of several sub-sets
collected under different conditions:
alpha factor arrest, elutriation, arrest
of cdc15 and cdc28 temperaturesensitive mutant.



Each of these sub-sets is a single
experiment.



These experiment methods are used to
synchronize the yeast cell cycle.



Synchronized by alpha factor arrest
method: Spellman et al. (1999).



Time course data: every 7 minutes
and totally 18 time points.



Known genes: there are 103 cell cycleregulated genes by traditional method
in G1, S, S/G2, G2/M, or M/G1.
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Histogram, Boxplot and Scatterplot matrix

6/20

Plots
## Read Data
setwd("C:\\Program Files\\R\\working")
library(stats)
cell.matrix <- read.table("TradCellCycle103_alpha.txt", header=TRUE)
n <- dim(cell.matrix)[1]
p <- dim(cell.matrix)[2]-2
cell.data <- cell.matrix[,3:p+2]
gene.name <- cell.matrix[,1]
gene.phase <- cell.matrix[,2]
phase <- unique(gene.phase)
phase.name <- c("G1", "S", "S/G2", "G2/M", "M/G1")
## standardized data
cell.sdata <- (cell.data-apply(cell.data, 1, mean))/sqrt(apply(cell.data,
1, var))
#Histogram
hist(cell.sdata[,1], br=12, col="lightblue", border="pink", labels = TRUE,
main="Histogram for the exp. alpha14", xlab="log ratio")
#Boxplot
boxplot(cell.sdata)
boxplot(cell.sdata[,1]~gene.phase, names=phase.name)
#Scatterplot matrix
pairs(cell.sdata[,1:5], col=phase)
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Data Image
Display a Color Image

image(x, ...)

image(x, y, z, zlim, xlim, ylim, col = heat.colors(12), add = FALSE, xaxs
= "i", yaxs = "i", xlab, ylab, breaks, oldstyle = FALSE, ...)

Data Matrix

Image
> my.data <- matrix(c(1:15), ncol=3, nrow=5)
> my.data
> image(my.data, col=grey(1:15/15))
> image(t(my.data)[,nrow(my.data):1],
col=grey(1:15/15))

8/20

Data image
## Data Image
source("maPalette.R")
cell.image <- as.matrix(t(cell.sdata[n:1,]))
RGcol <- maPalette(low = "green", high = "red", k = 50)
image(cell.image, xlab="Exp.", ylab="Genes", col = RGcol)

Note: should source “maPalette function” first (Dudoit and Yang).
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Time Series Plots
## Time Series Plots
number <- 1:n
## standardized data
cell.sdata <- (cell.data-apply(cell.data, 1, mean))/sqrt(apply(cell.data, 1,
var))
par(mfrow=c(3,2))
for(i in 0:4){
ts.plot(t(cell.sdata[number[gene.phase==i],]), xlab=phase.name[i+1])
}

10/20

PCA
cell.pca <- princomp(cell.sdata, cor=TRUE, scores=TRUE)
# 2D plot for first two components
pca.dim1 <- cell.pca$scores[,1]
pca.dim2 <- cell.pca$scores[,2]
plot(pca.dim1, pca.dim2, main="PCA for Cell Cycle Data on Genes", xlab="1st
PCA Componnet", ylab="2nd PCA Componnet",col=c(phase), pch=c(phase))
legend(3, 4, phase.name, pch=c(phase), col=c(phase))
# shows a screeplot.
plot(cell.pca)
biplot(cell.pca)
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PCA
## loadings plot
plot(loadings(cell.pca)[,1], loadings(cell.pca)[,2], xlab="1st PCA",
ylab="2nd PCA", main="Loadings Plot", type="n")
text(loadings(cell.pca)[,1], loadings(cell.pca)[,2], labels=paste(1:p))
abline(h=0)
abline(v=0)

# print loadings
loadings(cell.pca)
summary(cell.pca)

12/20

MDS

#correlation matrix
cell.cor<- cor(t(cell.sdata))
#distance matrix
cell.dist<- sqrt(2*(1-cell.cor))
cell.mds<- cmdscale(cell.dist)
mds.dim1 <- cell.mds[,1]
mds.dim2 <- cell.mds[,2]
plot(mds.dim1, mds.dim2, type="n", xlab="MDS-1", ylab="MDS-2", main="MDS
for Cell Cycle Data")
for(i in 0:4){
text(mds.dim1[number[gene.phase==i]], mds.dim2[number[gene.phase==i]],
gene.phase[number[gene.phase==i]] , cex=0.8, col= i+1)
}
legend(0.8, 1.0, phase.name, pch="01234", col=c(1,2,3,4,5))
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K-Means
no.group <- 5
no.iter <- 20
cell.kmeans <- kmeans(cell.sdata, no.group, no.iter)
plot(cell.sdata[,1:4], col = cell.kmeans$cluster)
## PCA
plot(pca.dim1, pca.dim2, main="PCA for Cell Cycle Data with K-means
Clustering", xlab="PCA-1", ylab="PCA-2", col=cell.kmeans$cluster)
## MDS
plot(mds.dim1, mds.dim2, xlab="MDS-1", ylab="MDS-2", main="MDS for Cell
Cycle Data with K-means Clustering", col = cell.kmeans$cluster)

14/20

SOM
library(som)
cell.som <- som(cell.sdata, xdim=5, ydim=4, topol="rect", neigh="gaussian")
plot(cell.som)
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Hierarchical Clustering
## Hierarchical Clustering on genes
cell.gene.hc.ave <- hclust(dist(cell.sdata), method = "ave")
plot(cell.gene.hc.ave, hang = -1, cex=0.5, labels=gene.name)
## Hierarchical Clustering on experiments
cell.exp.hc.ave <- hclust(dist(t(cell.sdata)), method = "ave")
plot(cell.exp.hc.ave, cex=0.8)

16/20

Heatmap

(Hierarchical Clustering + Data Image)

x <- as.matrix(mtcars)
?heatmap
row.color <- rainbow(nrow(x), start=0, end=.3)
col.color <- rainbow(ncol(x), start=0, end=.3)
hv <- heatmap(x, col = cm.colors(256), scale="column",
RowSideColors = row.color, ColSideColors = col.color,
margins=c(5,10),
xlab = "specification variables", ylab= "Car Models",
main = "Heatmap(mtcars)(Range Column Condition)")
names(hv)
[1] "rowInd" "colInd" "Rowv"
"Colv"
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gplots: Heatmap.2

 gplots: Various R programming tools for plotting data
?heatmap.2
library(affy)
data(SpikeIn)
pms <- SpikeIn@pm
# just the data, scaled across rows
heatmap.2(pms, col=rev(heat.colors(16)), main="SpikeIn@pm",
xlab="Relative Concentration", ylab="Probeset",
scale="row")
# fold change vs "12.50" sample
data <- pms / pms[, "12.50"]
data <- ifelse(data>1, data, -1/data)
heatmap.2(data, breaks=16, col=redgreen, tracecol="blue",
main="SpikeIn@pm Fold Changes\nrelative to 12.50 sample",
xlab="Relative Concentration", ylab="Probeset")

More Examples
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/moac/currentstudents/peter_cock/r/heatmap/

18/20

More Examples
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/moac/currentstudents/peter_cock/r/heatmap/
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gplots: Heatmap.2

GAP

20/20

http://www.hmwu.idv.tw/GAPSoftware
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